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You've got tlie desire
to be a Champion.

Dreams of conquering the skies are
what makes a winning pattern flier. But
even the best contest competitors know
that you've also got to have the right equip
ment. Futaba's J-series radio control
systems are just that. Pure, state-of-the-
art electronics with high-performance
features like full programming capability,
dual mixing circuitry, roll and snap roll

control buttons and servo reverse

switching. And serious fliers can also
appreciate our water and dust proof, dual
ball bearing S121 .servos, modular RF
boards and direct servo control.
The J-series Futabas

are available in4.5, band
8 channel systems, plus a

5 channel Helicopter sys
tem. Write now for complete
technical data, because

the sky's not the limit any
more.

.411 J'Scrics sysK-ms use quick-
chanse RF modules for band and

.odolation selection.

roarammina control sctlinxs^
ttCiadiBg 2 dual rates anC
3 iion-ilRearily liinciions.
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From the Shop
DON DEWEY

I  An R/C Overview
don't believe that there is

anyone reading this
editorial who wouldn't agree
that R/C has to be the

greatest leisure time activity
of all. With its combination of

shop and field — indoor and
outdoor activities — you can
relax, enjoy, and escape from
the problems of day-to-day
living with which each of us
are confronted.

One of these problems Is
today's inflated cost of living where the prices of food, housing,
clothing, and gasoline has shot so high that the dollar bill is
actually worth only 21 cents. In fact, by the time you read this, it
may be even less! ROM is completely familiar with these
skyrocketing costs as we have been confronted with 6%
increases on our labor, paper, and printing every 90 days for
the past year and a half and there appears to be no relief in
sight in the near future. And, when you look at an $80,000
printing bill that's going to go up 6% in 90 days and then that
figure increase another 6% 90 days after that, you begin to get
the picture of increased costs for advertising space as well as
cover prices. However, one thing I will promise you — R/C
Modeler Magazine will continue to publish the highest quality
and most informative magazine available anywhere in the
world to the R/C enthusiast.
And, as we said in the first paragraph, this is the greatest

leisure time activity that any individual could possibly enjoy.
But, as the words of the song go, "You've got to stop and smell
the roses along the way," so let's take a look at the
state-of-the-art of R/C as it exists today — an R/C overview.

Radios

Never in the history of modeling has the degree of
sophistication, as well as the variety, of radio control systems
been available as they are today. And, they are all excellent
systems with virtually all of the functions and features to fill any
and all individual requirements. The quality and the reliability
of today's R/C systems are outstanding and they even come in
a rainbow of colors. And, the best part of all is that, due to the
increasing number of R/C enthusiasts and the resultant
increase in production on the part of the radio control
manufacturers, the cost of the individual radio systems has
continually decreased. If you don't believe it, go back to the
early 1960's and look at the price tag on the first Space Control
proportional system and compare the cost of that early pioneer
to one of today's sophisticated and miniaturized systems.

Engines
The performance that was obtainable a few years ago only

by the "hop-up" artist is exceeded today by the out-of-the-box
sport engines that you can buy right off your dealer's shelf.
Technological advances allow the manufacturers to produce
high performance competition engines to deliver an almost
unbelievable amount of power. In fact, some of us old-timers
have difficulty in relating to speeds in excess of 25,000 rpml
But, on the negative side, you "pays your money and takes
your choice" — there is a price tag on those increased rpm's.

Kits

This area of R/C is so staggering it's almost inconceivable.
As a matter of fact, if someone had predicted 15 years ago the
number of kits we'd have on the market today, I wouldn't have
believed it for a moment. There are kits for almost any type, or
size model that anyone could desire. And, these kits range
from a very primitive nature through sophisticated ready-to-fly

competition ships with every sort of compromise design
in-between these two extremes. And, prices run the gamut as
well — an individual can enjoy countless hours of flying his
model built from a kit costing less than $20.00, whereas the
same modeler can purchase a kit for which he could spend
$350.00. And, $20.00 or $350.00, either model can be
destroyed on its first flight attempt or, conversely, provide
months, and even years, of relaxation and pleasure.

Clubs

Our best source of information as to what the clubs and their
members are doing is from the over 200 club newsletters that
we receive each month. And, each of these newsletters is read
by Dick Kidd, Dick Tichenor, and/or myself in order that we can
keep abreast of your interest and activities. What is becoming
increasingly apparent — although the problem has been
gathering momentum for many years — is in obtaining and
retaining flying sites. It is also readily apparent from your
newsletters that radio interference is an ever increasing threat
to our activities. Hardly a week goes by without hearing of
another gadget cluttering up the air. We were recently
informed of a personnel paging system in use by a large
company near our offices. This one transmits the call signal
from Pasadena to the San Francisco area (over 500 miles
north of us) where it is amplified and transmitted back to our
own area. Being able to function in an atmosphere filled with
garbage is indeed a real tribute to the manufacturers of our
radio control equipment. Hopefully, the Federal
Communications Commission will see fit to allocate some safe

air space to us and allow the use of FM.
As for the types of R/C models mentioned most often in your

club newsletters, it seems that trainers and Sunday flyer type
ships, such as the Falcon 56 II and the Ugly Stik still dominate.
Next in popularity is Sport Scale, followed by various classes
of racing, and then the pattern competition aircraft.
Thus, as you can see, your newsletters are Invaluable In

helping us to determine the type of material to be published
and the amount of space devoted to any particular category of
our sport and hobby. Remember — when you contribute input
to your club newsletter, you're also contributing to the
"information bank" available to the commercial magazines
who read these newsletters and, as a consequence,
determine what you want to see in those periodicals.

Flying Sites
Although we mentioned this in our brief look at local flying

clubs, this is, without question, the most serious of all
problems associated with the sport and hobby of R/C and of
most importance to the individual RC'er. Competition for the
use of public land has become critical. Rumor has it that two of
the major fields in the Los Angeles area that have been
provided by the Los Angeles County Parks end Recreation
Department will be taken from us and converted into facilities
for the 1984 Olympic Games. This is only a small sample of
what is happening across the entire country. When it comes to
private property, the owners have very little incentive to risk
the liability involved by allowing the use of their property by
sport and competition flyers. Then, there is the alDUse of that
property through vandalism by persons wholly unrelated to the
RC'ers using the area. And, those acts of vandalism always
seem to occur whenever space is made available to us, be it
public or private,

A.M.A.

We have observed the course and action of the Academy of
Model Aeronautics and can, at present, only conclude that the
vast majority of the membership are apparently satisfied, to
which we say "fantastic!" As for myself, I have stated my

to page 185



gUAlj® Hobby Lobby's
12 FOOT TELEMASTER $159

This is one of the most interesting and well-
thought-out RC planes you'll ever build and
fly. But, at the same time it's also a bit ridicul
ous. For example: The fuselage Is 8 feet long.
Each wing half is 6 feet long. The flaps (yes,
Virginia, there are flaps) have an area about the
same as the entire wing area of a Jr. Telemaster.
The barn door ailerons are enormous, but are
designed to be operated by only one little tiny
servo.

The 12 Foot Telemaster is huge, but at least
we made it so it comes apart for "easy" trans
porting (he said, as he choked back a sardonic
laugh)-the wing halves and struts come off;
the fin and stab come off; the main landing
gear comes off.

The "serious" side of the 12 Foot Telemaster
is this: It is intended to be a light wing loading
airplane. At a flying weight of 20 pounds (with
Evra engine) and a wing and lifting stab total
area of 3729 sq. in. (yes, a lifting stab-shades
of old-timers!) the wing-stab loading is about
13 02. per sq. ft.-like a glider! The 12 Foot
Telemaster is, therefore, a very, very slow and
gentle flying aircraft.

Nearly everything about this kit involved
some innovation or copying of full scale air
craft design: The structure is quite like a full
scale airplane; The wings were designed to be
structurally sound without any covering mater
ial and can therefore be covered with inexpen
sive plastic covering materials; The hardware
like the aileron bellcranks had to be specially
made; The control surfaces use air boost tech
niques like full scale airplanes where necessary
(the ailerons each have a trailing edge boost tab

List price $199.00

that moves in opposition to the aileron's move
ment); The airplane is designed to accept our
aluminum Evra engine shock mount that uses
4 rubber Lord engine mounts as in full scale
aircraft. I mention all this to point out that the
12 FootTelemaster is not just a scaled-up model
airplane-it's practically unique.

The gentleman in the photo is Joe Bridi
whose company builds the 12 FootTelemaster
kits for Hobby Lobby. The kits are magnificent

In fact, I think these kits are so excellent that
I'll make you this deal; If you get your 12 Foot
Telemaster kit and look inside and say: "Hobby
Lobby is NUTS-I do not want this much balsa
wood, nor do I want this absurd huge albatross
of an airplane casting Its ecology-upsetting
shadow over my flying field", you can give it
back to the UPS driver and I will reimburse
you the $159 you paid AND send you a $5 bill
for the trouble you went to just to take a look

Aluminum Engine Mount with Lord Mounts $19.00
Similar to full scale aircraft engine mounts. Almost totally
eliminates vibration to the airframe!

7" Exhaust Stack for Evra 190 $10.00
Just hacksaw it off where it exits the cowling.

"Fish Sealer" Muffler for Evra 190 $9.00

Hobby Lobby
EVRA 190 Engine $9750

List price $139.95

The Hobby Lobby-Evra 190 Is a 2 stroke cycle ignition engine designed
specifically for very large RC aircraft. It is 1.9 cu. in. displacement
(31 cc.)-roughly 3 times bigger than a .60 engine. We have run 18 to
22 inch props on it at top RPMs of 7000 to 5000. It idles at 1500 to
2000 RPM depending upon the prop used. It runs very economically
on regular leaded gasoline mixed 20 to 1 with 2 cycle oil.

The Hobby Lobby-Evra 190 is a model airplane engine and not a lawn
trimmer or chain saw engine: The cantilevered crankshaft does not
have a protruding rear shaft; the carburetor is accessibly mounted on
the rear of the engine; the engine has conventional beam mounting
flanges. We also have a cast aluminum firewall mount available for it.

The Hobby Lobby-Evra 190 was designed to withstand sustained full-
power running. It has large cooling fins, 4 ball or needle bearings, and
a very strong conrod and crankshaft. Even the extra large prop drive
unit and large prop washer were designed with giant RC aircraft in
mind.

There is no sensation in RC quite like flying a giant RC plane. Here at
last is the engine that was made for these giant aircraft.

Rt. 3, Franklin Pflie Circle, Brentwood, TN 37027 • 615/373-1444 NTERNATtONAL
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3 sizes

smifPTOffx wf muDwmi

SUlkPACKAGt
RCSteel Uaks
with tO" Ro<ls

Comaare ai $12.25

BUlHPACkACe
Rotypropytet»e

Hinges
200Hmges ^2*99

only
Compare at S9.W

SOtkPACKAGi
Hex Cable
Rusbrak

20 feet nylon tubing
20 feet 1/16" bronze

''on,yS3.99

rnkPAckftoi
RC Metal
Clevises

'"'rs4.99
Compare at /—; .A

2-56 threaded, ^==1^
plated-can be soldered!

BOikRACkAOi
ky^ Tube

Fushrok
25 leet Nylon Outer Tube
25 feet Nylon Inner Tube

only4399

BVlkRACkAee
Winy Fasteners
20 threaded wood blocks
20 '^■20 nylon bolts

Compare aiSO.SO

9"''4399

imim me!
SENSATIONAL PRICES

Fitters

BUlkMCkACF
Brass Tbreakek

Caufilers

Couplers
only

BillkPACkACe
/OFFFT
Suryieal

Fuel line Tubing
only

BBLkFMCkAGF
Mini kytun

Pop Clevises

Compare at S7.2S

BVLkPACkAGF
Mini Nylon

FN>p Clevises
witbt0"Ro<ls

25 Clevises aa
only p^,yy

Compare at S7.00

BUlkPACkACi
Mini Nylon

Pin Hinges
oniv $3.99

Compare at SB.58

SOlkPACkACe
Tbreadek

Ball linbs

Z'n^4399
'mD)

CompaieatSB.SD @

BNlkPACkACe
B Wheels

only 45.99
4 Pairs:

thru 21i"

Compare at
StO.76

These are lightweight, high
quality air-lrtflated wheels
on strong molded nylon
hubs. We think these are
comparable to, or better
than wheels that sell for
twice the price. We absol
utely guarantee that you'll
like them. If you don't
think they're comparable
to wheels that sell for
twice the price, return
them and we'll give you
your SS.99 back.

mePHOHi ORDeR spemis!
ITS! PHONE YOUR ORDER IN QUICKLY!

BridiRCM TRAINER 40
List price $54.95

54" span for 4 channels, .35-.49
engine. ADVANCED TRAINER.

Prices in effect only to May 30, 1979. COD or CREDIT CARDS only!

BEGINNERS!
(and CONVENIENCE-MINDED pros!)

When you phone for your kit, order the KIT ACCESSORY
PACK. We've figured out every hardware and covering item
that's needed for each kit in this ad. Our ACCESSOR Y PACKS
contain everything you need to complete the plane except for
engine, radio and tools. Cost? Usually less than the kit.

Surefllte
PIPER
J.3

List
$37.95

For .15".19 engine, 52" span, 2 to
4 channels, 2 hour assembly.

$19.99BridiSUN-FLI4-20
List price $29.95

MINI PATTERN PLANE. 48"
span, 4 channels, for .15 to .25
engine.

Bud Nosen AERONCA CHAMP
List price $99.95 c,cQ QQ

9 FOOT SPAN! ^0^"

Sig KADET 99
List price $39.95

GREAT TRAINER. For 3 chan-
jiels^^1£^o_^30_en2inej_5^

Surefllte
CESSNA
SKYLANE
182 FOAM
A-R-F
List $37.95

For .15-.19 engine, 53" span,
420 so. inch area, 2 to 4 channels.
^teerablejosejear^^Jirj^^

$28.^^Lanier TRANSIT A-R-F
List price $46.50

3 channel BASIC TRAINER. 85"
span for .35-.45 engines. ALMOST
flEAOV TO FLY!

Bud Nosen P-51 0
List price $169.95

B'/z FOOT SPAN!

$1^9.99 $17.99Sig COLT
List price $22.95

45" span FOAM WING. 3 chan-
jieUrainer^For^j^^

Midwest CESSNA A-R-F
List price $33.95

ALL FOAM-ASSEMBLED!
Flies best with a .15 and 3 chan
nels.

$37.99Lanier COMET II
List price $62.50

63"span ADVANCED TRAINER.
For4channels and .50-.61 engine.
Almost ready to fly!

$23.99M.E.N. TRAINER
List price $31.95

58" span for 3 channels and .15-
.25 engines. SUPER STABLE
BEGINNER'S PLANE.

Km

Top Flite FRESHMAN qq
TRAINER List $47.95
GOOD BEGINNER'S PLANE.
48" span, for 3 channels and a
.29 engine, or a .40 for sport.

$21.99Midwest SUPER
CHIPMUNK List $33.95
ALL-FOAM ASSEMBLED! 48"
span for 3 channels and .10 to
.19 engine.

529.99Lanier CESSNA
List price $48.50

48" span. GOOD BEGINNER'S
PLANE. For 3 channels, .19
engine. Almost ready to fly!

SigKOUGAR .99
List price $47.50 ©AO*

SHARP LOOKING 4 CHANNEL
£lane;_52^^s£an^_Fo^^35%5Q_^^

Sig PIPER J-3 C'lA 39
List price $44.95

SCALE KIT. Big 71" span for .19
J^S^nginej^^hannek^^^

$27.99Midwest ATTACKER
A-R-F List $42.95
ALL FOAM - ASSEMBLED!
48" span for 4 channels and .19

INTERNATIONAL Rt 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN. 37027 •615/373-1444



BOUfPmACe

M/e^f/es
so Cable-ties

Each nvlon cable-tie Is SVi" lon^
Forms a permanent, self-locking,
very strong clamp from 5i" dia.
to ZERO inch diameter. Handy
for; Organizing radio wires, sup
porting nyrods in fuselage struct
ure; as a hose clamp for fuel
lines; attaching fairings to struts;
clamping metal rod to dowel for
pushrod . . , you'll think up
dozens of uses when you see them.

mux BHSX WOOD
—  20-1/16x3x36 SZ77

20-1/16x4x36

There are three thin}S wrsng with
■hit wood: It still has the sawdust
on It: It's a little longer than 36";
It doesn't have anyone's name

^stamped on it.

20-3/32x3x36
15-3/32x4x36
10-1/8x4x36
10-3/16x4x36
10-1/4x3x36

S9.99
sn/r
S8M
$9.99
$7.77

R&S HOBBY PRODUCTS

SKYGLASS FIBERGLASS & FOAIVI
AIRPLANE KITS

We don't know of a cheaper way for you
to outfityourself with a high performance
fiberglass RCplane.

F-16A Deluxe
MIG2I Deluxe
F-5 Deluxe
Cuteare6Q
E-Z Does It Trainer
Beartet 60
Sun Fli4 < EQ
Kwik Fli3-60
KsvikFli4-60
Cutlass Supreme 60
Phoenix 5 - 60
Vertigo II

Vllll Phoenix 6-60 $j jgfj S94 00 S
s bbiIs sS: »
S 68.95 S52.0D ^ ®
S 65 00 547.45 Troublemaker^O ... S
S 65-00 547.45 S.re kits
S 65.00 547.45 A-6 Intruder 40 S
S 65.00 547.45 Cutlass 40 S
S 65.00 547.45 Phoenix 5-40 S
S 65.00 547.45We-109 40 S
5 65.00 547.45 Jap Zero 40 $

547.45
547.45
547.45
547.45
547.45

55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00
55.00

543.00
543.00
543.00
543.00
543.00

% PX/C£
SPECIAL'^ENGINE DEALS!

Fox 15 RC Schneurle
with

Fox Muffler
Total list value $43.90

Fox Eagle 60 RC
with Perry Carb &

Muffler
Total list value S92.85

92PRtC€S8U '/2PRIC€SAie
$27.95 $96.93

LIMITED QUANTITY! PLEASE ORDER QUICKLY!

A  Starts, Charges, Lights, Fill^
De-Fuels, Tests!

Hobby Lobby
POWER CENTER •

Sf5.88

POWER PANEL

List price
$29,95 • • •

L.R. Tav'of & Co. POWER PACER 300

ViSSi
t$49.99

List $59.95

> t
Pococt Pacct

Tests, cycles, recharges digital nicads.

Balance
ANYTHING!

SULLIVAN

Would you ever believe it's possible
10 balance not only a prop, but also
the prop NUT? Oon't laugh-ihis
ihing'll do just (hat. It'll also balance
spinners, flywheels, boat props-
anything that's got a T/8" to 3/8"
hole in it. Beautifully made.

High Point
BALANCER ....$19.95

SUPER-LOW PRICES ON
EK-LOGICTROLRADIOS!

•JL

EK-Nimbus, 4 chan. EK-LRB 5 channel.
/.;s/Si09...... $199.00 List $310 $189.00

om^powiR

Sullivan Electric Starter.... S23.99
Llsl price S:iH.9'>

SGNICTRONICS
ELECTRIC FUEL PUMP

VOUR.60-SIZE
R/C PLANE
WITH THE

m
20c.e.
TWm

This has been tried! An average size .60-power-
ed RC plane has been flown with a FOX
TWIN with a 12-8 prop. The firewall was
moved back and the FOX TWIN added another
16 ounces above the weight of the .60 engine.
The CG only moved forward a fraction of an
inch.
PERFORMANCE?? Well, you can just imagine
what happened: Vertical climb on partial
throttle-sustained knife edge flight. Sabre
dance 1/2 loop-1/2 roll take offs-on a pattern
plane like a Phoenix, the performance would
be mind-boggling.
Lots of places have advertised the FOX TWIN,
but have you tried to get one? We've got 200
of 'em. Call us for our LOW, LOW price and
let us send you one today.

DUBRO FUEL PUMP Coverite for. .
BIG airplanes!

12 Volt Electric S9.93
List price $1 5.95

OuSro Kwik-FII! Fuel
Pump

1 cst r-irc SIO.O'

Super Coverite
IS FOOT ROLL S28.97

List iirlcB 538.84

^ specMu
G.S. Nickef-Codmium

Batteries
1.2 vi)li 500 mah. Piiiici-ll size

0 for $9.96
This IS (he higti quality G.E. cell
that's original equipment in the
best ladiu outfits. Cells have
solder tabs. .

VOLUME BCAmOG
Hobby Lobby's best catalog yet!

Big FULL COLOR SECTION!
The best organized and most descriptive

RjC catalog ever!
■lENDVOLTllVlis CATALOG TO: "*
' Name
I Address

I City
, □$3.00 FIRST class

State Zip

EK-Oiampion,
5 channel.
List $370 $245.00

EK- Super Pro. 1 stick
7 channel. $293.00
2 stick $279.00

□$2.00 THIRD class
Deduct $1.00 from above prices if you enclose

I the words "VOLUME 6" or "VOLUME 7"
from old Catalog cover. ^ j

Except as noted prices good to June 30, 1979.

□ I ENCLOSE CHECK FOR S
ADD $1.80 HANDLING

□ charge TO MY BankAmericard
□ charge TO MY Master Charge

name

ADDRESS

CARD NO.

EXPIRES.
CITY - STATE - ZIP rcm 6

($2.75 HANDLING)

□SHIPC.O.D.
($2.75 HANDLING)

^^Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, IN 37027 • 615/373-1444 INTERNATIONAL



Hobby Lobby's 4 Channel Beginner's Plane

.. you instructors out there, the next time
you are asked to recommend a kit to a
beginner, remember the Hobby Lobby
Junlon TelBmaster."(from Flying Models

Product Review.)

Hobby Lobby JUNIOR TELEMASTER .
List price $42.95

We thought TIGER was only good looking. . .
YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE HOW WELL IT FLIES!

Hobby Lobby/Truejlne TIGER
List price $89.95

With a K&B 40 and (of all things) a Grish 3 bladed 9-6 nylon prop, our
TIGER does victory rolls straight up and out of sight, holds a knife
edge attitude as long as you want it to, and then slows down like a
trainer for landings. In the air it's the best looking plane we've seen.
All this for a kit that includes a fully obechi-sheeted wing and the
simplest balsa fuselage construction imaginable.

Here's a plane for .09-. 10 engines!

One of the EASIEST-TO-BUILO balsa & plywood kits you'll ever seel One piece
fuselage sides, machine cut wing ribs, dropout die-cut plywood fuselage formers for
strength, dural landing gear, and plywood & balsa wheel pants. 42K" span, 317 sq. in,
wing area, for 2 or 3 RC channels. Words can't do tfiis kit justice-you've got to see it!

Hobby Lobby CESSNA .09 $28.97
List price $38.95

mef
S36.7S
MUUna
Toot

included with
Lathe until

June 30,1979

Hobby Lobby/Taig
MICRO LATHE

sm9s
About half the price of competitive precision metal-working lethesi Taio Lathe Is a heavily
overbuilt machine that was originally designed for light Industrial use. 4'A' turning diameter,
7^" length capacity. Cross slide travel IV. Accuracy 5/10,000". Included are Taig 15"
bed lathe, 1/10 HP Dayton motor, mounting board, 3 jaw chuck, 1/4" Jacobs drill chuck, 7
piece tooi set, tailstock, stepped pulley & belt set, self-adjusting motor bracket. Many other
accessories are also available.

V Sensational Plastic Heat-Shrink Mode! Covering! J
EASIEST TO APPLY! TREMENDOUS SHRINKABILITY! STRONG!
NO AIR BUBBLES! REQUIRES LOW HEAT! INVISIBLE JOINTS!
GREAT FOR FOAM AIRPLANES! RESISTS SAGGING!

SUPERKOTE 27" wide, 6 foot roll $6 95 $2 99
Cessna White Ryan Orange Terra Green
Beechcraft Red Aero (light) Blue Taylorcraft Cream Met. Blue
Piper Yellow Midnight Black Metallic Gold Met. Green
Waco (dark) Blue Campaign Brown Aluminum Met. Plum

HOBBY LOBBY PAPILLON
1/2A RC Motor Glider

This beautiful iittU plane can be
the wide open spaces. Its slow, gentle
beginner. For 2 channels (rudder and elevator),
perform aerobatics or just hang itself on a thermal or slope up-

Pepiifi

PAPILLON

»45>^" wing span
•278 sq. in. wing

area

•2-Channel
powered glider,
slope soarer
and sport plane!

ONLY

$$7.96

Hobby Lobby SENIOR
TELEMASTER. $89.88
SP£CmL Until June 30, 79

95" wing span, for .40-.60 engines, 4
channels. Been described as "best kit

ever produced", and as "greatest flying
RC airplane in history."

tiM!
mo»""

N£W! BUILD YOUR OWN CRUISE MISSILEi
DELTA 40 - WILD high speed per
formance with axial rolls you won't
believe! But, it slows down like a
glider for very easy landings. 53"
long, 744 sq.in. area, very light-
31/3 lbs. with radio. For 3
channels, .29-.45 engines.
Balsa & hardwood with Roha-
cell foam wing. Elevon
mixer included.

NTER NATIONAL

Hobby Lobbv/Wik-Modeile DELTA 40 $99S9

Rt 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, TN. 37027 • 615/373-1444



CAMDmS! CAMOmS! CAMDMNS!
Order from Hobby Lobby CANADA! Phone (403) 477-3456

FAST SERVICE! LOWEST PRICES! All your RjC needs! CO.D. - Master Charge - Visa

^0' The engine for giant Associated l/12th Scale Electric:

6
Sureflite

SRC aircraft!

Hobby UbbyeVRA m sm9s

Fox Manufacturing Co.
Fox .15 Schneurle S 44,89
Fox .19 Engine S 40.66
Fox .36 Engine S 54.95
Fox .45 Engine S 82.95

K&B

K8iB 2.5 Outboard $109.95
K&B .61 with Pump $129.95
K&B .40 RC $ 72.95
K&B .19 RC $ 48.95

OS Max

0S10SSR $ 42.49
OS10SSR Marine $ 49.39
OS 15 RC $ 48.24
08 20 RC $ 52.84
OS 20 FRS Car Engine $ 80.44
08 25 RC $ 55.17
08 25 FSR $ 79.29
OS 30 RC $ 56.29
08 35 RC $ 59.74
08 40 RC $ 89.64
08 40 FSR $109.19
08 45 RSR Marine $164.39
08 60 FSR RC $183.94
OS 60 FSR with perry pump

and carburetor $216.14
OS 65 RSR Marine $257.54
OSWankel $145.99

Dremel

Dremel 371 Moto Kit $ 88.95
Dremel Moto Shop $ 92.98
Milter Dope Sprayers
Complete Kit No. 2017 $ 76.80
Miller No. AB100 $ 10.45
Miller No. AB200 $ 17.80
Propellent $ 3.94

Epoxies & Glues
GMP 6 min, 10 oz. Epoxy $ 7.43
GMP 10 min, 10 oz $ 6.33
Devon Dev-Tube 5 min $ 2.41
Devcon Seal-It Silicone .... $ 3.29

Car Kits

Peerless 1/12th Scale Electric Cars:

Lamborghini $109.95
Lancia Stratos $109.95

 cell complete with Futaba
Radio $362.95

6 cell car only, complete.... $142.95

1/8th Scale Gas Cars:

Complete car, less engine
and radio $104.23

Complete car with K&B
Veko 19 $168.25

RC 100, complete kit $138.55
RC200 Racing Kit $214.50
MRP 1/12th Scale Electric:

6 cell complete with Radio $293.70
6 cell complete less Radio $ 99.00
Gas Car complete with Cox TD

and Radio $286.00

Jerobee Electric 6 cell complete
with Radio $286.00

6 cell complete less Radio $68.15
{We carry parts for all cars listed)

Peerless

Spearfish $ 93.45
Capri Cabin Cruiser $ 93.45

Kyosho
Speed Master 200 $ 39.95
Speed Master 400 $ 47.95
Transonic 400 $ 58.95
Susanoh 20 $ 49.95
Susanoh 40 $ 61.95

Helicopters
Revolution 40 without

Motor $269.98
pevolution 60 $329.95
Revolution Jet Ranger $399.95
Kavan Jet Ranger $479.95

Top Flite
Top Flite Contender $ 72.43
Top Flite P-51 Mustang $ 91.28
Top Flite Airacobra $ 98.53
P47 Thunderbolt Kit $130.01

Skyglass
Phoenix 6 $ 80.29
Phoenix 5 $ 64.89

Bear Cat $ 80.25
Jap Zero $ 69.25
Nut Cracker $ 80.29
Intruder $ 69.25

Big
Sig Cessna 150 $ 86.34
Sig J-3 Cub $ 52.74
Sig Kiwi $ 47.94
Sig Colt $ 29.94
Sig Kavalier $ 41.94
Sig Commander $ 50.34
Sig Kadet $ 45.54

M.E.N.

Trainer $ 32.95
Trainer 40 $ 69.14
Piper J-3 $ 62.10
Buzzard $ 69.25

ureflite J-3 Cub ARF $41.20
Sureflite Cessna ARF $41.20
Sureflite Spitfire $ 41.20

Lanier

Transit $ 49.95
Cessna $ 51.95
Jester II $ 72.49

Bridi

Basic Trainer $ 51.65
Bridi Kaos .T. $ 87.95
Bridi Kaos 40 $ 68.82
Super Kaos 60 $ 81.35
Dirty Birdy 60 $109.98
Dirty Birdy 60 Fiberglass $190.25
Hobby Lobby
Senior Telemaster $153.95
Junior Telemaster $ 47.25
.09 Cessna Trainer $ 31.85
Recruit $ 32.95
Big Lift $175.95
Hobby Lobby Superkote
6 foot roll $ 5.99

Hobby Lobby Power
Center $ 26.95

HL Electric Fuel Pump $ 11.95
SLEC10"MultiProp $ 12.50
SLEC12"MultiProp $ 13.95
Hobby Lobby Bulk Packages
HL Bulk Control Horns

HL Bulk Poly Hinges $ 4.68
HL Bulk RC Metal

Clevises mm

HL Bulk RC Steel Links
with 10" rods mm....

HL Bulk Flex Cable

Pushrod

H L Bulk Wing Fasteners....
HL Bulk Fuel Filters

HL Bulk Nylon Tube
Pushrod

HL Bulk Wheels (8)
HL Bulk Nylon Clevises $ 6.55
HL Bulk Silicone Fuel

Tubing, 10 foot $ 3.29
J.L. Modelcraft Kits

Harpoon Flying Boat $ 96.80
Easy Flyer $ 84.70
Gemini Bipe $108.90
CF-5 Tiger $108.90
Mmi Star $ 84.70
Cessna Skyhawk $ 96.80

$ 5.48

$  7.14

$ 7.14

$  6.55
5.81

6.55

6.55

7.10

HOBBY LOBBY 6 RABtO $299
The nwsi reliable radio system
is now the lowest priced radio
in CANADA!

Radios

EK LRB, 1 stick,
3 channel $166.00

EK, 1 stick, 3 channel
with nicads $219.00

EK LRB, 2 stick,
5 channel $249.00

EK Nimbus, 2 stick,
4 channel $289.00

EK Champ, 2 stick
5 channel $329.00

EK Super Pro, 2 stick
7 channel $369.00

EK, 1 stick, 7 channel $389.00
Hobby Lobby 6 $299.00
Hobby Lobby 3 $179.00
Frequency Flags $ .99

BmDNew!
mum 8 CATALOG

Ottfy.. ,$3.50

Hobby Lobby's
best catalog yet!

The best organized and
most descriptive
RjC catalog ever!

NEWf

Big FULL COLOR SECTION!

Name

Street or PO Box

City, Prov. Zip

PHONE

(403) 471-2345
and

(403) 477-3456
(Prices in this ad are Canadian Dollar prices for Canadian Orders placed with Hobby Lobby CANADA, and not Hobby Lobby International, U.S.A.)

Porsche $109.95

5821 - IIBth Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5B 4M4
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R/C DESIGN MADE EASY

PART II

Okay, gang, if you paid attention
last month to Part I of this

series, you most probably have
several questions in your mind, as well
as a half finished aircraft, or aircraft
design, waiting for the final touches.
Let's dig out some more thoughts on
simplified design of remote guided
miniature aircraft.

To begin where we ended last month,
we had investigated the design of a .40
size sport model, and I mentioned that
we would go into airfoils, Center of
Gravity location, wheel placement, etc.,
later. l.ater is now. First, let us look at the
broad picture of wing airfoils. They
generally fall into three categories for
our use. The flat bottom airfoil, the
semi-symmetrical airfoil, and the fully
symmetrical airfoil. Each has a rather
good use for certain types of aircraft.
The flat bottom airfoil creates more lift

than do the other types. This type of
airfoil is best used on small, highly
loaded aircraft, trainer types, slow flying
sport designs, large aircraft that need to
use the wings to fly upon rather than
relying only upon engine power, gliders
and soaring aircraft, and aircraft
designed to lift large payloads. In the
past fifteen years the flat bottom airfoil
has not been as widely used as it once
was but, used correctly, it is a super type
of airfoil to use.

Next, is the semi-symmetrical type of
airfoil. It has a greater thickness in the
top portion of the airfoil than the bottom
portion, thus generating more lift when
right side up. The semi-symmetrical
airfoil can be used on ail of the types of
aircraft mentioned earlier for the flat

bottom type. It gains advantage in that
the aircraft wil l perform inverted
maneuvers much better than will the flat

bottom type, and will not be apt to
"balloon" into the wind when coming out
of a turn and into the wind. It is more
difficult to construct a wing with a
semi-symmetrical airfoil than with a flat
bottom type but, with the use of rib tabs,
or small blocks under the wing while
building, it really isn't too much more
difficult.

The third broad category of airfoil is
the symmetrical type. This airfoil has
equal depth above the chord line, both

FLAT BOTTOM AIRFOIL

SEMI-SYMMETRICAL AIRFOIL

c

<;

SYMMETRICAL AIRFOIL

ROUNDED LEADING
EDGE (GOOD)

SHARP LEADING

EDGE (BAD)

top and bottom. It is as its name implies,
symmetrical about the center line. This
type of airfoil is most often used in full
stunt and pattern type aircraft since the
actions of the aircraft and lift are the
same right side up or up-side down. This
type of airfoil may be used for trainer
types, provided that positive incidence is
built into the wing. By that, I mean that
the leading edge of the wing is one or
two degrees above the trailing edge.
The real drawback to this type of airfoil,
when used on a trainer or slow flying
aircraft, is that it will stall at a higher flying
speed, thus reducing the allowable
margin of error for the less than skillful
pilot. In the hands of a skillful pilot you
cannot tell that there is any problem, but
sometimes a less experienced pilot
needs all of the help he can get and, for
this reason, I like to use the flat, or
semi-symmetrical airfoil for most
general types of miniature aircraft.

Naturally, in each broad category
there are many, many specialized types
of airfoils that can be used. If you're a
bug on airfoils, visit your local library and
read up on them in the full size dircraft
design books.

For our use, the Clark Y flat bottom
airfoi l , and the NACA 2415
semi-symmetrical airfoil are the most
popular. Plotting airfoils is quite
interesting, and over the years a number

of articles have appeared in ROM on
how to plot airfoils. Actually, there is
really a rather large margin of error in
drawing an airfoil, and many successful
designs have been made using "French
Curve Airfoils," simply using a long
trench curve to draw the airfoil to

something that looks good to the
designer. If you use this method, keep
the thickest portion of the airfoil between
33% and 40% back from the leading
edge of the wing, and the total thickness
of the airfoil from 12% of the wing chord
length for a flat bottom; to 15% total
thickness for a semi-symmetrical; and to
18% for a fully symmetrical. Experiment
a bit, and who knows, you may develop
an airfoil that is perfect for your use and
your aircraft.
The really important thing about

airfoils is the wing that is constructed
around the airfoil. It must be warp-free.
This is the single most important point in
wing construction --- building it
warp-free. The second most important
point is to build it strong. Nothing is more
disappointing to the fledgling designer
than to have his dream aircraft descend

rapidly to earth with pieces of the wing
floating downward — yuk! A bit of extra
beef in the wing in the form of plywood
dihedral braces, strong spars, and good
glue joints go a long way toward keeping
things in one piece. Run those dihedral
braces out into the wings, make sure
that they are fully bonded to the spars
with epoxy glue, and make sure that the
wood that you choose for the spars is
strong. Don't rely on soft balsa to save
your aircraft at some important moment
— find the strongest pieces of wood that
you can, especiaiiy for the spars.

Let's talk a bit about the leading edge
of the wing that you're designing and
building. For best all-around flying the
leading edge of the airfoil should be
rounded, not sharp. A nice large radius
leading edge is the best, a sharp pointed
leading edge is the pits. Why? Because
the sharp leading edge will react to
minor elevator changes very quickly and
will give you a jumpy flying aircraft, one
which will snap and stall much more
easily. Back in the middle 1960's the
AMA pattern had evolved into one which
required a very fast snapping aircraft. To
aid in this, wing leading edges were
designed to be very sharp — pattern
aircraft of the day could snap and spin

to page 175
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Father & Son Special
Purchase a Kraft 7-channei system
and receive a 2-channei system for

only $29.95 additional!

V

isaaM

SS ̂  ' j"

valid in the U.S.A. only.]

You save S100 on the regular $1 29.95(r™lprc11
2-channel system by redeeming the Father & Son
Coupon for a KP-2AS, KP-2AW, or KP-2A system
on the frequency of your choice, postpaid from the
factory.

The KP-7CS and KP-7C are con

test proven, sophisticated
systems wi^ e wide yariety of
options.

The KP-2AS,KP-2AW. and
KP-2A are the industry's finest
2-channel systems.

Quantities are limited. Orders are on a first come, first serve basis.

See your participating Kraft dealer NOW!
Write for Free Catalog

Kraft Systems, Inc, • 450 West California Avenue • Vista OA 92083 • PH. [714] 724-7146



Engine Clinic CLARENCE LEE

This past month I received a
phone call from John Klotz who
manufactures the Klotz line of

synthetic motor oils that many of you are
familiar with — especially those who
have been mixing their own fuel and
using the Klotz Special Formula oil. John
wanted to inform me of changes that
have been made to their two cycle racing
oil that should prove beneficial for our
model engine use.
Klotz Special Formula oil was

originally formulated for use in
motorcycles, go-karts, snowmobiles,
etc. I do not know who was originally
responsible for giving it a try in model
fuel but I first used it myself
approximately ten years ago and
brought It to the attention of readers of
this column at that time. Over the years I
have made mention of the oil many
times and answered many letters with
questions related to the use of the oil.
Klotz Special Formula oil has proven to
be the most popular synthetic for model
use — mainly due to availability. You
can purchase it at many speed shops
catering to the drag race crowd,
motorcycle shops, go-kart shops, etc.
Union Carbide has two excellent
synthetics — MA-731 and MA-2270 —
intended for model fuels but they have
not made these available through retail
outlets to the general public. They have
to be ordered through Union Carbide
distributors in bulk quantity. Some years
back K & B introduced their X2C
synthetic oil and, at the time, sold it in
quart bottles through the hobby shops.
However, this practice was discontinued
and K & B's oil is now only available in
their line of fuels. Although there are
many synthetic oils on the automotive
market, only Klotz, K & B's X2C, and
Union Carbide's Ucons, have proven
satisfactory for model engine fuels. Most
synthetics intended for automotive and
motorcycle use are too thin bodied for
our use. Oils used in model engines
require a heavier bodied oil both for the
"cushioning" effect and the ability of the
heavier oil to carry away more heat —
one of the functions of the oil in our fuels
besides lubrication.
Over the years, Klotz added several

other specialized oils to their line of
lubricants. Those intended strictly for
motorcycle use, snowmobile use, etc.

One oil in particular — their 2-cycle
Racing Oil — looked like it would have
good possibilities for model fuel.
However, in actual use it did prove to be
a little thin and did not hold up as well as
the original "Special Formula" oil. I have
mentioned many times in the past few
years that when using Klotz oil to be sure
to use the original "Special Formula"
and not the 2-cyc!e Racing Oil.
However, this has now been changed.
Klotz 2-cycle Racing Oil has been
reformulated and now contains 25%

caster oil. The addition of extra castor oil

to the synthetics is something many
fellows have been doing all along. The
addition of castor oil to the synthetics
seems to give the extra protection at
high temperature on a lean run and also
helps the rust formation problem caused
by the nitro methane and alcohol in our
fuel. Castor has a better ability to hold
down rust build-up than the synthetics.

Strictly from a lubrication standpoint,
nothing can beat castor oil in our model
fuel. However, as most of you have
found out, it has many disadvantages. It
is very hard to clean off of the model,
makes the engine stiff and hard to start
in cold weather, turns to gum if an engine
is allowed to set for any length of time,
etc. So synthetic oil with some castor
added seems to make an ideal

lubrication package.
"Good Old Klotz" Special Formula,

the original oil has not been changed
other than the labeling on the can and is
still pure synthetic for those who wish to
go that route or use less castor in their
fuel. The part number is KL 200 when
you go to purchase the oil from your local
source. The part number for the 2-cycle
Racing Oil with castor added is KL 100.
There is no mention of castor oil on the
can or label. Klotz has actually been
adding the castor to the 2-cycle Racing
Oil for about a year now but there is
always the possibility that a dealer
somewhere may have some of the old
stock on hand that does not have the
castor added. The labeling on the cans
and part number are identical but you.
can tell the new oil from the old since the

new oil has a lithographed picture of one
of Klotz's other products — their Octane
Booster on the top of the can. The older
oil without the castor added does not. So
look for the Octane Booster picture on

the lid when purchasing the oil.
Let's get to the letters this month.

Dear Mr. Lee:

I would like you to know that down
here in Puerto Rico ROM Magazine is a
part of every modeler's life, and that
your column is one of the highlights of
the magazine.

Although you try to answer many
questions regarding model engines, it is
impossible for you to print them all in the
magazine. Our club had a problem
getting fuel and finally started to make
our own. We used your basic formula.
The fuel is working fine but we really
don't know what we have and would like

you to clear the air for us. The formula
we are using is five gallons ofmethanol,
six quarts of Klotz Super Techniplate
racing oil and one sixteen ounce can of
Klotz Racing Additive (nitro).
Could you let me know what

percentage nitro we have. Some of the
members say we must put in almost 13
ounces of nitro to get a 10% nitro mix.
Considering the amount of power we
are now getting with the fuel we are now
mixing, it seems to me like too much
nitro. That would be for every 100
ounces of fuel, 10 oz. nitro, 22 oz. oil,
and 68 oz. methanol. Would this be

correct? I have been under the
impression that some brands of nitro are
more powerful than others, therefore,
the ounce system would not be right.
Please try to clear up this matter for us.

Sincerely yours,
Joseph Micalizz, President
Demajagua RC Flying Club

Puerto Rico
First off, when you mix your own fuel it

is always better to start with a basic
quantity in mind, i.e., 100 ounces, 128
ounces (1 gallon), etc. This way you are
less apt to get goofed up with
percentages. One of the biggest
mistakes fellows make is to start with a
five gallon can of alcohol and start
adding the oil and nitro methane trying to
bring it to a certain percentage of oil and
nitro. Usually they end up a long way off
from what they think they have. Then I
get the letters wanting to know why the
engines will not Idle, run excessively hot,
etc.

Using your example of 100 oz., then
to page 12
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Fan the raesp op eolleetop!
Here are two of the most exciting radio-

controiied cars you'li ever see! Prototypes
were ciocked at scale speeds of more than 300
miles per hour! If you want to race—these cars
go! And yet, each is so incredibly detailed that
a serious collector will Instantly recognize them
as masterpieces of model-making wizardry.

They're the kind of cars you'd expect only
from Pro-Clsion, the acknowledged leader In
radio-controlled vehicles.

Noteworthy about both these cars Is Pre
cision's Multi-frequency Selector. A simple flip
of a switch and you can operate on any of three
frequencies.
The car on the left Is an astonishing 1/10

scale replica of its namesake —the M26
McLaren Formula 1 race car. The other beauty
Is an authentic 1/12 scale model of the Mazda
RX7 racer...each about ̂ 5V2 inches long.

Both cars have the same rugged chassis and
the same advanced Pro-Cislon circuitry. This
super hetrodyne solid state circuitry controls a
dual power source—one to drive the powerful
Mabuchi 540 motor, the other to motivate all
other functions. Corollary to this Is Pro-Clslon's
dual stick transmitter—one stick to control every

nuance of speed, forward and reverse, and
another to control every subtle change in
steering, right or left.

These cars come truly ready to run, com
plete with Nl-Cad Battery Pak and charger, plus
ail required penllte batteries.
And each car comes packed on a specially

designed "cobblestone" display base-
perfect for displaying the car on a desk or cof
fee table. ^

See Pro-Cision's cars and trucks wherever
toys and hobbles are sold.

EXCELLENCE, IN RADIO CONTROL

>- I9ra The THM Cofpotalinn. Pto-Cision Division

PRO CISION, 6501, FLOTILLA AV£., DEPT. RC, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90040ImheisiMj IN CANADA: 6100 AMBLER DRIVE, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L4W2B1



B. Q HOBBY WAREHOUSE
1128 ORCHARD AVE. ■ Louisville, KY. 40213- (502) 966-2313

List Our Nicarlt
3 Cnann«i SinQie stick Price Price Servos.
Co> e022 139.95 93. 2 rso

Loglct'OI NcmDus 141.7S 103. 2 no

2 Ctianncl Dual Slick

Cox 8020 99.95 70. 2 no

Fulaoa FP-ZGS 109.95 77. 2 no
FuUDO FP.2E 149.95 100. 2 no

Fjiaba FP.2E S18 134.95 91. 2 no

MFC 772 119.95 84. 2 no

2 Ctannal Wneel

Cox 8021 139.95 93. 2 no

Futaoa FP.2F 149.95 100. 2 no

Fulaoa FP.2F S18 134.95 91. 2 no

3 Cbannei Single stick

Cox 8031 159.95 104. 2 no

Fulaoa FP-3S 169.95 113'. 2 no

FulaBa FP-3S Slfi 144.95 97. 2 no

Lugiclrol l-RB-3 166.95 105. 2 no

l.ogicliO( Ranger 187.95 119. 2 no

3 Cnannel Dual stick

FuiatM FP.3FN 219.95 145. 2 yes

4 cnannel

Cox 8040 299.95 189. 4 yes

Cox 8044 279.95 178. 4 yes

Cox 8048 449.95 285. 4 yes

FulaOa FP.4N 319.95 203. 4 yes

FutaOa FP.4FN S18 289.95 ISB. 4 yes

Logicirol Nimbus 324.50 197. 4 yes

MRC 774 279.95 189. 4 yes

5 cnannel Dual stick

Cox 80S4 299.95 190. 4 yes

Futaba FP-SFN 359.95 225. 4 yes

Logiclroi LRB 2-5 299.25 183. 4 Rxonly

t.ogictrol Cnampion 388.50 237. 4 yes

MRC 775 379.95 251. a yes

5 cnannel Single stick

Logiclroi LRB 1-5 325.50 207. 4 Bxoniy

5 cnannel

Cox 8060 369.95 230. 4 yes

cox BC6S 479.95 305 4 ve>

Futaoa FP.6FN 369.95 234. 4 yes

Futaba FP.6FN SIS 339.95 216. d yes

7 Channel Dual stick

Futaba FP.7G 579.95 385. 4 yes

Logiclroi Super Pro 440.95 266. 4 yes

7 cnannei Single stick

Logiclroi Super Pro 463.00 284. 4 yes

AIRTRONICS KITS

Aero-Star

Aqullla

Cadet

Grand Espirit

Olympic tl

Questor

Q-Tee

S-Tee

COX

Ferrari Race Car

BMW Race Car

Sportavia

Cessna Centurion

Tradewlnds Sailboat

DUMAS KITS

List

Price

89.95

69.95

36.95

129.95

49.95

34.95

21.95

21.95

99.95

99.95

69.95

54.95

129.95

Our

Price

63.00

49.00

25.90

91.00

35.00

24.50

15.40

15.40

79.95

79.95

52.50

41.25

97.50

Good Selection in Stock. 30% OFF Kits over

$20.00. 25% OFF Kits under $20.00.

GUILLOWS KiTS

Cessna 170 A

Beilanca

29.95

29.95

21.00

21.00

CALL for FAST COD or CREDIT

CARD service or send money order or
certified check including $2.00 for
postage, handling and insurance. KY.
residents add 5% sales tax. CCD's are

cash only.

Send ̂ 10 envelope with 30^ In stamps for

our catalog listing.

MASTERCHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

*'MORE NEWS"
Frame Improvements, Etc.

We're constantly looking for ways to improve the 60 Maximizei® and recently
began making some subtle changes in the way we machine the main frame.
These are very significant changes as they will make mounting the engine in the
frame a much easier and more precise job. If anyone has had an alignment
problem, please return the main frame assembly to us and we will rework it to the
new standards at no cost except $3.00 for handling and postage (foreign $6.00
for airmail).

If you're just getting into the
"Big" airplane, please consider
the 60 Maximize!® for your
airplane. We offer a very
lightweight, compact, rigid unit
that will really do a job for you.

Look how compact it is. (A one piece frame and only 21 ounceat)

It's the industry standard and is based on our large Maximizer$® in use all over
the world on full size aircraft. We even have a version for hang gliders that is also
the industry standard for ultralights. Full size aircraft and aircraft prop drives have
been our only business for the past 18 years.

PRICE STILL $65.00 DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Stewart Aircraft Corporation
11420 State Route 165. Salem. Oh. 44460 (216) 332-0865

ENGINE CLINIC

from page 10

10% nitro would be 10 ounces of nitro,
22% oil would be 22 ounces, and the
alcohol would make up the remaining 68
ounces. If working with one gallon (128
ounces), then 10% nitro would be 12.8
ounces, 22% oil would be 28.2 ounces
and the balance alcohol. If you wanted to
mix five gallons of fuel, then it would just
be the one gallon quantity times five.
Your club mix has a total quantity of

26y2 quarts or 848 ounces. 2% of 848
would be 17 ounces so by adding 16
ounces of nitro you are ending up with
just a hair under 2% nitro. This is
assuming that the Klotz Racing Additive
is 100% nitro which it may not be.
Chances are it has other additives as

well as nitro in it to make it compatible
with gasoline. I did not ask John Klotz
about this when talking with him but
would guess that the additive would also
contain a small percentage of ether,
possibly nitro propane, or other gasoline
additives.

There is only one manufacturer of
nitro methane in the western world and

that is International Minerals

Corporation who purchased
Commercial Solvents, the original
manufacturer, a few years back. So
there is only one brand of nitro methane.
However, it can be had cut with alcohol
and, for safety reasons, many chemical
companies handling nitro methane will
sell a70/30 etc., mix. This must be taken
into account when mixing fuel. Naturally
it Is desirable to use straight nitro which
is about 98% pure to begin with. Here in
the U.S. speed shops catering to the
drag racers are the best source of pure
nitro. Most chemical companies sell the
diluted mixture. Being in Puerto Rico you
shouldn't have too much trouble getting
pure nitro from one of the speed shops in
Florida. Florida has a lot of drag race
activity. The "Big Daddy" of drag racing,
Don Garlits has his headquarters there,

Dear Mr. Lee:

My April '78 issue of Scale R/C
Modeler contains an interesting article
on a cooling system for R/C models. The
results of the glycol cooling system
apparently eliminates the old problem
of lean engine runs, because of the
more effective liquid cooling system.

It appears to me that the high
performance pattern models with their
tuned pipes, etc., will soon be liquid
cooled, like the full size high
performance aircraft, such as the P-51,
etc.

Your expert comments on the future
of liquid cooled R/C models would be
appreciated.

Sincerely,
Ken Lemke

Yaklma, Washington
to page 15
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the ONE set that does it ALL-

HP
Q

^4

i
i

w

CHOICEofTRANSMinER
(CLOSED STICK SHOWN ABOVE)

OPEN STICK

1

SINGLE STICK

CHQICEof SERVOS

RS-4
FAST,

SMOOTH,

RESPONSE

RS-5

POWER

The performance-proven Super Sport is the ONE set you need for ALL
your radio needs. Built in Denver by modelers for modelers, the Super
Sport is light enough for the smallest models and strong enough for the
largest models. Super Sport was first with IC decoders, first with FE7
Mixers, first with 3-wire servo systems, and first to give an UNCONDI
TIONAL 90-day guarantee. Super Sport has it all . . . just for you.

6-CHANNEL SYSTEM WITH ONE

PROPORTIONAL AUXILIARY

CONTROL AND RETRACT SWITCH. WITH 4 SERVOS

See your dealer first. To order direct, add $1.50 postage in the U.S.

SUPER SPORT
Gives You MORE...
LIGHTWEIGHT; complete air-®^^'
borne system weighs only 12.3

MORE FLYING TIME: Up to

TWICE the flying time of any :^y
comparable system. &>/!

CHOICE OF FREQUENCY:

72.08, 72.16, 72.24, 72.32.

72.40, 72.96, 75.64
Sr

I U NCOND ITION AL 90-DAY

GUARANTEE: No exceptions or

fine print.

CANADA;

Ron Shettler Enterprises
Pottery Road, RR3
Vernon, BC, Canada

V1T6L6

MASTERCHARGE

.-:

'■ tp>y

UNCONDITIONAL

90-DAY
GUARANTEE

Royal Electronics Corp. will
repair any Super Sport ra
dio control system FREE
for 90-days from date of
purchase regardless of rea
son. including crash dam
age, with NO exceptions.

roilal
ELECTRONICS CORP.
3535 S. Irving
Englewood, CO 80110
303/761-5960

bankamericard
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TOP FLUE
Top Flite Models, Inc.

1901 N. Narragansett Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60639
For a 12-page catalog plus a free MonoKote sample

and prop chart send request plus 50 cents to Top Flite.



ENGINE CLINIC

from page 12/10

I did not see the article on water
cooling you mention in Scale R/C
Modeler but I frankly do not think water
cooling of model aircraft engines has
much of a future. All you are trying to do
is complicate simplicity and the end
result does not really buy you that much.
A cooling radiator might lend itself to
some scale ships but I doubt very much
if any Serious pattern fliers would ever
want to hang one on their ship. You also
have the coolant supply to contend with
which is additional weight. Most pattern
ships are already on the heavy side with
retracts, extra servos for flap control,
mixture, etc. Cooling the engine is not
that much of a problem unless the
engine is enclosed within the fuselage
for some special type of model.

Incidentally, a couple of years ago
Johnny Brodbeck Jr., of K & B, got the
hot idea of cooling the heads on the
Formula I racers by using a marine head
and pressurized water tank regulated
with a needie valve; the water passes
through the head and exits into the
slipstream. A six ounce water supply
being good for a two minute flight. By
cooling the head, detonation was
reduced with the high nitro and
approximately a 600 rpm gain was seen
on the bench. However, in the air getting
things adjusted properly was a problem
and the complications involved did not
seem to justify the end result. I'll stick
with air cooling myself, except in boats.

Dear Clarence:

I've been a model builder for many
years. I've had wide experience In all
types of engines. However, my
experiences are limited In the use of the
new styles of tuned pipes now
becoming popular. I suspect the
problem I'm having with my OPS.60 RO
has something to do with the pipe
combination I'm using - I'm using a
Rossi exhaust header and tuned pipe
on the engine. The top end performance
is something to behold! The rpm is not
as strong as my Rossi, but the torque on
high end is super -fantastic torque. The
rpm doesn't slow down in vertical
climbs like most engines I've run. The
problem is that when I start the engine
and come off idle, the mid-range loads
up to the point that if I push the throttle
forward with any kind of speed the
engine will quit from too much flooding.
If I slowly advance the throttle, the
engine will clean out and run okay - the
longer the idle, the more flooding In the
mid-range. The Perry Carb has been
adjusted in just about every position. I
am using 5% nitro fuel with synthetic
lube. I've run the engine with pipe
pressure to the tank and without. Still
the same problem. The only difference

in pipe tank pressure and none is a ■
needle opening about 1 Vz turns on the
high end setting. The engine really
performs best, with minimum problem,
with pipe tank pressure. Thave adjusted
the pipe for length on the ground for
maximum rpm with my tack and then
shortened it about 1/2" to get peak
performance in the air-the combination
motor and pipe is super beautiful in the
air-torque to burn! But when you idle It
back and the longer It idles the more
"load up" I get going through the
mid-range to full throttle. It tends not to
quit in flight due to the "load up" in
mid-range but it does not respond
instantly. If I could just get the
mid-range problem solved I'd have an
engine combo that is the best I've ever
flown. Help!

Thank you,
Paul T. Samaras

Lakewood, Colorado
Paul, you can't have your cake and

eat it too. Al| that horsepower you are
talking about has had to come from
advanced timing, porting, large transfer
port areas, etc. When you increase the
top end power, the low end suffers.
Loading through the mid-range is
characteristic of piped engines. Years
ago most engines had exhaust baffles to
help the idle and acceleration. With the
use of muffler becoming more common,
the baffles were removed and loading
problems began — after all, that was
what the baffle was for. The same thing
now prevails with the tuned pipe. Some
engines are more tolerant than others
depending on the timing, etc. Some of
your problem is due to your elevation
there in Colorado. The thinner air

causes more of a richening tendency
through the mid-range. As you probably
know, even automobiles adjusted for
sea level will not perform properly at
your elevation without having the
carburetor re-jetted. Increasing the nitro
content of your fuel to at least 15%
should help the loading problem
considerably.

Dear Mr. Lee:

I must tell you how much I enjoy your
column and tell you that it is one of the
first things I turn to when the magazine
comes out each month. I have several

questions I hope you can answer for
me. They are:
(1) What is the value of the .051

engine over the .049 engine? Is there a
real power difference? I realize there is
a power difference, but is it significant?
(2) I recently purchased a"Series 75"

K & B front rotor .40 RiC engine with
Perry Carb but with the Perry Pump.
The fact sheet that came with it was
helpful, but lacked two important items,
at least In my opinion. It neglected to
give the rpm and horsepower ratings of
the engine. Would you be able to give
me the information?

(3) On the above mentioned engine

there are two round openings through
the lower portion of the baffle side of the
piston that mate with two identical
openings in the cylinder sleeve when
the piston is in extreme down position, i
believe. What is the function of these
openings?

Thank you very much for your time
and trouble and, most of all, for your
expertise, for without people like you
and columns like yours, many of us
newcomers would probably not get
very far in this exciting and enjoyable
hobby.

Again thanks,
SSgt Robert A. Hulett

APO New York

The difference in power between an
.049 and .051 depends on the particular
engine. A strong .049 would put out
more than an average .051. There isn't
that much difference in displacement to
make any big difference.
Horsepower ratings can be very

deceiving. Most engines develop their
maximum horsepower at an rpm
considerably higher than the speed at
which you run them — an all out racing
engine being the exception. Many
manufacturers purposely omit
horsepower ratings as feljows might
read that the engine develops .8
horsepower at 17,000 rpm and then
because the engine will not turn the
recommended propeller size such as a
10/6 at 17,000 they think there is
something wrong with the engine. In the
case of a pattern engine it is better to
take advantage of the engine's torque
characteristics which is what really
matters. So it is how fast it turns the

recommended prop size that matters.
The round holes in the piston skirt and

sleeve just make an easier means for
the fuel mixture in the crankcase to

transfer to the combustion chamber.

They also help get rid of the hot gases
trapped inside the piston, in turn helping
to cool the piston.

Dear Mr. Lee:

I have a "newcomer's" problem. I
have been flying gilders for some time
and decided to try powered R/C with a
Q-Tee and QRC .049.

The engine was broken In as per
instructions, run on a bench rich with
Cox Blue Can for six tankfuls and then

put into the plane. The plane flew great
a few times and then I began to notice
the engine running sluggish with power
loss.

Also, after some nose-in landings, I
had quite a bit of difficulty getting the
engine to run consistently - the needle
valve setting seemed to have little effect
or too much effect. So, I figured that I
had (1)dirt in the engine, and
(2) varnish build-up.

Even though the engine had only 20
flights on it, I tore it apart, used fine steel
wool on the cylinder and just a bit on the

to page 174
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Syndou FIIerK|N WILLARO

e was just another Sunday flier.
Like you and me. Average
builder. His models were

reasonably well built, flew all right, and
satisfied his desire to participate in our
great sport of R/C flying.
He walked into the exhibit area, and

slowly made the rounds of the model
aircraft, boats, and cars on display. With
each successive inspection, his face got
a little longer, and his shoulders drooped
a bit more. Finally, the strain was too
much. He straightened up, squared his
shoulders, and announced, through
clenched teeth, to no one in particular,
"I'm going home and stomp on my
models!"

I know just how he felt, because I was
there, and felt just about the same way.
Where? Where else? It was the 1979

edition of the Westchester Radio Aero

Modelers Society annual show at the
Westchester County Center in White
Plains, New York. I had been invited
there to show the latest movies on the

U.S. Army/Lockheed Aquila remote
piloted vehicle — just about the mpst
sophisticated R/C job that's operational
these days. It's totally console controlled
now, with programmed flight and way
point inputs, but the first flights were with
standard sport R/C control, and my
friend and associate, Gary Korpi,
guiding it through the pattern. The
movies were shown to SRO audiences
during the show. They seemed to
appreciate the fact that our sport is a real
contributor to the U.S. military readiness
posture.
But when I wasn't showing the

movies, I was moseying through the
commercial exhibits, finding out what's
new, talking with exhibitors and
attendees, and also looking at the
absolutely fabulous models which were
on display in the rnany categories which
the WRAMS provide to modelers 'so
their models can be shown to best

advantage.
If you were there — and over eleven

thousand people paid to see the show —
then you know what I'm saying when I
tell you it was one of the best shows yet.
And, if you weren't, I've got sorpe
pictures, with comments, which will help
you understand why any average
modeler — Sunday Flier if you will —

tends to be both discouraged and
motivated when he sees what some of

the great modelers in this country are
doing.
Lemme try to tell you in words and

photos.
The WRAMS, as usual, conned me

into being a judge. And, as usual, I did
the very best I could. But when the
results were in, and winners announced
I was a real loser as a judge.
Or was I? The real fact of the matter is

that, if you went through the exhibited
models one day and picked winners,
then,, a day later, went through again,
you probably would have picked an
entirely different set of models.

In other words, how do you decide
between first place — and first place?
One instance was a tie. What made the

difference? At the risk of being
opinionated, I think it was sheer size —
and that factor seemed to be prevalent in
many cases. Somehow, I felt that, when
a judge couldn't decide which model
was the best, he just picked the biggest
one.

Maybe that's the way it is these days.
If you want to win, first you have to build it
good. Then you have to build it big. Good
and big — that's the formula. Good I like.
Big I don't fully agree with, although I
have to admit that the bigger they are,
the more impressive they are to most
observers.

No matter. Big or smal l
(comparatively) the models exhibited at
the WRAMS show were totally superior
in their excellence, and warranted every
award they garnered. Here are some of
them, with comments I recorded as I
inspected them. Incidentally, I learned a
lesson last year. After describing a
model, I named the builder. Then I got
letters asking for details, which I couldn't
provide. So, this time, I'm not making the
same mistake. Addresses are included,
and if you want more information, write
to the builder direct.

Let's start off with Stand-Off Scale.

The winner in this category was a
striking 1/3 scale Pitts Special.
Unfortunately, I wasn't able to get the
name of the builder because a

photographer was shooting pictures as I
was passing by. I did get a quick shot
during the trophy presentation: here it is;

Now look at the airplane (airplanes?)
which placed second, but which I
awarded first place in my judging sheet:

This fantastic model is named the

Mistel S3a. The lower plane is a J.U. 88,
and the piggyback plane is an FW 190.
During World War II, the Germans
developed this combination for the
purpose of a form of stand-off bombing.
The FW 190 was fitted with a special
nose and warhead, flew to the target
area while joined to the J.U. 88, then
was released and guided to the target as
a gliding bomb.

In this model, built by Maynard Jubert,
50 Olivetti Place, Plattsburg, NY 12901,
there are separate radio systems for the
two aircraft. Take-off is made with all
three engines running, with control by
the radio in the J.U. 88. Once aloft, on
command, the planes separate, and
each is flown individually. It takes two
pilots to operate.

Note the intricate cradle structure and

release lines. The engineering and
design effort must have been very
painstaking. In addition, so that I could
get the name of the builder, I had to get
closer than the specified distance for
Stand-Off Scale, and the finish, landing
gear struts, wheel well covers were all
outstanding. I had already voted it first

to page 19
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RUNNING RADIALS
Acme cWimedl
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con°J-J^ prestige
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^sna! numbers

''"" ■7'^ -5795.00^ '=^'- - ■ $895.00

The World's oniy production, precision radial 5 & 7 cylinder four cycle engine. Quiet-Smooth-
High Torque Power for your Scale and 1/4 Scale Ships. No more need for you to be forced
to use unsightly chain saw or gear-reduction engines that mar the beauty of your special
model!!

specifications:

5 cyl. 7cyl.

Total displacement 15.73cm^(.96cu.in.) 22.13cm^1.35cu.in.)
Weight 623 grams (22 oz.) 737 grams (26 oz.)
Bore 15.87mm (.625 in.) 15.87mm (.625 in.)

Stroke 16mm (.630 in.) 16mm (.630 in.)

Compression Ratio 9to1 9 to 1

RPM 1,000-5,000 1,000-5,000

Length 12.70cm (5 in.) (from prop nut to rear carb.)

Width 15cm (6 in.)

oescription:

w  Radial-Firewall Mounted-pushrod operated overhead valves-
air-cooled-glow engine.

Crankcase, cooling fins, pistons and cylinder heads are
machined aluminum.

Camshaft, crankshaft and cylinder liners are hardened
steel. Two cast iron piston rings per cylinder-stainless steel
valves with bronze valve guides and seats.

• • The crankshaft is supported by 2 ball bearings and the cam
assembly by 2 ball bearings. The master rod rides on needle
bearings.

OPTIMAL ON-BOARO IGNITION.
INTRODUCTORY PRICE l Scyl. price- - $685.00 • 7 cyl. price - • $785.00 • Anodized Black — Add-• $ 50.00 • including Fast Chorger-$45.00

Direct Only - Money order, bank draft, or certified check. (Clearance delay of up to three
weeks on personal checks.) Add $3.00 for shipping, handling and insurance. IL. residents
add 5% sales tax. Foreign orders add 10% of total. UPS Air Service when possible.

,  -- ".it-viEnGinES CD.
16650 S.104lhAv*. Orland Park. III. USA 60462 Aim 312/349-199B



BRIDIBIRDS
DESIGNED TO MAKE YOU LOOK GOOD IN THE AIR

STAND-OFF

SCALE

BRIDIKITS

The Good Building,
Great Flying Machines

REARWIN

SPEEDSTER
M6000M — Classic

beauty. All balsa
construction, 96Vi"

wing span, .90-1.25
engine. 1/4 scale.
$129.95

F-7 TIGERCAT
Glass/foam kit,
two .40 engines,
65" wing span.
Available July 79.
$198.95 ANNOUNCING A NEW STAND-OFF SCALE

BRIDIKIT JEFF TRACEY AND GARRY REUSCH'S
FULLY AEROBATIC

CAP 20 L
Epoxy-glass fuselage, cowl and wheel

pants. Foam wing and stab. Plug-in wing
panels. Scale 3V4"= 1 ft. 81"

wing span, 4 channels (2 aileron servos).
Engine: 1.5-2.4 cu. in.

Other Stand-Off Scale Bridikits include the Brown Racer, Lockheed Sirius, Chipmunk, AT-O
7-28, P-5i, Kraft Super Fli, and the Shrike. Coming Soon: Spitfire, Dalotel D-N-165, and Waco.

COSMIC WIND
1/4 Scale Goodyear

Pylon Racer,
glass/foam kit.

64" wing span,
.60-.90 engine.

$147.95

CORBIN BABY ACE
All balsa construction

1/4 scale, .60-.90
engine. Available

late 79.

$129.95

TRAINER BRIDIKITS 1/4 SCALE BRIDIKITS SPORT FLYER BRIDIKITS

Wing Cosmic Wind .60-.90 64" glass/foam Wing

Eng. Span Const. Rearwin Speedster .90-1.2596'A" balsa Eng. Span Const.

RCM Trainer ,60 ,60 60" balsa Corbin Baby Ace* .60-.90 balsa RCM Sportster 50" balsa

RCM Trainer .40 .40 50" balsa Dalotel D-N-165* .90-1.2578" balsa Tweedy Bird .19 48%" balsa

RCM Trainer .20 .20 45'/2" balsa 15-500 .40 51" balsa

RCM Trainer ,10 .09 36^4" balsa * Available late 79 Quickest 500 ,40 SO'A" balsa

RCM Trainer .05 .049 36%" balsa Quickest 200 .051 31'A" balsa

RCM Basic Trainer .19 50" balsa PATTERN BRIDIKITS Sun Fly 4-20 .19 48%" balsa

Deception ,60 63" balsa/foam Super Kaos .40 52" balsa

SAILPLANES UFO ,60 64Vli" glass/foam Dirty Birdy ,40 58" balsa

Soar Birdy 78" balsa Dirty Birdy ,60 64" glass/foam '

Big Birdy balsa Dirty Birdy .60 64" balsa BOATS

Super Kaos .60 58'/2" balsa Chubasco .40-.60 glass

Kaos .60 58V2" balsa Chubasco .21 I/O glass

BRIDI HOBBY ENTERPRISES



SUNDAY FLIER

from page 16

place, so that was not a factor in my
decision. Sure, the big Pitts was
beautifui, but the Mistrei was fascinating
and intricate, as weii as authentic in
structure and finish. It was ciose. They
both scored the same number of points,
but the Pitts received more first place
votes — from the other judges.

Interestingly enough, the "Best In
Show" award went to another Stand-Off

Scale model, Dennis Donohue's
Stevens Akro 1/4 Scale. It's the same
model that won first in Stand-Off Scale at

the Las Vegas Tournament of
Champions. But I voted for Jim Funduk's
P-38L, a sleek 84V2", 16 pound model
with two O.S. ,60's and Jim's own design
retracts, fiaps, and ianding gear doors. It
didn't even come close in the overall

voting. I guess I'm just a sucker for
P-38's. But take a look at it:

oaks,--.

And you shouid see the cockpit, i
didn't get a photo but you can see the
ejection seat straps — and the rest is just
as authentic, if you want more detail,
write Jim at Route 1, Box 32, Holiyridge,
North Carolina 28445.

Another great model, first in its class,
was Mel Katz's OH 82A Tiger Moth, 78"
span, 14 pounds, powered by an .80
Max.

And look at the cockpit detail, and
"windscreen."

Are you beginning to see why that
modeler threatened to go home and
stomp on his models? Not Mel's; his
own. Mei lives at 9200 Bustleeten Ave.,

Philadelphia, PA 19115, in case you
want to contact him. Mei, that is; not the
frustrated modeler. If you want to write a
frustrated modeler, write me, I'm still
goggle-eyed.

But wait, there's more. Look at this
1916 BE-2e Reconnaissance Bomber,
by Hugo Visconti, 334 147 Place,
Whitestone, NY 11357. 80" span, O.S.
.60. The prop is hand carved, the entire
structure is to scale including pinking
strips over the scale ribs. Took Hugo a
year to build. Bill Northrop gave it "Best
In Show." I nearly did, too.

How about this Fieseter Storch, by
George Bussman, 127 Jasmine Ave.,
W. Seneca, NY 14224.

It's 1/4 Scale, weighs 28V2 pounds,
powered by a Quadra. The fuselage is
ail welded steel tubing frame and riveted
assembly and the servo wires run inside
the fuselage tubing where they are out of
sight!

Al Lobaito, 108 Windermere Road,
Staten Island, NY 10305, scratch built
this Stoips Starlet:

Okay, call me sentimental. It dam'
near brought tears to my eyes. Just look
at those beautiful lines -- and that

upholstered pilot's seat. The model
spans 6'3", weighs 11 pounds, and is
powered by a Webra .91. The control
surfaces are cable operated just like the
full scale.

Another unusual model, entered in
pattern class, was Dick Sarpolus'
Jetster.

It didn't win in its class. A conventional

pattern design did. But I gave Dick first

place for being innovative enough to
depart from the conventional and try
something different. It will be interesting
to find out how he makes out in future

contests. Dick lives at 32 Aiameda

Court, Shrewsbury, NJ 07701, Oh yes,
the ducted fan engine is a K & B 6.5cc,
which, according to the note, handles
the seven pound model very well.
There were several G.B.'s on exhibit,

but the one that stood out to me was

Henry Haffke's Model Y Senior
Sportster.

\

It's exact scale, spans IV2 feet,
weighs 15 pounds, powered by a Webra
.91 swinging a 15/5 prop. Write Henry at
1038 W. Elmer Rd., Vineland, NJ 08360,
if you want to know more.

Biggest model in the show was a
scratch-built. One Third Scale (not 1/4
Scale) Fleet by Bob Pickney. Since it
was also well built, it was inevitable that
it would win in its class.

It has 20 square feet of wing area
(doesn't the F.A.I, specify a maximum of
15 for a "model"?) weighs 23 pounds,
spans 8', 2", and has a Profi .76 with a
prop driver designed by Bob. Proof
positive. You wanna win? Build it good
and build it big.
So now you can fully understand why

that modeler — and I — were both

frustrated and motivated by the WRAMS
model exhibit.

But don't go away. Look at this:
That's Bill Gannon's hand, holding a

dime and two servo amplifiers. The one
on the left is in his current "supermini"
servo. The one above the dime is his

new amplifier for his new, ultra small
servo (Micromini?) that's gonna be
available next summer, around July or

to page 170
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MORE THAN 1,000 KADETS PER MONTH ARE SOLD!
In club newsletters across the country, the Kadet continues to be
the most recommended trainer for RC novices. But perhaps the big
gest boost comes from the word-of-mouth advertising of those who
have learned to fly on the Kadet. They tell their flying buddies to
get the Kadet and the list of many thousands who have successfully
soloed grows longer.

PMHTH THE IDEAL RC TRAINERLENGTH: 42"

KITRC-31

S39.95

WING SPAN: 57"

WEIGHT: 4 Lbs.

ENGINES: .19-.40

A GREAT SPORT FLYER

Handy Printed Fuselage Sides; Build Internal Structure
Directly On The Wood

Instructions For Installing Radio Equipment
r  Complete Illustrated Building and Flying Instructions
I  Formed Nose Gear With Shock-Absorbing Coil
"  Full-Size Plans - Strong Injection Molded Cowl

Shaped Ailerons - Nylon Nose Gear Bearing
Torsion Bar Main Gear - Nylon Control Horns

y  Molded Surface Hinges

Desiened bv Steering Arm^  uy Die-Cut Balsa And Plywood Parts
CLAUDE McCULLOUGH Top Quality Balsa And Hardwood

/ . AUo •'

AILERON OPTION^^^^JP^MI^ I^Sjl
The kit now has materials and instructions supplied for | ^
the addition of ailerons. Ailerons make the Kadet /
an even more versatile trainer. The model can still be An extra booklet with valuable tips
Mown with 2 or 3 channel equipment it desired. fo, beginners learning to fly.

ATTENTION: SPORT FLIERSI WHY PAY MORE FOR FUEL?
USE THE FINEST AT PRICES BELOW OTHER MAJOR BRANDS M

Si/j Jwd StOKf..
For many years castor oil was considered the best model engine
lubricant. Continual increases in the market value of castor oil
and the inevitable skyrocketing of model engine fuel costs led to
a search lor a replacement product Trials ol more economical
all-synthetic oil formulas showed mixed results. Engines run clean
er and have low varnish and carbon build-up when using synthetic
lubricants. However, synthetics proved to be less forgiving than
castor oil when a modej engine is run overheated with a carelessly
lean needle valve setting.

Extensive testing developed a practical solution • a blend of Klotz
Chemical Racing Lubricant and Baker's AA Castor Oil. Klotz
IS the finest synthetic oil available, developed for use under the
severe engine environment stresses of competitive dragster,
cycle and boat racing. This blended formula has since been flown
by countless thousands ol other model builders with uniformly
excellent results, We are convinced that this is the best ap
proach to the question since (he safety ol castor oil under high
Irictional coefficients has been combined with the clean running
qualities of Klotz. The result is long life and high performance
at reasonable cost.

Look at these direct price comparisons
for quart sizes of sport fuel;

IZtl! SAOO SIG CHAMPION "5"
fZVz onlf $3.25

CHAMPION "5" CHAMPION "10"

5IG

5.0%Nitro

CF-012 Pint S1.95

CF-013 Quart .... $3.25
CF-014 Gallon ... $9.95

10.0%Nitro

CF-021 Pint $2.00

CF-001 Quart .... $3.35
CF-001 Gallon . $10.95

MODEL ENGINE FUEL
CHAMPION R-C

nsMi ,A

Our Direct-To-Dealers Method of Distribution

Allows Savings at No Sacrifice In Product Quality.

COMPARABLE SAVINGS FOR USERS OF 15%, 25% AND 35% RACING FUEL

PLAN TO ATTEND SIG'S INTERNATIONAL MINIATURE AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIPS

FOR AEROBATIC BIPLANES AND MONOPLANES - JUNE 16 & U, 1979

SIG FIELD Montezuma, Iowa

(1-1/2 Miles South on U.S. Highway 63)

5 EVENTS; contest operation by desmoinesmooelaires

BIPLANES - SPORTSMAN CLASS '

BIPLANES - ADVANCED CLASS '

any BIPUNE may enter, but 10% BONUS FOR SCALE TYPES.

MONOPLANES - SPORTSMAN CLASS "■

MONOPLANES - ADVANCED CLASS
SEE MONOPLANE REQUIREMENTS AT RIGHT,
o BELOW 11 LB. WITH .61 CU. IN. ENGINE OR LESS.

AMA SANCTION tt222

NO ENTRY FEE

PRIZES FOR ALL CONTESTANTS

Full-Size Aerobatic Demonstration
by the SIG MINI AIR FORCE -

SUNDAY NOON!

SPECIAL ADDED EVENT FOR MAMMOTH SCALE
AEROBATIC MONOPLANES AND BIPLANES COM
BINED - OVER 11 LB., ANY SIZE ENGINE, MUST BE
SCALE TYPES.

MODIFIED 1977 AMA/IMAC RULES WILL BE USED
120 DEGREE AEROBATIC ZONE

SPORTSMAN CLASS SEQUENCE ADVANCED CLASS SEQUENCE
1. INSIDE LOOP 1. 45 DEGREE CLIMBING SNAP ROLL
2. ONE ROLL 2. HAMMERHEAD
3. ONE SPIN 3, REVERSE SPIN-
4. HALF CUBAN EIGHT ONE TURN EACH WAY
5. IMMELMANTURN 4. OUTSIDE LOOP
6. HALF REVERSE CUBAN EIGHT 5. SLOW ROLL
7. ONE INSIDE SNAP ROLL 6. INSIDE LOOP • SNAP ATTOP
8. SQUARE INSIDE LOOP 7. KNIFE EDGE FLIGHT
9. ONE FREE STYLE MANEUVER 8. 4 POINT ROLL

10. PRESENTATION 9, TWO FREE STYLE MANEUVERS
10. PRESENTATION

Monoplanes must be a stand-off or lull-scale copy of an aerobatic aircraft that
was designed for and ilown in full size competition aerobatic "box". Contestants
must furnish proof of the aircraft's identity and connection with full-size aerobatic
competition.

' SPECIAL NOTE: Pilots who have placed in the top 10 of the sportsman class
at the 1978 SIG contest, are urged to enter in the advanced class this year.

SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR A COPY
OF THE RULES THAT WILL BE USED AT THE CONTEST.

For More Information, Contact:

Maxey Hester. Contest Director
Box 368. Montezuma. Iowa 50171
PH:515-623-5J54. 623-5157 or 623-2194



GET INTO THE AIR FAST WITH A KWIK-BILT KIT!
Sig's Time-Saving, Patented "Kwik-Bilt" System Pioneered A Revolutionary Method of Fus
elage Construction. The Internal Balsa Profile Carries The Load Of The Engine And Flight
Surfaces, Protecting The Molded Plastic Fuselage Shell From Vibration And Fatigue. The
Ready-Formed Shell Goes On Effortlessly In A Few Minutes To Produce A Smoothly Finished
Component, Complete With Panel Lines And Integral Wing And Tail Fillets. Tail Surfaces
Are Sheet Balsa And The Foam Wing Core Is Covered With Balsa Planking, Making These
Easy-To-Assemble Structures. The Superb Control Response Of These Competition Proven
Designs Deliver Picture Perfect Maneuvers.

SUPER CHIPMUNK BIG
KIT FEATURES OF CHIPMUNK & MUSTANG 1 ^

SIG Quality Balsa and plywood J
Formed Plastic Fuselage Halves

Precision-Cut Foam Wing Core

Clear Canopy With Framing I
^  Formed Plastic Wing Tips f

Sheet Balsa Tail Surfaces

^ Pre-Bent Torsion-Bar Landing Gear HARDWARE PACK INCLUDES:
Decorative Decal Sheet Molded Control Hinges ^
Step-By-Step Instructions Molded Nylon Control Horns

Tuf-Steel R/C Links

Double-Coated Servo Mounting Tape

ENGINE: ,61

WING SPAN: 64 In.

WING AREA: 690 Sq. In.
WEIGHT: 7 Lbs.

KIT KBRC-1

§64.95
Designed by MIKE STOTT

KIT KBRC-2 JX

§62.50 •

CESSNA 150
Molded Plastic Fuselage Sides

Molded Plastic Skin for Aileron

And Flaps With Realistic Crimping
Cessna Factory 3-View Drawing
Formed Plastic Fuselage Halves
Door And Window Detailing
Molded Plastic Engine Cowling
Molded Wheel Pants

Precision-Cut Foam Wing Core
Formed Plastic Wing Tips
Solid Balsa Internal Fuselage Profile

MUSTANG P-51
ENGINES: .60

WING SPAN: 64 in.
WING AREA: 700 Sq. In.
WEIGHT: 7 Lbs.

Bfcr Designed by MIKE STOTT

Sheet Balsa Tail Surfaces

Formed Aluminum Main Gear

Strong Coil-Spring Nose Gear
Decorative Decal Sheet

Step-By-Step Instruction Book
Die-Cut Plywood Parts
Sig Quality Balsa
Molded Nylon Control Horns
Molded Plastic Hinges
Tuf-Steel RC Links and Rods

Double Coated Servo Tape
Aluminum Motor Mounts

Nylon Nose Gear Bearing
Nylon Wing Screws

Blind Nuts And Bolts

ENGINES: .50 to .60

WING SPAN: 65 In.

WING AREA: 645 Sq. In.

The Clear Window Kit is optional and is not included in the Cessna ISO kit.

KIT KBRC-4

CESSNA 150 WITH

ACCESSORY WINDOWS INSTALLED

Designed by HANK POHLMANN

WINDOW KIT

Windows must bo in-

stalled before fuselage
sides arefO*ned. ^3.95

Yes! We have the fuel additives you've read about in Clarence Lee's ROM ENGINE CLINIC column.

VARFREE ENGINE CLEANER LUBRICIN N-1 LB-OOl Pints .

LB-002 Quarts

Engines can be thoroughly cleaned of varnish and car- VF-001 4 Ounce
bon by running the engine at a rich setting and slowly $1,25
adding one or two eyedroppers of VARFREE in the ven-
turi. If engine is very dirty, repeat the process. Engine VF-002 8 Ounce
can be kept clean by adding 2%VARFREE to your fuel. $1.89

A fuel additive that increases the lubricating qualities of castor oil by increas
ing the film strength. There is less oil drag within the engine, resulting in
higher RPM and more power output. The detergent action keeps the engine
clean and extends its life. Use 2% to 3%

JUST OFF THE PRESS! SIG'S LATEST CATALOG - NO. 40!
" THE MODEL BUILDER'S WISHBOOK." Every modeling workshop needs a copy of the latest Sig Catalog, The complete
line of Sig kits, accessories and supplies is shown, plus practically all other major companies products. Use it as a handy
reference too! while designing or building a model. Featured are some helpful hints about construction, painting and
other subjects by the Sig Factory Fliers. Get a copy at your friendly local Sig dealer or send $2.00 to Sig.

TO ORDER KITS AND SUPPLIES: See your dealer first! If he cannot supply you. order direct. Add $1,00 postage
for orders under $10. Orders over $10 are postpaid. No C.O.D. Do not send cash. Prices subject to change with
out notice. Be sure to include complete address and zip code.

SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC - MONTEZUMA, lA 50171



The third, and youngest,
member of our US FAI soaring
team is Steve Work of San

Diego. In an interview with Steve he tells
us of his brief history as a sailplaner.
He started R/C modeling at the age of

twelve — he is now twenty three.
Sailplanes were always at the top of the
list. His interest in competition took an
upswing in 1977 when he joined the
L.S.F. Steve has always been an
advocate of the F.A.I, program, and was
very happy to see it get off the ground in
1976. Due to earlier committments with

the U.S. Navy, he wasn't able to
participate in the first team selection
program. However, he was able to
attend the Denver tourney as a helper
for Dave Thornburg. In May of 1977, he
was stationed at North Island, San

Diego, maintaining and operating flight
simulators and, at that time, he set his
sights on the next F.A.I, trial program.
Now that Steve is on the team he will be

concentrating on putting together a
couple of "Hot" Birds of Time as well as
spending many hours practicing.
The three alternates to the team, in

descending order, are Jack Hiner who
flew an Aquilla Grandea; Bill Haga and
his Legion-Air 132; and Bob Gill with his
Viking.
The team members, Skip. Terry and

Steve, the alternates mentioned above,
team helper Dave "Gazelle" Thornburg,
and Dan Pruss as the team manager,
need all the support and financial help
they can get. As Ray Marvin, Director of
the United States F.A.i. program says,
"This program is a team effort, get

behind them." Have you or your club
helped financially?
Some of my readers have sent in

questions about how to ship models by
commercial airlines.

I have the privilege of working with
Bob White, World Champion FIA, FIB,
and FIG flyer. Bob has traveled all over
the world with his models and I am going
to pass on some of his comments and
suggestions on shipping your models by
a commercial air carrier.

Your model box should be

constructed of 1 /4" marine plywood. The
corner gussets and braces should be on
the inside leaving the outer surfaces as
smooth as possible.

Don't use metal suitcase type handles
on the top or sides. When the box is in

to page 24
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The three men who put this event together, Rex Powell as
the organizer, host Joe Bridi and C.D. Buzz Waltz.



THE NEW DU-DRO Universal

MUFF-L-AIRE U
MUFFLER LENGTH
CAN BE SHORTENED

UPTOl"

TO FIT YOUR

ENGINE A

INSTALLA- W

CAT. NO. 235
ONtv$Q95

IT LOOKS LIKE
AN EXHAUST STACK-

BUT IT'S REALLY A MUFFLER!

Completely Universal - 3
muffler sizes fit engines from

.09 to .80

Includes

pressure fitting

MUFF-L-AIRE II with

" long stack

Adjustable
stainless steel

spring controls back

pressure and noise level.

Lightweight aluminum body with tapered
1^^^^ end- exits exhaust straight away

Is ^ ̂
from plane

LERNsuPEfi ̂1
SPECIAL

K&B .40 MUFFLER
ALSO AVAILABLE
NOW! CAT. NO. 240

INCLUDES TWO

SPECIAL EXHAUST

PORT PLUGS.

BLACK ANOD12ED BODY.

PRESSURE FITTING INCLUDED.

DU-DRO PRODUCTS, INC
480 BONNER ROAD WAUCONDA. ILLINOIS 60084

~r~r\

■ PRESSURE FITTING IS SIMPLE

TO INSTALL - JUST DRILL ONE

HOLE (TOP OR BOTTOM)
AND LOCK ON WITH NUT.

■ NO ODD SHAPES OR BULKY

CANS TO CONTEND WITH.

■ EASY INSTALLATION - PERFECT

FOR COWLED-IN ENGINES

■ NOISE LEVEL AND BACK

PRESSURE ARE FACTORY SET

FOR BEST OVERALL

PERFORMANCE. BUT CAN BE

ALTERED AT YOUR OPTION.

■ SUPER CLEAN!

MINI-
MUFF-L-AIRE 11
ALSO AVAILABLE

GAT. NO.

23B

FOR ENGINES
.09 to .25

°""$6.95

/■ N
NYLON "T-STYLE"
CONTROL HORNS

5 Throw adjustment positions.
Each set includes two horns which
are centered on the base, 2 sell
threading nylon nut plates
and 4 //0
screws, jfi^

// ®/V 0 // ®
// ® // ®

// ^ // ®
C!" //

^CAT. NO. 237 ONLY 49'^



For the Beginner...
Our Basic Trainer

Anfi
HiC Helk;-6{)ters.lnc:.

Dealer Inquir. ■Invited

14 837.267fr

Our Rev-oluiion trainer is designed specificallv <or the beginner. Extra
rugged construction prolongs "life expectancy", while a .40 size engine
provides power to spare and makes economy of operation and maintenance
outstanding features. Spare parts are as close as your hobby shop, or
phone us: we'll have your order on its way usua4ly within 24 hours! Our
leading technology gets you off the ground at amaffordable price. And
factory trained personnel will answer our "Troubieshpoter's HOTLINE'
^714) 837-7905, to help you with construction, set-up^nd flying. What

" could be easier?! We're at your service.

\ Available at your Dealer or Direct

SOARING

from page 22

the cramped luggage compartments,
these handles will get pushed into the
plywood, cracking and splitting the
wood. Use nylon webbing or rope as
handles.

Paint your box white, it Is more easily
located and instructions and addresses
printed over white stand out much
clearer -■ and the most important item —
when you are at your final destination
the white box will not absorb heat at the
flying field.

If you are going to travel to a European
country (where the small auto is very
popular) the model box goes on a car top
carrier, so make the lid as water tight as
possible. Always print the contents and
destination of the model box in the
language of the country in which you are
traveling and, of course, your own native
language.

When purchasing your airline ticket,
have the model box dimensions with
you. Explain to the ticket agent that the
whole reason for the trip is to get the
model box and contents to its final
destination unscathed. Get the name of
the baggage manager and explain to
him the importance and fragility of its

contents. Bob says that at this point the
airlines will realize the importance of the
cargo and will let you oversee the actual
loading of the box. If they don't want to
do this, there are always other airlines.

Never pack heavy objects like
transmitters and battery packs in the
model box. If they break loose they can
be propelled clear through a flying
surface. Pack the model parts with foam
and rubber bands so that if the box is
rotated or stood on end, no part should
fall free inside box.

A clean white box with no big scars or
blemishes appears to be fragile and for
some reason is always handled with

to page 26

BREAKTHROUGH!
TI.562-K

ONLY 519.95

LCD
Quartz
STOPWATCH

NOW A MICROELEaRONIC
DIGITAL WRISTWATCH/STOPWATCH
BACKED BY A WORLD LEADER IN
ADVANCED ELEGRONIC
TECHNOLOGY. HELP TAKE THE

GUESSWORK OUT OF YOUR FLIGHTS WITH A
Tl DIGITAL STOPWATCH. CALL OR WRITE;

SEND CHECK. MONEY
ORDER OR CALL

(703) 992-1500 FOR
CREDIT CARD ORDERS

Name.MASTER CHARGE

lTHRH=TWAY|

P.O. Box 275
Troutville, Va. 24175

AND
VISA

ACQPTED

MANUFAaURST'S
WARRANTY

Address —
Gty
State 7'r
ADD S1.S0 POSTAGE AND HANDLING

skycraft
associates

416-628-2322
139 YORK ROAD. DUNDAS. ONTARIO, L9H1L9

.  . . dependably responding to
your R/C needs — sales and
service — with quality products
at consistently affordable
prices. We work hard to earn
your business.

Send for our 1979 catalog . . .
over 30 pages of value for only
$2.00, or our current price list,
free.

*  Shop Canadian *
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Hobby Shack

ULIFORNIA
STATE CHAMPION 1937

OldiM'
Tlie Ohisson Pacemaker 40 was commissioned

to be manufactured by OK Model Company,,
better known as Pilot, exclusively for Hobby
Shack. This is a very high quality balsa kit,
with all balsa parts hand machined and ply
wood parts so nicely die cut that they fall out
at a touch. The Pacemaker is a fun airplane
with nostalgic looks, but still modern enough
to be attractive today. Being originally design
ed as a free flight, and a contest winner at
that, it most certainly makes one fine radio
control model for the novice and old timer
alike! The construction, though not difficult
at all, is a bit more unusual than the typical
"box" style trainer, so we don't recommend
this for your very first model to build!

THE K!T INCLUDES; ALUMINUM SPUN COWL •ALL

LANDING GEAR WIRE PRE-BENT TO SHAPE* ALL

HARDWARE INCLUDED• NUMBERED PARTS EASIER

CONSTRUCTION* FULL SIZE BLUELINE PRINTS PLUS
PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTIONS * HAND MACHINED

BALSA PARTS* HIGH QUALITY KIT*

if anyone ever deserved to be inducted into the Modelers Hall of Fame, it was Irwin Ohisson. I was most iiappy to see that he was recognized,
and that such a tribute was finally made to one who contributed so much. In his younger years he would spend hours each week at tiie local
school yard helping small children learn about modeling and flying frceflight airplanes. Mr. Ohisson is most renewed for the O&R ignition
engines (the "O" was Irwin Ohisson) which arc collectors items today. In 1937, Irwin won the California State Championship with his new
PACEMAKER design, flying it in free flight with his own .56 engine. After that, he kitted the model himself and sold it with an engine for
$25.00. From these sales he made enough profit to pay for the tools & dies for the manufacture of his famous O&R .23. In 1938, the first
.23 came out and Ohisson flew the PACEMAKER for the first time with 'rudder only' radio control. Next, he tried floats and has been flying
this design ever since. On the cover of the November 1978 RCM, you'll find one of tliese models that has been flying since 1968. About 9 or
so of titcsc have been scratch built, and now we look for a lot more PACEMAKERS to be in the air, all built from our high quality balsa kit.
Irwin says that the kit is the best he lias ever seen, and not counting its structural redesigning for radio control, it is almost identical to the
original airplane!

4

RETAIL

$89.95

Hobby Shack

DISCOUNT PRICE

'69.99

CHARGE IT

-piere's only one place to get itj
Hnhhl# by maii
Qsif&fy ORCAllUS

Shack. Area 714
963-9881

ekHKAMaiURD

viSkOR 18480 BANDIUER CIRCLE
FOUNTAIN VALIEV,

CALIF. 92708., .
California residents add

Add S3.00 postage & handling. 6% state sales tax.

MkSTER (HkRCE
CkRDS



KIOTZ
THE CHAMPAGNE OF

RACING OILS
i

^ I

Klotz has
jbeen blending
I the very best synthe-
Islzed racing oils for over
fifteen years. Today, more
competition flyers rely on

.1 this synthetic and castor
^blend racing oil than
lever before. Every year
Jmore serious modelers find
(out that Klotz blends '
] perfectly with nttfb and
alcohol for c/ea/7ef, cooler,
/aisfer and longer running .
jenglne performance. A

Anyone who is
Ireally serious
about compe
tition and

i'lr'iijiiSiiiSI

blending their
own fuel will

want to use Klotz ...
also, look for the "Klotz

red" color in leading
brands of pre-blended fuels.
See your local oil distrib
utor or write us for

information . .. and one
day soon, you too, will be
toasting Klotz, "The
Champagne of Racing Oils!'

jaofzmmiffffff
Klotz Special Formula

Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 1343,
Dept. R/C M 79
Ft. Wayne, IN 46801

"EASY BAILER"

EASY BAILER - Actual Size

Tired of having water in your boat, which adds
weight, gets in your radio box, and sometimes gets

Into your carburetor and stalls your engine? Never

fear, EASTCRAFT is here, with EASY BAILER.
EASY BAILER is a simple valve that Is small and

light, but does a big job. it is very easy to install
and works automatically and requires no maintenance. EASY BAILER automatically re

moves unwanted water from your boat without letting water in. Less water build-up In

the boat means more speed, more reliable operation of engine and radio gear, and less oil
and water on the flywheel and starting belt. Never before has there been such a small

inexpensive product that can do so much for you and your boat and its equipment. Pick

up an EASY BAILER and see for yourself. Stock No. 851 $3.50

EASTCRAFT SPECIALTY PRODUCTS Marine Division
709 Longboat Avenue - Beachwood, NJ 08722 • (201) 240-3882

Distributor and Dealer Inquiries Invited

SOARING
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more care than dark colored boxes.

In summing up, Impress the airlines
with the importance of your box and its
contents: use native language stating
fragile contents and destination; paint
the box with waterproof paint. When
traveling on land never let the box out of
your sight. Bob and I are both interested
in any other ideas or comments you may
have regarding shipping your models --
drop me a line on your suggestions.

Joe the pilot, Keith the timer, and
Kraft for that million channel radio for
a two function sailplane.

A newcomer to the soaring scene, Bill
Cannon and his wife, "Charlie."

In Palm Springs, where the sunshine
spends the winter, somebody goofed.
VVith snow all around the foothills, and
between rain squalls, Joe Bridi held a
"one of a kind" Soar Birdy two meter
contest. Rex Powell and C.D. Buzz
Waltz put together one fine contest that
required skill and exact timing, but was
still fun.

Our most gracious host, Joe Bridi,
greeted everybody, inspected every
plane personally and, if there was any
deviation from the plans on an outward
appearance, handicap percentages
were assessed depending on the extent
of deviation. A newcomer to the soaring
world was Bill Cannon and his lovely

to page 166
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Insignia By The Numbers

It's a shame to see a well built
scale model of a U.S. military
aircraft spoiled by star and bar

markings of the wrong proportions. At
least one supposedly authoritative book
on the subject has the wrong
dimensions and I bit on them once, but
later realized the mistake when

comparing the model to pictures of the
full size subject. Accompanying are the
official layout instructions taken from
USAF Technical fyianual T.O. 1-1-4

"Exterior Finishes, Insignia and
Markings for USAF Aircraft" (and of
course the U.S. Navy uses the identical
markings). Use them to draw a pattern of
the desired size for direct transfer to a

model, cutting iron-on film or a painting
stencil.

On aircraft that are dark blue or black,
the blue surround is eliminated and only
the white and red parts are used. When
originally introduced during WW II, the
star and bar did not have the red stripe,
this being added in 1947. During the
period from June 1943 to September
1943, the 1/8 radius part of the insignia
was painted red all the way around. Be
careful about the late WW II period when
the two tone blue and white matt finish

scheme was replaced on Navy airplanes
by an overall gloss blue scheme. From
May 1944 to September 1944, this was
sea blue — a fairly dark blue but one on
which the darker midnight blue of the
insignia still stood out. After that, aircraft
were painted overall gloss midnight blue
and only the white star and bar was
used. If you have watched carrier film
clips on TV of the Pacific war, notice this
difference on, say. Hellcats. I've seen
some clips where examples of both
types of blue and insignia were on the
same carrier.

Engines For Scale
Four cycle types are particularly

adaptable to scale models because of a
noise level and sound more compatible
with realism than a high pitched scream,
and their ability to swing larger sized
props than comparable two cycle
engines. Paul Johnson is a collector of
"out of the rut" engines and at the
WRAMS show he somehow managed to
pry Nat Polk loose from the only U.S.

/  ' >'  I \

\ ̂ 1/2^RAdJ

\ /^
OR use DIVIDERS lO LOCATE

S EOUAllY SPACED POINTS

AROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE.

1/6 RAD-

SIZE REFERENCES ARE BASED ON Y///////A 1 | 1

THE CIRCLE ON WHICH THE STAR NATIONAL STAR INSIGNIA
IS CONSTRUCTED AND NOT TO THE

OUTER EDGE OF THE BLUE OUTLINE. DIMENSIONS FROM USAF TECHNICAL MANUAL T O. 1-1-4

example of the unusual new Diamant
10/4T. So polished and pretty it should
sit on top of a trophy instead of a test
stand, the French import dispenses with
the usuai methods and operates the
valves by means of a toothed belt drive.
That's a Perry carb in the photo and,
according to the "Frenglish" translation
of the operating instructions, 10% castor
oil fuel is suggested in winter and 15%,
but no more than 20% in summer. Paul

has some other new 4 cycles and we'll
be running and taching alt of them soon
for Scale Views. Meanwhile, more

Diamants are on the way to Poik's in
New York. Now if someone will just tell
us what a "raporteur" is, as used to
adjust the "wimble," we'd be grateful.
Come to think of it, that's probably like
applying a rogifron to a reetun valve.
Fox's new 1.2 (or 20cc. for you

metrification fans) twin has been
announced for some time but was

delayed in introduction. I got to examine
an early display item and was impressed
with the engine, particularly considering
the comparatively reasonable price of

$250. It has some entirely new design
cylinders and other parts that are also on
the new single cylinder Eagle II. The
carbs are set for idle at the factory and
the owner is not supposed to tinker with
these settings for at least 30 minutes
running time. The gadget in the photo is
a "Y" connector supplied for fuel line
coupling. (You could also use two
separate tanks.) Duke recommends
large tubing and enlarged tank outlets to
provide the required 2 oz. of fuel per
minute. I weighed the motor out of the •

box without a prop at 2 lb., 12 oz. It is
ported to run at high speed so the
suggested ideal prop size is 13"
diameter with 16/4 given as the largest
practical prop, 11/8 as the smallest. But
with 3 hp being developed at 14,000
rpm, don't worry about prop sizes. Duke
says, "Leave the huge propellers for
motors that are not capable of revving
up."

Bookworm Trip II
Last month we tried to turn you on to

to page 30



Hobby Shack,—MbOt

RADIO-CONTROL

HIGH QUALITY BALSA KIT

ELECTRIC POWERED
MOTOR GLIDER

N. T.D. .020 GAS POWER OPTIONAL

Hobby Shack—

radio-control

HIGH QUALITY BALSA KIT

High per""""*""
Therma\ G\ider

The Sportavia is a light-
weight electric motor powered
glider, designed for the beginner or "
expert who wants to enjoy the fan-
tastic thrill of silent flightl The kit
comes complete with step by step \
instruction guide and full size plans
which show the installation of the Mabuchi RS-380

electric motor as well as construction of the model.

It features top quality balsa and wood parts, spinner,
formed canopy and hardware parts. Also included is
separate plan which shows the installation of the Cox

TD .020 gas engine.

The electric motor system for the Sportavia um two 6V small tightweight
mead battery packs that will run the motor two minutes. A two minute eng-
int run will take your Sportevte high into theeir and then you're challenged
tu hnd 9 thermal and continue the flight. The propeller eciaptor and spinner
are included in the kit. The motor system includes one O) Mabudii elec*
trie motor, two 12) niead battery packs, one O) automobile cigarette lighter
charger, a slide on/off switch and one M) circuit breaker. System is not pre>
wired.

SPAN: 59 inches

AREA: 348% sq.in.
WEIGHT: 1.54 lbs.

RADIO: 2 channel

RETAIL

$44.95

34
SPAN: 65 inches

WEIGHT: 2.97 lbs.

AREA: 527 sq.in.
RADIO: 2 - 3 channels

ELECTRIC MOTOR

SYSTEM

$44.99

The DIVINE WIND is one of the best looking, best flying
gliders to come from Pilot yetl It is a 65 inch span slope
soaring glider that is fully aerobatic, using ailerons, elevator
and rudder if you want. This is an all balsa model that has
been carefully designed and tested for exciting flight perform
ance in most wind conditions. The kits contain first quality
balsa and hardwood parts, formed plastic canopy, full size
plans and an illustrated step by step construction guide.

m SAIE
SCHNEURLE PORTED 10

COMPLETEWna MUFFLER Hobby Shack

Alur talking to many halicopier pilots, asking p«<Kila In Japan which is the
tiest basic helicopter kit, and altar reading several reviews in model magazines
about the high quality of Hiroba helicopters, we made the decision to im
port the Hirobo Falcon R/C helicopter kit. It hat been said thei It is the best,
and lor its size and class, we loel It is the besti

The Falcon is a good choice for beginner Myers because of its easy assembly,
excellent flying characteristics and reasonable selling price. The Falcon is
alto good for the expert for slum training. Its high stability, lensitive perform-
ance end ease of assembly make for lots of enjoyrrsem'

TIte Falcon comes complete with a collective pitch tyiteml Idany of the more
difficult parts ere pre-essembied for you by Hiroho VVith |ust a glance at the
kit, you will see that both the meial and plastic are of highest quality. The
fuselage it fiberglass - Not plastic! The bearings ate all excellent, and the
Instructions feature several pages of exploded views to aid m assembly. The
plans f e the slep-by-step type and will carefully lead you thru the assembly
process. If you like helicopters, we know the Falcon wilt give you complete
saliifactioni

RETAIL

$32.95

$24''
Hobby Shack

ESSNAI50

s<ILWIKCOTE
Aircraft Covering Material

• STRONG • LIGHTWEIGHT • EASY TO USE •

METALLICS OPAQUES TRANSPARENTS
26" X 72" rolls 26" x 72" rolls 26 x 72" rolls

lIGHt RED, DARK RED.

RED, BLUE, GREEN ORANGE. YELLOW. RED, ORANGE,
A SILVER LIGHT BLUE, MEDIUM YELLOW & BLUE

BLUE, DARK BLUE,

WHITE, BLACK & CLEAR

RED,ORANGE,

YELLOW & BLUE

MAIN ROTOR

DIAMETER $2,3 in.

FUSELAGE

LENGTH 48.8 in.
WEIGHT

{fully equipped] . 7,3 lbs,
ENGINE 40-.45
RADIO 4 channeli

Hobby Shack.

RETAIL $319.95

$249''
GAS MODEL

?  ENGINES

^  WITH MUFFLERS

SPKINCATIOHS; W
SPAN 4S S inch«i WEICHI 18 ot

AREA 31S sqm fi AOlO I fo 4

LIST $34.95 24

R/C ENGINES Retail SALE

.15 III R/C (with muffler) S3S,95 S24.99

.20 R/C (with muffler)
$37.95 S26.99

.25 R/C (with muffler) $39.95 $27.99

STANDARD ENGINES

.15 III STD. (with muffler) $26,95 $18.99

.20 STD. (with muffler) $31.95 $21.99

.25 STD. (with muffler) $33.95 $23.76

Eas Mooei Enoinas

Hrt>bv Shack

FUJI ENGINES RETAIL DISCOUNT PRia

.099 SR STD. $33.95 $26.99

.099 SR R/C $37.95 $29.99

.099 SR MARINE R/C $42.95 $33.99

.15IVSSTD. $37.95 $29.99

.15IVSR/C $44.95 $35.99

.19IVSSTD. $43.95 $34.99

.19 IVS R/C $49.95 $39.99

.25 8 STD. $49.95 $39.99

.25 3 R/C $54.95 $43.99

» Select - M eta (flakes,
Opaques or Transparents

» Mix or Match Colors

$|%99
ANY 3 ROLLS

Hobby Shack-

ELECTRO
TACHOMETER

HIGH QUALITY-EASV TO USE-ACCURATE
SPCtlflCATIONS

#MOYin| coil m«trr viih enlo«««} lAdes r^rvet
• Ae<Lj'Br«ro0.5K

riA|« toLjtv

(tcMow) Q. 6AMRPM
Mtd {oanic) 0 15.000 RPM

0 • >0.000 RPM
• fldtlrty - VOC

• Sifr 7V,'- K X
• Eity Ko io uw

RETAIL $49.95



CHARGE IT SHOP BY PHONE Hnhhi# ̂Karll shop by mail
Area nnn QQQl"" y trturw .saso bahdiuer circii
714 ubd'yool The greatest place to shop! '°CAiL/F'.'92708^*'

SPIRIT of 76 & COX
ID 049 PLUS SPIRIT

POWER POD ^

QB CESSNA 20 KIT &
THUNDER TIGER 20 R/C

RETAIL IF PURCHASED^
VALUE SEPARATELY s
S74.85 $51.97

LUC bbKAKAILLT S

HOWARD PETE

& SPEEDIE 10 FSR R/C

A 1

.85 $51.97 4I#V/

Hobbv Shack

RETAIL IF PURCHASED
VALUE SEPARATELY $
S82.90 $61.98

RETAIL

VALUE
IF PURCHASED

MA AA VALUE SEPARATELY aa
49.99 562.90 $4798 '34.99

Hobbv Shack.

prn ^nnrt Twn Cbsshs 180Tot2l Psckul U OjJUl I I fill injection Molded All Foain
TWO CHANNEL RADIO
^CONTROL SYSTE
A; OTRIPLETUNE

FRONT END

RECEIVER

• RFAMP CON

TROLED BY

AGC.

• NEW BA633

DECODER CHIP

IDEAL FOR BEGINNERS

RADIO & ENGINE INSTALLED
COMPLETLY READY TO FLY
tOMINUTEiOUT OF THE BOX

Aero Sport Two System
Includes: Two channel
transmitter (for pencell
batteries) with trims.
Two channel receiver,
Airborne battery pack
(dry), 2 - NS-ICR servos,
switch harness, frequency
flag and full 180 day
warranty.

$119.99
VALUE

99

$169.98
VALUE

• AEHO SPORT TWO RADIO FACTORY IN
STALLED • RUDDER 8< ELEVATOR FACTORY

HINGED • PUSHRODS INSTALLED • VACUUM

FORMED COWL# ALL NYLON FIREWALL
• TESTOR .049 ENGINE & PROPELLER FAC

TORY INSTALLED • _

AREA: 250 sq.In. ■ ' 7
ENGINE; Testor .049 ■
RADIO: 2 channel ■ '

12991
SHOPPING

FOUNTAIN VALLEY
Main warehouse store or mail order shopping

18480 BANDIIIER CIRCLE

FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708

(714)963-9881
SO FRWY - EUCLIOOFf RAMP

ENCMO
5541 BALBOA BLVD.

ENCINO, CA 91316

(213) 995-1162
CORNER BALBOA & BURBANK BIVOS

LA HABRA
1401 SOUTH BEACH BLVD.

LA HABRA, CA 90631

(714) 994-5721

(213)947-2574
CORNER BEACH BLVD h IMPERIAL HWY

RIVERSIDE
6135 VAN BUREN BLVD.

RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

(714) 785-6773
CORNER VAN BUREN & ARLINGTON

Charge it!

STORE HOURS:

Mon. thru Fri. .. 10 - 9

Saturday 10-6
Sunday 10-5

II [ III Hobbv Shack
Ntlll 1979

MODELER'S
- CATALOG

'96 PAGES IN FULL

COLOR
1192 BIG 8!4 x 11

EXCITING PAGES

TOTAL

MANY BRAND NEW

ITEMS
•EVERYTHING FOR

THE MODELER

1979 CATALOG
Q  Encloseo please find $2.50 for my
copy of your new Hobby Shack 1979
Modeler's Catalog!

iVIail this couiron to:

HOBBY SHACK

18480 BANDILIER CIRCLE
FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CA 92708

I  POSTAGE 8( HANDLING CHARGES
!  $ 0.00 - $ 8.00 add $1.50 I
I  $ 8.01 • $1 5.00 add $2.00 California residents I
I  $15.01 • $30.00 add $2.50 add 6% state sales I
!  $30.01 • $40.00 add $2.75 tax. j
I  Over $40.00 add $3.00 ■



SCALE VIEWS

from page 27

A sample from AFP Vol. 7, coverage of
the rare Blackburn Firebrand torpedo
plane. Ideal RC scale subject, with
lots of wing area, big tail.

the usefulness of new aviation books to

scale modeling. Once hooked you'll
soon start trying to find some of the
older, out of print publications.
Newcomers to book collecting will find
that the value of a book may not be
based so much on age as upon scarcity
and desirability. There are many
aviation titles of the 20's and 30's,
printed In great numbers and stocked by
most public libraries, that can be had
cheaply. The famed reference "Jane's
All The World's Aircraft" went Into mass

distribution as WW II gathered steam,
tapered off quickly at the end of the war
as all of the companies in war time
aviation sub-contracting work went back
to peace time pursuits, reduced
circulation even more in the late 40's and
appeared every other year in the 50's as
the hoped for postwar boom collapsed.
So 1941 and 1942 issues are not hard to
find but the 1945-46 volume Is so very
rare and expensive, so much so that it
has been re-issued In facsimile form.
The 1947 and 1948 versions are rare,
but not so expensive because they lack
the end of the war roundup of
experimental types featured in the 45-46
edition. Even relatively newer books,
such as the privately printed 1959-60
classics "U.S. Marine Corps Aircraft
1914-1959" and "U.S. Naval Aircraft
1921-1941" by William Larkins, are
much sought after. If I were to have to
name the best of my own library, and I
know of no other books I'd want more, it
would be the seven volume set called

"Aircraft of the Fighting Powers"
published in England during the war.
This series covers most of the
combatants of WWII and presents
3-vlews in uniform 1/72" scale, some on
two and three page foldouts. As with
Jane's, the 1946 Volume 7 edition
appearing after the war is scarcer and
more valuable than the rest of the set

and likewise has a lot of experimental
coverage. Be warned that the first two
A.P.P. volumes have low quality
drawings. But no matter, I collect

anything with three views. If there Is
enough interest in the subject, later on I'll
list the other best "titles with 3-views" to

look for but for now, let's got on to some
sources of out of print and used books:
Bohemia Bookshop, 116 Bohemia

Rd., St. Leonards on Sea, E. Sussex,
U.K. Frank Letchford, the proprietor, has
been in business for 18 years and I have
been a customer for most of that time.

He carries both new and used books and
can always supply the many good new
English aviation titles as soon as they
are available. Since there are few

dealers in out of print books, his lists of
rare oldies are of particular interest to
scale builders. For example, his most
recent list (Number 100!) was headed by
the offer of a complete set of No. 1
through No. 262 of Profile Publications,
in bound volumes from 1 through 7 and
loose Issues from 205. The price —
$100 — is very reasonable when you
consider that many of them are out of
print, hard to find and would cost much
more as Individual items. U.S. dealers

have been asking as much at $40 for
some of the bound volumes. It takes

about a month to 6 weeks for an order to

arrive by surface mail from England,
some of this is time snarled in the U.S.
Postal maze. Frank accepts U.S.
personal checks, American express
checks, cash or unused U.S. stamps In
payment — which avoids the
complications of International Money
Orders. A copy of the latest Bohemia
book list will be air mailed to you for
$1.00. Regular customers are put on the
mailing list. Oh yes, there is item 30 on
his list, Aircraft of the Fighting Powers.
Vol. 4 for only $10.00. It will be gone by
the time you read this, but it shows that
interesting items turn up all the time.

Jofin Roby, 3704 Nassau Dr., San
Diego, Calif. 92115, in business since
1960, John also has both new and out of
print books, but specializes in hard to
find material. He has a search service
with world wide sources and will try to
locate a copy of any desired publication,
in print or out. 15 different book lists are
available. The most valuable to the scale
builder would seem to be the following:
#106 — tVlilitary Aviation, All Aspects;
Alt Wars -$1.00; #109 Famous Aircraft,
Fliers, Flights - 50c: #116 Model
Aircraft - 50c; #119 Marine Aviation,
Civil, Military, Operations, Design -50c;
P 100 Pilot; Owner; Test Flying; Racing
-50c.

W.H. Bell, 642 Braemar Ave., RR. 2,
Sidney, B.C. VBL 3S1, Canada, send
$1.00 for catalog of out of print and used
aviation books. Regular customers
receive new catalogs automatically. He
wi ll accept in-person calls by
appointment only. Call (604) 656-5170
after 5 p.m. The most recent edition
featured a 9 volume set of Maintenance
and Operation manuals for the B-24D.

Bookshelf

British Aviation Colours of World

A fold-out sheet of color chips is a
main feature of this reference book.

War Two, edited by John Tanner,
Director, RAF Museum. (R.A.F.
Museum Series Vol. 3) $11.95. In an
effort to rein in an impulse to buy every
new aviation title Issued. I try to collect
only books with 3-view drawings. But an
exception to the rule is always made
when something good turns up on color
schemes and markings. This slim, 56
page volume, subtitles The Official
Camouflage Colours and Markings of
RAF Aircraft 1939-45, is a must for any
scale builder doing a WW II aircraft of
the Royal Air Force. Or, if you are like
me, you'll want It to add to a reference
collection. The book consists entirely of
reprints of Air Ministry Orders from 1939
through 1944 concerning marking and
color schemes. These are the official
directives on how to paint all operational
types. Diagrams show sizes and
placement of insignia, serial numbers
and lettering. Three view drawings
illustrate the comouflage patterns for
various sizes of aircraft. Tables list the
correct code lettering for each RAF
squadron. And last, but not least, is the
fold-out color chip chart showing all of
the official colors, and invaluable aid in
mixing model paint. Newcomers to the
subject will be startled by the color called
"red." An old barn has a brighter red
than this shade, which looks more like
primer than a color. It was used on
roundels and fin flashes and the chip
immediately brands as wrong a lot of
models, paintings and decals.

At about 50 cents per page, BAG of
WW II, as they would say in England, a
bit pricey, but worth it. Not yet widely
stocked by aviation book dealers, I
bought mine from Armed Forces Book
Company (see last month's Scale Views
column).

Living Color?
One of the first things I did when I got

my copy of BAG of WW 11 was compare
the color chip chart to the one called
"Colour Standards of the Ministry of
Aircraft Production" in Aircraft of the
Fighting Powers - Vol. 5, published in
1944. Considering the wide gap in time
and printing techniques, the two charts
match up amazingly well. The 1944
chips are a shade lighter, but this seems
to be the result of a very thin coat of ink

to page 162



Afirst in RTF soaring^savings,
and simplicH^

Tempted by clean, quiet electric power for
soaring?

Now the price and simplicity are just as
attractive. In the new Cox Electric Sportavia.

It's the first ready to fly electric sailplane.
Yet it costs far less than any other electric RTF.
Even though it comes complete with factory
installed motor, battery pack, and recharging
cord.

You also get power and performance
equal to our fuel-powered Cox Sportavia. Or
our easy flying Cessna Centurion. And they're
two of today's most
popular RTFs.

Still, the new
Electric Sportavia is
really something else.
Imagine hundreds of
great flights, all without
fuel or starting batteries,

That high-power

Cox Cessna Centurion

Cox fuei-powered
,  Sportavia

motor propels you up to 500 feet high.Then
the Electric Sportavia's giant 70-inch wingspan
gives you smooth, exhilarating soaring on two
channel radio, Cox/Sanwa's 8020 or 8022
systems are ideal.

With no wiring or soldering required,
plus no building or gluing, assembly takes only
15 minutes. And just 20 minutes recharges
your nickel-cadmium battery pack, right from
any standard auto lighter receptacle.

Accessory packs and cords are also
available. You can recharge the second pack

during soaring, to maxi
mize flying time.

Discover the new

Electric Sportavia at your
hobby store. You'll get
the convenience and

quiet pleasure of elec
tric soaring—without
the cost and complexity.

#1 in Power Modeling.
cox HOBBIES INC., a subsidiary of Leisure Dynamics, Inc.
1505 East Warner Ave.. Santa Ana, CA 92702

Check the yellow pages for your nearest hobby store.



PIPER
COLT — TRI-PACER

By Bryce C. Petersen

The one thing you can always
count on when you join the
model aviation world is the total

lack of boredom. You have just
completed your 100th flight with your
faithful old bird and your mind starts to
think about fishing, boating, and air
conditioning, etc. The station wagon that
entered the field awhile ago has
attracted a crowd so you drift over for a
look. A giant model is being assembled,
and it is so big that the landing gear must
be removed for transport. The model is
upright now, and I heard someone say
that it is 1/4 Scale,

The beaming modeler has just
finished pumping fuel in the tank and has
moved around to start things up. Ail I
could think about was "ai l that
MonoKote!"

What's this? He is using four fingers to
flip the prop. Most unusual! Suddenly
the big engine comes to life, but it is just
ticking over. When he starts to taxi I
noticed something odd. The wings are
not bouncing up and down. A closer look
and I see the wheels absorbing the
shock just like the real ones do. A nice
wide circle at the end of the runway and I
say right out loud. "Boy, that's super."

Join the Quarter Scale

group with this Piper.

Designed for a .60 size

engine, It's very realistic,

theairande^syti

When he starts his roll-out, something
else was different. He is using only 1/3
throttle, and look at that — the tail is
already up. When the big model passed

by me, it had already transferred from
ground to air. While watching the gentle
climb-out, I knew that modeling holds a
new adventure for me. Having not really
absorbed what I had just seen, the big
model came in gently over the runway
and set its big wheels down ever so
softly with its tail still in the air. I think it
was watching that big tail sink slowly
down that was the clincher for me. The
next day I started the drawings for the
1/4 Scale Vagabond.

In all my experience with model
airplanes, I haven't seen a design that
performs with the grace and
smoothness the Vagabond possesses:
that includes the kit trainers that show up
at the field.

Piper Aircraft must have felt the same
way, because from the Vagabond
design came the famous Colt and
Tri-Pacer. All they really did is make it a
little bigger and change to a tricycle
landing gear.

I personally love to fly tail draggers
and spend most of the time trying for the
perfect three-point landing. If you are a
nose wheel man, I have tried to add
enough detail to the plan to build the Colt
or the Tri-Pacer. If you build the
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The family of Vagabonds —Micro
Vagabond in front (RCM Plan No.

742, $1.50),.19 Powered
Vagabond (RCM Plan No. 500,

$3.25), 1/4 Scale Vagabond (RCM
Plan No. 764, $6.50).

Vagabond, the color scheme was
always solid yellow with no trim, The Colt
and Tri-Pacer was always two-toned —
white and what have you with lots of trim.
Back to the model. I would like to

explain several theories I have about the
construction of this model. First, the
engine mount and location. The engine
is mounted in solid wood with big sheet
metal screws. The wood mount is

epoxied lengthwise to the plywood
doublers that make up the fuselage
itself. This ail becomes solid as a rock.

The other way Is to use a metal or plastic
motor mount that is mounted to a 90°

firewall with 8 bolts. The firewall can

become a vibrator and there goes your 8
bolts. The firewall engine mount
technique also requires a removable
cowling that is usually made from
plastic. Enough said.
The upright engine hanging out in the

breeze is considered an eyesore when It
could have been fully cowled. Well,
there's more to it than that.

Consider a situation I have witnessed.

I have entered a Stand-Off Scale contest

and am waiting on the flight line, next to
fly. The contestant In front of me has a
beautiful Spitfire and has scored high on
static points. His engine is fully cowled
and inverted. The C.D. gives him the go
signal and his model sits upside down on

a cradle. He gives the starter a quick
bump and the engine starts. A quick flip
of the aircraft and he starts his taxi.

When he advances the throttle, the
engine sags and quits. A mad rush with a
starter out on the field for a quick start in
the upright position. After finally finding
the hole for the glo-plug, a mad bump
with the starter sends the front half of the

spinner down the runway. The C.D.
calmly announces that his time is up.
While walking his aircraft back to the
pits, he tells me that the competition is
over for him because his overheated

engine quit on his first round.
In contrast to his effort, my engine

usually starts on the first or second flip
because I pulled the fuel line on the last
flight and let the engine run dry. The
exact prime was added for easy starting.
Once In the air the smoothness of the

aircraft and engine scores big, and
everyone forgets that shiny power plant

sticking out up front.
Big scale contests are another matter.

What I am talking about is the average
fun-fly in your local area and not the
Nationals.

Next from my soapbox is the basic
rule of success, and that is to "keep
things simple." The Vagabond uses
solid foam fuselage halves front to back.
The cowling is made up of two pieces of
plywood. The side stringers from scrap
balsa ■

I wanted to use foam wings for
simplicity, but I like to look up through the
fvlonoKote at the wing ribs while flying.
The Vagabond is only a three-channel

airplane. You simply do not need more
control. If a gust of wind dips a wing tip
on final, you touch a little rudder and it
responds exactly like ailerons. A trick for
spot landings is to reduce throttle until
your model starts to sink over the end of
the runway. A touch of throttle will check
the sink rate at about 18" of altitude. As
you approach the spot, you kill the
engine and she drops In the spot on all
three points. You can score big in the
limbo event the same way by gauging
altitude with throttle.

What all this adds up to is the
Vagabond Is one super stable airplane.
Its low aspect ratio wing and short
coupled fuselage make it perfect for
scale modeling. It gives you excellent
control in slow flight and high
performance at top speed.

This is a big model. My wife says it is
too big. It uses most of the floor in the
Recreation Room. Everyone seems to
be building big models. I understand
there Is a club in Pennsylvania that will
not accept a member who builds models
under six feet.

Actually, this model is not quite 1/4
Scale. Another inch and it will not fit in
my car. Three more Inches and it Is 1/4
Scale but the transport problem reigned
supreme. So let's get to the
construction.

text to page 36
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NOSE CAP- LI
1/8" SHEET

1/2" XI" BALSA
_ LEADING EDGE

1/8 Xr BALSA

(BOTTOM ONLY)

WING TIP IS GUT
FROM 1/8" SOFT
PLYWOOD

/
MAIN SPAR.IS A
HARD WOOD
YARDSTICK

1/8" BALSA
SHEET

DIHEDRAL DETAI
(NOT TO SCALE)

RIGHT WING ONLY

WING STRUT
MOUNTING
GUSSETS
1/8" PLY

l/8"X3/8"CAP
STRIPS ON ALL
RIBS (BOTTOM
ONLY)

BALSA
DOUBLER

ONLY)
3-I/I6 2-1/8

REAR SPAR
3/16" X 3/8".
HARD W00D\

t FOR RIGHT
WING PANEL

1  RIGHT WING
ONLY

OUTL NE

IF NECESSARY. TRIM THIS SIDE
OF COWLING TO CLEAR PROPELLER
(RIGHT THRUST OFFSET USED)

~0'"'

[.OCATION MARKS
FOR FUSELAGE SI

1/4" BALSA SHEET

TOP COMPONENTS ARE
OMITTED IN TOR VIEW TO
CLARIFY INTERNAL DETAILS F3 (WINDSHIELD TOP BRACE)

1/4" BALSA SHEET . —■
F2 (INSTRUMENT PANEL)

1/8" SOFT PLY

ENGINE MOUNT-
1/2" PLY (SHADED)

FUSELAGE OUTSIDE VI
AT THIS POINT IS 6-a

I4"DIA.,4"PITCH y, yii
PROPELLER USE"WILH0LDR-C56" / ^//'

.60 ENGINE GLUE TO SECURE 1/4"X1/2" '■WINDSHIELD BALSA V/y
I/32"PLYti \

FOAM CUT LINE
°i./.
!. o

HARD WOOD BLOCK ACCEPTS
WING HOLD-DOWN BOLT

1/32" PLYWOOD OVER
1/4" SO. BALSA foam. PAINTED BLACK

iN1/8" PLY ENCLOSURE
^TO CATCH/CONFINE

EXHAUST DRIPPINGS
1/4- SO. STRINGERS

1/4" SO. BALSA
OIL DRAIN TUBE

FOAM CUT LINE
1/8 SOFT PLY DOUBLER
FORWARD OF THIS LINE . o

1/4" Xl>^" BALSA
3/8 XI" HARDWOOD CROSSPIECE j o/ ; ^ ° ° fjj "OIL COOLER

(BALSA BLOCK)

1/8 BALSA SHEE
(GRAIN ACROSS
FUSELAGE)

1/8"HARD PLY j^^COLT AND TRI-PACER ONLY

\  " FUSELAGE SID

COLT AND TRI-PACER ONLY

1/4- NY^ON BOLTS
(TWO/PLACEB) ES CUT FROM 5/8

THICK STYROFOAM AS PER THE
TRIANGLES (A) ON SIDE VIEW

OPTIONAL
WING STRUTS
MOUNT HERE4 DIA. WHEELS

(ALL VERSIONS)
DU-BRO OR FOX
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FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE — SEE PAGE 187

NOTE:

LEFT WING PANEL SHOWN BY SOLID LINES,
RIGHT PANEL BY PHANTOM LINES

ALL STABILIZER AND ELEVATOR

PARTS CUT FROM 3/8" BALSA
SHEET (EXCEPT PARTS S7a S8)

FILL IN WITH HARD
rt BALSA (SEE WING

SECTION ON SIDE
VIEW BELOW)

FT WING ONLY

T

RIGHT WING
TIP OUTLINE

HINGE POSITIONS
2-1/8" 3-1/16"

//

EAR SPAR BRACE-
16" PLY (2 REQ.)

<i FOR LEFT
WING PANEL

NOTE SINGLE
RIB AT G

PLYWOOD

SPAR BRACE FOR WING
1/16" PLY (2 REQUIRED)

IENGINE

MOUNT

I—li ^ a._j
Fl BULKHEAD
1/8" SOFT PLY

B AIR

IKE

FRONT VIEW OF OIL COOLER
AND CARBURETOR COWLING
(COLT AND TRI-PACER ONLY)

ALL FIN AND RUDDER
PARTS CUT FROM 3/8"
BALSA SHEET \

1/8 BALSA SHEET (GRAIN
ACROSS FUSELAGE)

lNDED cabin OUTLINE

FRI-PACER ONLY)

HINGE POSITIONS

ITARTING HERE.STRINGERS TAPER
■01/32"THICKNESS AT AFT END .  7

1/4" BALSA SHEET

1/8" PLY BRACE

BRASS TUBE

TWO TURNS ON COIL

l-3/8"DIA. TAIL WHEELFIA FORMER
1/8" PLYWOOD

BENDING PATTERN FOR
DURAL L.G. STRUT

L2 aR2

(MAKE 5) ,  (g)l979 R/C MODELER CORR ALL COMMERCIAL RIGHTS RESERVED

QUARTER SCALE PIPER VAGABOND
DESIGNED AND DRAWN BY BRYCEC.PETERSEN | TRACED AND INKED BY PAUL PLECAN

ALL RIBS CUT FROM 3/16
SOFT BALSA SHEETLI aRI

(MAKE 12)

PLAN NO. 764
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CONSTRUCTION

We will start construction with the
fuselage. Place your hot wire cutter on
your workbench on two 5/8" standoffs
and secure with weights. Feed your
foam block through the cutter and slice a
sheet of foam 5/8" thick for both

fuselage halves. Finish your cut-outs
with a jigsaw and lightly sand the saw
cuts. Mark off your 1/8" light plywood
Inside doubters using the fuselage
halves. You should be able to get both
doublers from one sheet of plywood.
Using 12-minute epoxy, secure the
plywood doublers to the foam sides. On
a flat table, stand the fuselage halves up
and secure the landing gear platform
(1/8" hard plywood).

Draw a straight line on your work table
and center yourfuselage front to backon
this line. Pull the tail section together
using the line for perfect alignment.
Sand the inside of the foam joint so that it
is 3/8" thick at its rearmost end and

secure with epoxy.
With 1/8" balsa crossgrain, sheet the

top and bottom (Photos 1 and 2).
Prepare your F1 bulkhead from 1/8"

light plywood including the position
lines. Using a "C" clamp, pull in the nose
of the fuselage as per plans and sand
the end flat. Again, use the line on your
workbench for alignment and secure the
F1 bulkhead to fit the position marks and
secure.

Cut your engine mount from 1/2"
plywood and epoxy in place. Be sure the
right thrust side is correct (Photos No. 3
and 4).
Now you can add your F4 1/4" fillets

using the cut and fit method.
You may have noticed that there are

no bulkheads in the fuselage. I see no
need for them and this becomes a real

advantage when installing radio gear,
cameras, parachutes, etc.
The next step is a real joy in the

workshop because you accomplish so
much with so little effort.

Using 1/32" aircraft plywood, sheet
the bottom cowling (Photo No. 5). First,
wrap wax paper around the area and
mark a pattern. Using the pattern, cut the
plywood and wet the area where the
cowling bends around the bottom of the
fuselage. With 12-minute epoxy, secure

PIPER VAGABOND

Designed By : Bryce Petersen

TYPE AIRCRAFT

1/4 Sport Scale
WINGSPAN

73V2 Inches

WING CHORD

15V2 Inches

TOTAL WING AREA

1064 Square Inches
WING LOCATION

High Wing
AIRFOIL

Mod Clark Y

WING PLANFORM

Constant Chord

DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP
2V8" Tip Rib

OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH
Inrh^c

RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA
(L)13"x(W) 5"x(H) 6"

STABILIZER SPAN
29% Inches

STABILIZER CHORD (Incl. elev.)
91/2" (Avg.)

STABILIZER AREA

264 Square Inches
STAB AIRFOIL SECTION

Flat

STAB LOCATION

Top of Fuselage
VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT

10% Inches

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (Incl. rud.)
10'/2" (Avg.)

REC. ENGINE SIZE

.60-.61 Cubic Inch

FUEL TANK SIZE

16-32 Ounce

UNDING GEAR

Conventional
REC. NO. OF CHANNELS

3

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Rud., Elev., Throt.

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION
Fuselage Balsa, Ply & Foam
Wing Balsa, Ply & Hardwood
Empennage Balsa
Wt. Ready-To-Fly 124 Ounces
Wing Loading 16.7 Oz./Sq. Ft.

the bottom cowling in place and hold
with oversized "T" pins.

Next, we mount the engine. With the
different types of carburetors, etc., it is
easy to make things fit (Photos No. 6 and
7).

Photo No. 8 shows another pattern for
the top of the cowling. The complete
cowling is made up of two pieces of
plywood. It is a good idea to box in,
around, and under your engine and
cover with a generous amount of epoxy.
Stray oil can find its way back through
the fuselage if you don't drain it out from
under the engine with a drain tube.

Next, we sheet the top of the cowling
and add the.balsa nose block (Photo No.
9). You can make the nose block from
one sheet of 1/2" balsa in three layers.
Make it slightly oversize as per F1 on
plan and sand flush with ply cowling.
Photo No. 10 is the completed

fuselage showing the 1/4" stringers and
landing gear in place.
Stabilizer and Rudder:

First, you epoxy together several
sheets of 1/4" and 1/8" balsa to make
solid sheets of 3/8" stock. Next, we stack
cut two each of S1 to SB.

Lay a sheet of wax paper over the plan
and epoxy the parts in place — Photo
No. 12. A sanding block will help square
up the joints. Since you probably
over-cut the parts a little, your only
concern is that the joints fit and each part
covers the plan where it is supposed to.

Photo No. 13 is a quick and easy way
to smooth the ragged outside edges of
your parts.
A belt Sander upside down on a table

and the job is completed In minutes.
Photo No. 14 shows a quick way to

round off the edges. Grip the sandpaper
with your first and second fingers and,
using your thumb for a guide, you round
all outside edges of your parts. Photo
No. 15 shows the completed tail
assembly.
Wing:
Photo No. 16 shows the basic

construction of the wing. First, we pin the
leading and trailing edge to the waxed
plan. Next, you pin a 1/8" spacer strip to
keep the ribs 1/8" off the plan. Your
1/8" x3/8" capstrips on the bottom of
the wing will fill this gap later. Next, add

V *



your yardstick spar and it is aiso raised
1/8" with spacers. Add your ribs and
glue everything except the center rib
which is giued when the two halves are
joined together. Cut off ali overhangs.

Complete the other half of the wing the
same way except the center spar
section is on the other end. Join the two

halves together without the center rib in
place and add 1/16" plywood spar

braces to join the spars.
Raise both wing ends {minus tips)

2V8" for dihedral. With a "C" clamp, join
the two wings together. Next, add the
center rib that is cut to fit the spar braces
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Full stall into the spot.

in the spar area.
The wing tips are cut In one piece from

1/8" light plywood. Glue them to the
exact center of the leading and trailing
edges. The tips are raised to 3-1/16"
from the table. 1/4" scrap balsa is added
to the tips to be rounded off.

Next, we add the 1/8" sheeting on top most realistic look. Tip bracing is added
and the 1/8" x 3/8" capstrips on the
bottom. The 1/8" sheeting on top is
sanded down to 1/16" back in the area
where the ribs start. Each rib is carefully
rounded on top. This lets the MonoKote
pull down over the rounded ribs for a

and the wing is complete (Photo No. 17).
If you like to fly at full throttle, I would

add wing struts.
Happy Landings.
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En Hobby Shack

HERCULES

Imported by Hobby Shack, 18480 Bandilier Circle,
Fountain Valley, Calif. 92708 (714) 963-9881, and
sold through Hobby Shack stores and retail outlets,

the 900mm long (almost 40") Hercules 1/40 scale Delux
Tugboat kit is complete, with a capital "C". With a beautifully
made fiberglass hull that needed no filling whatsoever, the kit
includes everything you'll need except the glues and paint.
The deck and cabin are 1 /8" ply (hardwood strips are provided
for deck planking) and parts such as the portholes, wheels,
and prop are brass. The only thing we bought were the IV4"
rubber tires added along the sides for an extra touch of
realism.

To power the little giant we purchased the Saito B2F boiler
and burner assembly and the beautiful brass T2DR two
cylinder steam engine. With the speed control that comes with
the boiler, the engine can be operated from stop to full speed.
The engine is capable of forward, neutral, or reverse
operation. While a smaller boiler and engine will also fit, we
wanted the longer running time permitted by the larger one as
well as the greater torque from the two cylinder engine. Our
boiler allows about a 20 minute run. We also purchased a
"steam maker" unit which, when easily installed in the boiler,
converts oil exausted from a cylinder to wisps of smoke that
puff from the smoke stack. At the time we bought the kit and
engine, Hobby Shack had just received a pressure gauge and
super smoke generator. This device is simply a container into
which some two-cycle oil is poured. In adding this unit, the
steam carries a greater amount of oil into the steam maker
unit. An adjustable needle valve makes it possible to adjust the
amount of smoke produced. The advantage in using this
smoke generator is that you can really pour out the smoke if
you choose. For us, the pressure gauge serves two functions.
In addition to allowing us to monitor the pressure, it also
contributes to the "steam engine mystique." Aren't all steam
engines supposed to have lots of pipes and gauges? Ours do.

With regard to building, while we found the instructions of

SPECIFICATIONS

Name HERCULES
Boat Type 1/40 Scale Tugboat
Manufactured By Salto Seisakusfio Ltd., Japan
Distributed By: Hobby Shack

18480 Bandilier Circle

Fountain Valley, California 92708
Mfg. Suggested Retail Price S279.95
Available From Hobby Shack & Retail Outlets
Hull Length 357? Inches
Beam 874 Inches
Hull Depth Amidship 5 Inches
Height (bottom of hull to top of mast) 16"
Draft Amidship 2% Inches
Radio Compartment Access Hatch 4" x 6"
Engine Compartment Access (under removable cabin) 5" x 18"
Recommended No. of Channels 3 (4 if bilge pump Is added)
Recommended Control Functions .... Rud., Forward/Reverse & Throt.
Basic Materials Used in Construction:
Instructions Minimal
Construction Pians Detaiied with parts numbered
Kit includes Everything except glues, paints, power plant & elec.
Power Plant Salto 2 cyl. Steam Engine (T2DR $179.99)

Boiler & Burner (62F S1Q9.99)

RCM PROTOTYPE

Weight, Ready To Launch 13 Lbs. inci. 8 (C) cells,
ballast and bilge pump

little help, however, the plans are very complete. They're all
you'll need with the beautifully die-cut parts and neatly
packaged parts.
We began by placing the ply deck temporarily onto the hull.

Then some blobs of 5-minute epoxy were used to tack glue the
cabin sides to the deck, after which the remainder of the cabin
was assembled using a cyanoacrylate adhesive. Because the
quickie adhesive gave us some trouble setting up on the
plywood, we used a dry brush to brush some household
baking soda onto each joint before the adhesive was applied.
With that preparation, the cabin and attached hold cover were
assembled. Once we had a rigid basic structure we used a hot
knife to loosen the cabin from the deck and were ready to
install the burner, boiler, and engine.
The burner, boiler, and engine are designed to mount to a

ply floor installed inside the hull. To make the engine easy to
clean and to fuel-up the burner and add water to the boiler
without filling the hull, we set it up so the ply floor is screwed in
place. Use the cabin as a guide to locate the boiler so the

to page 160
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Karoden Hobby Prod.

EL TIGRE

El Tigre (the tiger) is a 62" wingspan, mid-wing pattern
aircraft that was designed by Denis Donohue, and is
manufactured by Karoden Hobby Products, P.O.

Box 434. Bergenfield, N.J. 07621. Listing at $79.95, it is
available from dealers, or can be ordered direct for C.O.D.
shipments from Karoden. Donohue has been working on this
design for the past six years, with much effort and
experimentation going into it. The most casual examination
reveals the sleek aerodynamic lines he has achieved,

This kit contains no accessories and no die-cutting. As a
matter of fact, the kit contains plans, a 4-page instruction
manual, foam wing and tail cores, and a fiberglass fuselage,
period. But what you get is near perfection. The wing and stab
cores, we found, were extremely accurate, and it was evident
that Bob Hunt, the gentleman who cut them, is an artist in
precision. The next bit of near perfection that we came across
was the fiberglass fuselage. It was white gel coated, light and
straight, with integral vertical fin and factory installed firewall,
leading edge bulkhead, and rudder post. The fiberglass belly
pan was also white gel coated, and had a molded in
nosewheel cut-out.

Building was no problem, however, we found that the aileron
control hook-up could have used some more information. It
was mentioned in the instruction manual and also shown on
the plans, but lacked some important information. Granted,
this is not a novice builder's airplane, and the experienced
hobbyist can manage this installation with no big problems.
The important factor is, to be sure that whatever linkage you
use, be stiff enough as to not cause aileron flutter. We covered
the wing with Midwest Micro-glass cloth and K & B resin. The
entire ship was painted with K & B epoxy paint.
The nose was extended (3/8") to accommodate the Perry

pump and Kraft .61 engine. We eliminated the front wing
dowels and used three wing bolts in their place. When
finished. El Tigre presents a very pretty sight. The fuselage
lines converge and flow into the vertical fin and rudder in a
most pleasing way. One of those planes that "looks like It's
going a hundred miles an hour while it's just standing still."
The plane looks fast and agile and, as we found out, it was

all that and more. Take-off runs are short and completely
to page 160

IMPRESSIONS E G

Written InslrucUons

Quality ol Hardwood

Quality ol Flberglan

Die-Cutting

Overall Paris Fll

Ease ol Assembly

Fidelity to Scale

Fllflht Partormanca

Ovarall Appeal

E-£xesllen1 / Q^Oood I A-Average / F^Falr / P-Poor

SPECIFICATIONS

Name EL TIGRE
Aircraft Type Pattern
Manufactured By Karoden Hobliy Products

P.O. Box 434
Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price $79.95
Avaliable From Mfg. & Retail Outlets
Mfg. Recommended Usage Competition
Wing Span 62 Inches
Wing Chord (Avg.)
Total Wing Area 690 Square Inches
Fuselage Length 53 inches
Radio Compartment Dimensions (L) 11" x (W) 2W x (H) 3"
Wing Location Mid-Wing

Symmetrical
Wing Planform Double Taper
Stabilizer Span 24 Inches
Stabilizer Chord (Incl. elev.) 7 inches
Total Stab Area 168 Square Inches
Stab Airfoil Section Symmetrical
Stabilizer Location Mid-Fuselage
Vertical Fin Height 4 inches
Vertical Fin Width (Incl. rud.) NA
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range 60-.61 Cu! In.
Recommended Fuei Tank Size 12-14 Oz.
Landing Gear Tricycle
Recommended No. of Channels 5
Recommended Control Functions Rud., Elev., Throt., Ail., Ret.
Basic Materials Used in Construction:

Fuselage Fiberglass-Resin: gel coated
W'nfl Foam
Tail Surfaces

Hardware Incl. In Kit None
Plan Size 30" * 54"
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets No
Instruction Manual Yes (4 pages)
Construction Photos tto
Kit Includes Shaped Parts
MIg. Rec. Flying Weight 120-128 Oz.
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt 25.05 Oz./Sq. Ft.

RCM PROTOTYPE

Weight, Ready To Fly 128 Ounces
Wing Loading 26.72 Oz./Sq. Ft.
Covering & finishing materials used See text
Engine Make & DIsp Kraft .61
Muffler Used Expansion
Radio Used Kraft Signature
Tank Size Used 12 Ounce



WHY NOT JAZZ IT UP?
ave you browsed through your
local hobby shop or glanced
through the ads in RCM and

noticed that there are dozens of nice kits

but for some reason or other they just
didn't turn you on? Well, here is a
thought ™ with a little imagination and
ingenuity you can dress it up with a
bunch of goodies and be the number
one hero at your flying field.
James A. Lafer Jr., of Grosse Pointe

Woods, Michigan, did that kind of a
number on a Midwest Products

Strikemaster. James submitted a

beautiful set of photos to our Model of
the Month Contest and we were so

impressed that we decided to feature it
as an example of how to make a Sunday
flying sport machine look like an exotic

fighter. James' inspiration came from a
James Bond 007 movie in which an R/C

model was used to fire rockets and drop
bombs.

We have a feeling that Joe's Hobby
Center and The Prop Shop in the Detroit
area are quite fond of James. From his
letter and photos we have Identified
some of the products used in this
project. Starting with the Midwest
Products Strikemaster and MRC 775

radio we see a Midwest spinner, Top
Flite propeller, K & B .40 engine. Perry
Aeromotive air filter, Semco muffler,
Sullivan crap trap fuel filter, 2 Robart
Super Fuelers, 8 oz., Sullivan fuel tank,
and a Williams Bros, pilot (under a
home-made canopy).
Operational Estes Mini-Brute

By Dick TIchenor

Screamer rockets and Solar Igniters,
Vortac bomb rack and exploding bomb
make up the armament. Southern R/C
Skyloft covering was applied to the foam
aircraft and R/S Perfect paint was
sprayed on with a Miller paint spray outfit
and air brush. Numerous Du-Bro and
Goldberg accessories were used
throughout the project.
James is a member of the Radio

Control Club of Detroit and flies this
seven pound machine from Creekside
Sod Farm where his fellow club

members marvel at his military style
take-off runs.

Now that you have seen what James
Lafer has done with the Strikemaster,
what are you going to jazz up? The
possibilities are unlimited. □



HOW TO eOlLO ELUPTICAL
With Some

Further Notes About

Current Formula One

Building Techniques

There are many good designs
floating around out there,
especialiy for scale airplanes,

that will never get built, simply because
they have elliptical shaped wings. Even
the most die-hard built-up wing builder
generally shies away from them, while
the foam core wing fan won't even allow
himself to think about one. The following
is one man's procedure for a sure fire
way to build foarp core elliptically
shaped wings.

Being new here at RCM, I am still
learning. And one of the first things I
learned from Dick Kidd and Dick
Tichenor is their claim that between
them and Don Dewey, they know
everything there is to know about R/C.
And if someone asks something that
Dick and Dick don't know, it happens to
be something that Don knows, but "he
ain't here right now."

Well, about the same sort of situation
exists between my building and flying
friend, Bob Root, and I. Whatever you

are going to ask, we know, but usually
it'll be something he knows, and he isn't
here right now. The techniques for
constructing elliptical foam core wings
that I am going to present to you have
been developed by Bob for use in
building his "Stinger" design, first seen
at the 1976 Riverside Nats. He has been
updating the design since then, and the
1979 racing season will see the Mark II
models in the air — if everything goes
well, one of them being mine.
The other techniques I will tell you

about are not new, but have evolved
over the years out here where all roads

lead to Bakersfield, and are presented
for you out there in say. Section,
Alabama, who are somewhat removed
from racing circles and might be curious
about how such things are done.

First, the wing itself which, as seen
from the photos, has its beginning as a
normal straight core. After it is sheeted,
the leading, tip and trailing edge balsa
pieces are added, shaped to give it that
attractive but elusive curved look. As a
kind of extra bonus, no extra pieces are
required, only those generally used are
needed, only without the usual straight
lines.

The elliptical wing core, looks like any other wing core before the addition of balsa
covering, leading and trailing edges.

Cutting a slot for the full length full depth spar, added for extra
strength.

The completed 118" slot, generally requires two cuts with the
average saw blade.

The two core pieces, and the tapered spar. Basswood was used
for the latter, though plywood Is acceptable.

The spar in position, bonded with slow drying epoxy, held
together with strips of masking tape.



FOAM OGRE WINGS ■By Eloy Marez<
Prior to sheeting the core, and having

nothing to do with the elliptical shape, a
full length, full depth spar was added to it
— to prevent those high speed wing
breakages that make these birds so
hard to land. The spar we used is cut
from 1/8" thick basswood, but could also
be made from plywood. According to my
designer friend, it is there not to absorb
any center section stresses: only a
simple butt joint is used there. The main

purpose of this spar is to prevent failure
due to compression, which occurs about
half-way out, span-wise, when it takes
place.

Anyway, installation of said spar
requires that the core be cut in two
length-wise, which can be done with
appropriate guides and the hot wire rig
originally used to cut the core. Or it can
be done on a table saw, if you are
working with a purchased core and don't

cut your own.
The table saw operation requires that

the block from which the core was cut be
taped together, and fed through the saw
at the proper point. Adjust the depth of
the blade so it cuts through the core, but
not completely through the top piece of
the block. Depending on the thickness of
the saw blade, you may have to make
more than one cut, adjusting very

to page 150

The core block piece, also sawn in two, has to be reassembled
with 118th balsa spacer, held together with Super Tape.

The curved wing tip, sanded to outline shape, in position prior to
shaping and sanding.

The wing tip, now shaped and sanded to the taper of wing top and
bottom.

Sheeted core, shown with the rest of the pre-shaped balsa pieces
required to give It the elliptical shape.

Assembled and sanded wing. Ailerons and inboard sections
temporarily attached, later removed for installation of hinges and
torque rods. Cutting the slot around the perimeter of the tail surfaces for

Installation of plywood re/nforcemenf.

Plywood insert prior to installation in rudder. Procedure for
making described in text.

Edge of surface, with plywood installed. Next step will be fo taper
It down to a knife edge. Light, but strong!
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Introduction by Dick TIchenor

Some of us senior citizen types
have fond memories of

building and flying 'A' frame
rubber powered twin pushers back in
the early 1930's. To commemorate the
50th model airplane Nationals in 1977,
Bert Pond published a dandy historical
book on the Nats, AM A, Etc. Included In
the book were several blue print style
plans for antique models. Among them
ivas the Cook 45 Riser.

The Cook 45 established a duration

record of 134.4 seconds and a distance

record of 1698 feet in 1915. Itwasoneof

the few twin pushers that featured a
landing gear. Since receiving that book
there has been a gnawing desire to see
an RIC version of the Cook 45. For the

purists, we admittaking several liberties
in the interest of practicality. For
instance, the original used 39" long
frames and we used 36" length
because it vi'as handy from our local
hobby shop. Rudders were added for
directional control, the original flew in a
straight line. At any rate this RIC version
represents the general style.

Jack Headley sort of did a number on
us. For reasons known only to Jack,
instead of shooting black and white
photos of the Cook 45 in flight, he chose
to shoot movies. He has shown us the

movies, which thoroughly excited us,
but we have no flight shots for our
readers. Believe me, it flies great and I
promise that you will be a sensation at
the field when you take yours out to fly.

This whole project began during one
of my irregular visits to H.Q. in Sierra
Madre, when I was trying to convince
Dick Tichenor that the next issue of R/C
Modeler couldn't possibly be published
without my latest project being included.
Somehow the splendid arguments I put
forth regarding my single channel
version of the Dornier Do. X (with 12

By Jack Headley

Jack's twin pusher will

set you aside from the

rest. Once it's airborne

everyone will want in

on the act. Be the first at

your field with the

Cook45



COOK 45

RISER

DUR. 134.4 SECONDS

DIST. 1698 FEET

1915

TOP ELEVATION

39-3/4

13-1/2

6-3/4 7-3/4

SIDE ELEVATION

45



COOK 45

Designed By : Jack Headley

TYPE AIRCRAFT

Antique Sport
WINGSPAN

47'/2 Inches
WING CHORD
7 Inches

TOTAL WING AREA
330 Square Inches
WING LOCATION

Aft

AIRFOIL

Flat Bottom
WING PLANFORM

Constant Chord

DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP
2V2 inches

O.A. FUSELAGE LENGTH

39% Inches

RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA
Variable

STABILIZER SPAN

17V2 Inches

STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.)
5% Inches

STABILIZER AREA

90 Square Inches
STAB AIRFOIL SECTION

Flat Bottom

STABILIZER LOCATION

Forward

VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT

7V2 Inches (each)

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (Incl. rud.)
5% Inches (each)
REC. ENGINE SIZE

.049 Cu. In.

REC. FUEL TANK SIZE

Integral Tank Mount
LANDING GEAR

Conventional

REC. NO. OF CHANNELS
2

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Rudders & Elevator

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION
Fuselage Spruce
Wing Balsa
Empennage Balsa
Weight Ready-To-Fly 25% Ounces
Wing Loading 11 Oz./Sq. Ft.

electric motors), fell orn deaf ears, and
the only response was some
qualifications about ".. .over my dead
body."

Rather than see a grown man cry,
Dick did offer a counter proposal.
Reaching down into the remote
recesses of his opulently carved
mother-of-pearl desk he pulled out a
tattered plan, and said "Why not try this
as an R/C model, it's a sure winner."

Picking myself up from the luxuriously
carpeted floor, where I'd been running
through my Adolf Hitler immitation, I
accepted this gift with a little suspicion.
After all, I'd had several offers of a
similar nature when passing by the
racetrack at Santa Anita on my way to
R/C Modelersville, but trusting soul that I
am, I said "Ta very much," and pedaled

off home to assess this wonder project.
The scene now shifts to my humble

abode. Unfolding the motheaten
parchment, which closely resembled the
Dead Sea Scroll, was no easy task, but
when at last completed the project
became clear. It was a twin 'A' frame
pusher canard rubber model, vintage
1915, and I was supposed to make this
into a radio controlled model.

Murmuring a few choice epithets
regarding Dick and his forebears, I
pushed the whole mess on one side, and
resumed work on my wonderful Dornier.
However, after a few days my curiosity
got the better of me, and I retrieved the
plans of the 'A' frame pusher from the
trash can where I'd carefully filed them,
and began some design studies (which
is a fancy way of saying that I doodled on

the back of my Dornier plan). After
awhile I had sufficient sketches to put
together and make a real plan, and so
the few pathetic pieces of the Dornier
were swept off the building board, and
the new design was pinned down.

At this stage the project lurched into
top gear, spruce was cut, sanded,
epoxied, bound, reinforced and
generally assulted. Plywood was plied,
wire was bent, epoxy spread. Hot Stuff
stuffed, holes drilled, then filled and
drilled in the correct location and, in
general, construction proceeded in my
usual manner of one step forward, two
steps backward.

Finally it was finished, the last lick ot
paint was applied to cover up a goof here
and there, and the model was ready to
fly. At this time a monsoon arrived in Los



Angeles, dumping hail, snow and rain all
over everything. My favorite flying site
Sepulveda Basin, filled up and no one
could find the plug. And so it was back to
the Dornier for a while, until .Ma Nature
regained her senses, and sent a jittle
sunshine to dry up all that wet stuff.
Sunday, the 11th of February, is

famous as the Anniversary of the
Foundation of the nation of Japan,
Thomas A|va Edison's birthday, and the
day the first Radio Controlled 'A' frame
pusher took to the air over Palos Verdes
(Sepulveda Basin being still full of
water).
The day dawned beautifully with no

signs of rain, and a quick tour around the
hill showed a handful of glider pilots
sitting on the sippe watching flaccid
frequency flags for any signs of
movement. In short it was the beginning
of a perfect day for a prototype's first
flight. The model was assembled, the
radio checked and found to be okay, so
there was nothing left to do but start the
motors. These proved to be on their best
behavior, started with a flick of the
starter, and the model was then lined up
into the non-existent wirid.

For this auspicious occasion ! had
assigned myself the task of historian, to
docurh'ent the event photographically
with my movie camera. This left the task
of flying the beast to Kevin, who usually
gets stuck this way, and so with Kevin on
the Sticks, I yejled "Action," and reached
for the camera. In doing this I
inadvertently let go of the model and
before either of us realized it the plane
trundled down the runway and took off,
climbing strongly. By the time the
camera was in action the model was

passing through the 300 foot level, and
all I managed to capture of the first flight
was a few feet of film until the model

became a fly speck in the view fjnder.
The rest of the flight was spent feeling

out the controls, (elevator a bit too
sensitive), and waiting for one engine to
quit. This happened after awhile, but the
loss of half the power seemed to have
little effect on the controllability, and only
caused the model to descend gently, for
a trouble-free landing.

With the model on the ground we were
finally able to breathe, and shower
congratulations on ourselves for an ideal
first flight.
We made several more flights that

day, taking full advantage of a perfect
day, and finally quit as the sun slowly
sank into the Pacific.

All in all it was a great day, many
flights, and no problems, the biggest
worry ~r what would happen with one
engine out ™ seemed to be "not much."
Controllability was good with both one
and two engines out, and the model in
general behaved in a exemplary
manner.

Sounds too good to be true? Well, if
you want to come around and see the
movies, feel free to do so. It may look like

a fly speck, but it's a real 'A' frame fly
speck.

If, in a weak moment, you decide to
duplicate my model, the follovying notes
may be of sqme use. The model consists
of three basic pieces, the main wing, the
foreplane or front wing, and the 'A' frame
fuselage.

CONSTRUCTION

Fuselage:
The fuselage, which is built from

hardwood, and mainly uses 1/4" x 1/2"
strips. Pin down the two long side strips
onto the plqn, then cut and epoxy into
place the various cross pnembers. Note
that the 'X' shaped cross members are
jointed in the center, with a half lap joint.
One of the small sketches on the plan
illustrates this. Dry sand the area of each
joint flat, then add the 1/32" ply
reinforcing pieces pn both the top and
the bottom of each joint.
The foreplane mounting structure

consists of the side frames, which are
first made on the plan. Be sure to make
both a left and right hand frame. When
dry, these two frames can be epoxied
onto the main 'A' frame, making certain
that both frames are set at the same

angle of incidence.
You will have seen on the plans a note

regarding the space needed for the
servos. Make sure that you position the
aft cross member here to suit the servos
that you intend to use.
The various pieces of 1/8" dowel can

now be installed. The short dowels at the
back are for the wing attach bands, and
the full length dowel aft of the servo
location is used as an anchor for the
rudder NyRod outer cover. This is seen
on some of the photos, and will also be
discussed further in the section on radio
installation.

Engine Installation:
The two Cox .049 engines are

attached to 1/8" ply plates, F1, which are
epoxied to the ends of the side
members. Note the direction of the
thrust is along the longeron, and not
pointing directly forward. This
"toeing-in" of the engines doesn't
reduce the thrust top much, but is helpful
in reducing the yawing mpments during
the single engined flight. Next add the
support plates F2 on top and bottom of
the longerons, then the F3 fairing blocks,
after which the spaces left between the
longerons and F2 can be filled with scrap
balsa.

The fuselage is completed with the
addition of the balsa nose block.
Undercarriage:
' Make the axle, U1, and the main U/C
legs from 3/32" piano wire to the profiles
shown on the plans, then assemble on
the fuselage, using carpet thread to bind
into place. (The carpet thread bindings
were mainly used to preserve the
vintage look of the model.) Bind the axle
to the U2's with copper wire, then solder
together. With the gear assembly
symmetric, smear epoxy all over the

carpet thread joints to lock the unit into
place. \
The tail skid U3 is epoxied into a hole

drilled vertically in the center of the aft X
member, and braced with item U4,
which is also bound to the fuselage with
carpet thread. Solder U3 to U4, then
smear epoxy over the carpel thread as
previously done with the main gear.
Wings:
The wings can either be built in two

separate sections, a left and right hand
panel, or as a single piece, using 48"
long strips of balsa. Whichever system
you choose the construction sequence
is the same, beginning with , pinning
down, onto tiie building board, the
leading and trailing edge pieces, and the
main spar. Cut out the wing riljs from
3/32" sheet balsa, and cement all' but the
two central ribs into place. Add the wing
tips, made from 1/4" x 1/2" balsa, and
trim the main spar, as shown on the plan,
to the thickness of the wing tip.

While all this assembly is drying, the
dihedral braces W1 and W2 can be cut

out from 1/16" plywood. If you've made
the single piece wing, the next step is to
cut this into two at the center section,
then bevel these spar ends to suit the
dihedral angle. Fin ope half of the wing
down to the building board, prop up the
other end 5" at the end rib, then cement
together, with the dihedral braces.
Make the center section ribs,

enlarging the slots in these for the wing
joiners, and glue into place. Adding
the top spar completes the wing
construction. Sand the leading edge to
shape, then lightly sand the wings all
over, and prepare for covering. I used
white Solafilm for the covering material,
but any of the current plastic f ilnris should
be suitable.
Foreplane:

This item is built in a sirnjlar way to the
wing, and so the construction sequence
will not be repeated .here. The only
additional points worth mentioning are to
use a hard piece of 1/4" square for the
trailing edge, so that when the cut-outs
are made, the strength of this item is not
reduced too much. These cut-outs

incidentally are for the rubber bands
which attach the foreplane to the
fuselage. The elevator is made in two
pieces, joined with a "U" shaped piece
of 1/16" piano wire. Epoxy this wire into
the elevators.
On my prototype, the elevator was

hinged to the foreplane with Solarfilm
hinges. Make sure that when the
foreplane is attached to the model, the
elevator can move freely. If some friction
exists between the attachment bands
and the elevator joining wire, make the
trailing edge cut-outs a little bigger (or
use smaller rubber bands!)
Radio Installation:
The radjo is used to balance the

model, and so once the fuselage is
basically completed, and the wings and

.  textto page 148
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R & Z Systems

SUPER GNAT

The Super Gnat is manufactured by R & Z Systems
Engineering, P.O. Box 1249, Pacific Palisades, Calif.
90272. This compact sport sailplane was designed

by Rick Perkins and Zac Bogart. The kit contains a "roll your
own" plywood fuselage with a molded rubber nose cone, a
Jedelsky style two piece all sheet wing, and a tail assembly
held in place with a "flash fastener." This unit, which attaches
the tail assembly, has been used for the release of the
complete tall group upon Impact and also for quick disconnect
in storing the sailplane back in the box.
A 21 page construction manual is included along with full

size plans. All the hardware necessary for the model,
including the pushrods, is furnished in the kit. The builder need
only buy adhesives, covering material, and a radio. When
completed, the model fits into its 36" x 7" x 7" box for storage
and transport.
Assembly of the kit was quick and simple, with a few minor

exceptions. All the wing parts were pre-cut and fit very well.
The main panels were 3/16" shorter than those shown on the
plan. This posed no problem during construction which took all
of one afternoon. The instructions did not call for any washout
in the wingtips. Wanting to use this sailplane almost entirely for
thermal soaring, 1/4" washout was built into the wing panels.
For slope soaring, this is not necessary. This was the builders
choice only in order to help eliminate tip stall.

After installing the longerons on the plywood fuselage
sheet, we began the rolling operation. The formers needed
a small amount of trimming before the sheet went into place.
Apparently we hadn't rounded the vertical fin slot well enough
because the aft top of the sheet split open. A small hole was
then drilled to stop the spilt and completed the fuselage. When
all had dried, we replaced the damaged area with a balsa
block. The instructions don't cover any type of repairs, and
they should. The manufacturer was notified about the problem
and have since switched to .4 plywood on the fuselage. This
has relieved the problem. Anyone who has this splitting
problem on the rolled fuselage, can send in the back cover of

to page 126
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Packaging •
Pre-Shapad Parts •

Plans
•

Parts Match to Plans •

Wrinen Inslrucllons
•

Overall Parts Fit •

Quality ol Hardwood
•

Ease ct AsiemUy •

Quality ol Fiberglass NA Fidelity to Scale NA

Othar Materials
•

Right Performance
•

Aecessorlas
•

Overall Appeal
•

Die-Cutting
•

EsExcelleal I G^Qood I A=Avarag61 F-Fair / P-Poor

SPECIFICATIONS

Name SUPER GNAT
Aircraft Type Sport Sailplane
Manufactured By R & Z Systems Engineering

P.O. Box 1249

Pacific Palisades, California 90272
Mfg. Suggested Retail Price $34.95
Available From Botfi Mfg. & Retail
Manufacturer's Rec. Usage Sport Sailplane
WIngspan 66 Inches
Wing Chord 5 Inches
Total Wing Area 320 Square Inches
Fuselage Length 34.5 Inches
Radio Compartment Dimensions ... (L) 5.75" x (W) 1.75" x (H) 1.75"
Wing Location Shoulder Wing
Airfoil Under Camber
Wing Planform Double Taper at tips
Dihedral (each tip) 4.5 Inches
Stabilizer Span 16.25 Inches
Stabilizer Chord (Incl. elev.) 3.75" (Avg.)
Total Stab Area 45 Square Inches
Stab Airfoil Section Flat

Stabilizer Location Middle of Fin
Vertical Fin Height 8.5 Inches
Vertical Fin Width (incl. rud.) 3.5" (Avg.)
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range NA
Recommended Fuel Tank Size NA
Landing Gear Skid
Recommended No. Of Channels 2
Recommended Control Functions Rudder & Elevator
Basic Materials Used in Construction:

Fuselage Ply & Spruce
Wing Balsa, Spruce & Ply
Tall Surfaces Balsa

Hardware Included In Kit See text
Plan Size 30" x 36" (1 sheet)
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets No
Instruction Manual Yes (21 pages)
Construction Photos No
Kit Includes Printed, Die-Cut & Shaped Parts
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight 22 Oz.
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt ID Oz./Sq. Ft.

RCM PROTOTYPE

Weight, Ready To Fly 22.75 Ozs.
Wing Loading 10.25 Oz./Sq. Ft.
Covering & finishing materials used See text
Engine Make & Disp NA
Muffler Used NA

Radio Used Mac's
Tank Size Used NA
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HERE'S HOW
ow that we are well into the

flying season, and I am
speaking of "we" RC'ers who

live in the northern part of the U.S.,
maybe, now that our pride and joy is

MOUNTING PLATE

trimmed and flying, for the season, we
can look around for other things of
interest. I know some of you out there
like to experiment and try new ideas,
however, it takes a little nudge in the

MILD STEEL BOLT SHANK.
DRILLED TO MUSIC WIRE DIA

proper direction of interest to get you
going. I am always interested in new and
clever ideas because it's my business.
And because I feel so strongly about
passing on to you the good, tried and
proven ideas that come across my
drawing board, there are many that 1
screen out simply because, in my

HARD SOLDER

SPRING MADE OF MUSIC

WIRE TO SUIT AIRCRAFT
WEIGHT

BRASS OR STEEL '

COLLAR-DRILL
TO SUIT WIRE SIZE

OPPOSITE FACING BENDS

ON SPRING PREVENT IT

FROM COMING OUT AND

\ HOLD WHEEL RIGID.

NOTE: GOOD SOLDER

JOINTS ARE A MUST.

4n- DO NOT OVERHEAT.

SPRING ARM,
LENGTH DECIDED

BY MODEL WEIGHT

SOFTdt^ HARD
SOLDER-DO NOT
OVERHEAt MUSIC
WIRE AhiDLdSE
TEMPER.

Op

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT;

C.J.FRASER

P.O.BOX 36

RICHMOND

NATAL - 3780 - SOUTH AFRICA

C. J. FRASERS SHOCK STRUT LANDING GEAR



By Jerry Smith

opinion, they would not benefit the
average RC'er. So keep the ideas
coming and share with others as 1 have
done with you over the years, it's great
fun knowing you have helped the other
guy. That's what it's all about.

I  received an interesting letter from
C.J. Fraser who lives in South Africa.

C.J. is very much interested in the
development of model aircraft landing
gear and sent along a couple of pictures
of his latest idea. He goes on to say that,
"For a number of years we have felt that
model aircraft undercarriage
development has lagged behind R/C
equipment and the aircraft themselves.
In the days when an aircraft 'arrived' and
landings were a hit and miss affair, the
old music wire system served very well.
We now have sophisticated equipment
with beautifully finished models, why not
undercarriages operating as nearly as
possible to the real thing?"
Here is a landing gear design which

has been developed over the years and
has served C.J. well. Make no mistake,
you come In too hard and it ends or
breaks which makes it very much a
subject for the old hands at our game,
but the results of well executed landings
are very rewarding. The general
appearance of the model is enhanced
due to the scale-like effects. The music

wire spring can be made from varying
diameters until correct spring rate for the
model weight is obtained. It will take a
little experimentation on your part to
wind a spring or maybe you happen to
have an old nose gear of the proper wire
size. You might give that a try. Once you
have developed a technique for spring
winding the rest should come fairly easy.
One other point to make note of, and

that is, if you decide to silver solder the
collars in place be very careful not to
overheat the music wire leg. You must
silver solder with a torch to get enough
heat, so be careful not to anneal and
lose wire temper. According to C.J. it is
possible to soft solder the joints,
however, good bonding is a must, i
recommend not going over 700°F on
music wire. Music wire is drawn and

thereby work hardened to gain its spring
temper. Once annealed with too much
heat, it cannot be retempered. Stick with
the soft or hard solder and stay out of
trouble.

t hope that some of you will give C.J.'s
landing gear design a try. Although I did
not buiid one myself, the Idea Is very
workable and should provide a realistic
looking, as well as functional, landing
gear. By all means, don't be afraid to
experiment with new ideas. After you
have it all in order and working to
perfection pass it along to a buddy and
watch him smile. We do this every
month! □

"THE R/C WIFEr"
Or, Why Is There

Epoxy All Over
My Screwdriver?

By Phyllis Moorman

Ever wondered what It would be
like if your wife flew R/C, too?
Are you thinking of the idyllic

companionship and togetherness of a
shared hobby? Well, my husband Ed
and I both fly R/C, so let me tell you what
it's really like.

It's really great to have someone to
help you load the car to go out to the
field. You both pitch in and cart out
fuselages, wings, tools, fuel, and field
box, in half the time. Then you settle
back to enjoy the drive out to the field,
chatting about the good weather or the
prospects for the new plane. The trouble
starts when you get there and start to
unload.

"Hon, where're the transmitters?"
"Transmitters?!? I thought you

loaded the transmitters!"
"But you know you always load the

transmitters . .
The ride back to the house is much

quieter.
Ed taught me to fly R/C (is that why his

hair's grayed a lot these past two
years?) and I still insist that he stand
next to me when I fly. Call it superstition if
you want to; I only know the last two
times I flew alone I dinged a plane. I take
no more risks. But even so, as much
time as we spend flying together, we still
sometimes misunderstand each other
when he's instructing me. Take last
weekend when I was practicing touch
and goes with my new Dirty Birdy:

"Okay, Ed, you keep an eye on me
and tell me what I'm doing wrong."

"All right," he answered. I drove the
plane downwind, throttled back, and
started my turn.

"Now, Hon," he said, "don'tcut off that
corner. . . nope, nope, you'll end up too
high . . . no, left. . . more left . . . don't
turn yet. . ."

"Don't talk to me!" I snapped, "I'm
trying to concentrate! You know I can't
think and listen at the same time!" I
completed the turn and at the last minute
I saw I wasn't lined up over the runway.
Power, and I go around.

"What on earth were you doing?" I
shrieked. "What were you going to do,
let me run the darned thing into the
trees?"

"B-But you told me not to say
anything!" Ed sputtered, raising his
voice a bit.

"Look, Turkey," I told him, "your job is
to keep me out of trouble."

Were those hands I felt around my
throat?

But I thought you
loaded the transmitters!

Actually, we rarely criticize each
other's flying, although I'm a tough judge
when he practices the new Vegas
pattern. But I just hate it when he keeps
track of how many props I break.

Generally when we fly, I put my plane
together, fuel it up, and Ed starts the
engine. Once in a while, I take a little
heat about that from the rest of the guys
at the field, and I usually tell them, In my
sweetest voice that I'm just not strong
enough to hold the starter against the
spinner.

Actually it's like this: I'm all for
woman's lib, but why should I risk my
fingers starting an OS .60 FSR when
Ed's willing to do it for me? I mean, I'm
not a fanatic!

Of course, flying is only half the hobby
for most of us. The other part is building.
Ed and I usually practice a division of
labor of sorts. We both build, but then he
installs radios and engines and my
specialty is priming, sanding, and
painting. He tells me that my spray gun
was the best Investment he's ever
made.

The only problem we have with
building is that Ed is disgustingly tidy. He
gets totally disjointed by little things like
epoxy on his tool handles or being told
his needle nosed pliers are lost —
somewhere out in the yard. I often see
him with gritted teeth, scraping paint
spatters off the drill or epoxy off of
screwdrivers. Can you picture him
fastidiously holding a sticky screwdriver
by the blade, using only his thumb and
fingertips, and growling, "What have you
done to my favorite screwdriver?"

I can't imagine what all the fuss is
about. Don't they work just as well
messy? And my gosh! Sometimes I
even delve in and straighten up the work
room. Then what happens? For a week
he tells me he can't find anything! I just
can't figure him out.

Of course, I do have my .moments of
triumph. Like last summer when a good
friend of ours dinged his beautiful Dirty
Birdy. Two and a half rolls and full up
elevator. The whole nose, forward of the
wing, was shattered in about twenty
pieces. The owner took a look at it and

to page 138



If you, too, have been accused
of trying to make a giant hangar
of your basement, perhaps

your answer is the Super Rack. Thanks
to my father in law's assistance in design
and construction. Super Rack was a
happy ending to a long search for an
acceptable method of storing my R/C
airplanes.

Construction starts by white gluing
and nailing four 1 by 2's to form two "L"
shaped upright supports. The length of
these supports should be 2" shorter than
the distance from the basement floor to
the floor joists or basement ceiling. A 6"
1 by 2 is then glued and nailed to the
inside lower corner of each "L" to assist
in supporting the legs. 5" legs are made
of 3/8" threaded rod and the feet are one
inch long 3/4" nylon dowel. Drill a 3/8"
hole 3V2" into the end of each upright
and insert the legs. Place a washer and
nut on each leg and drill a 3/8" hole 3/4"
deep in the nylon dowel and place it over
the end of the rod. (The rod and dowel
assembly should fit freely, but snugly,
into the bottom of the support.) The 5'
metal standards are installed on both

sides of each upright 4" from the top.
Install the uprights 20" apart by

placing the top of each against the
ceiling or joist and tighten the leg nuts
against the "L" supports forcing them

SUPER
RACK

LEFT: Super rack loaded with theonly
aircraft in the house. RIGHT: The L's

areaimed inward. Planesare

staggered as room permits.

By Loren Stone Jr.

Which way is up? Uprights are butted
solidiy against joists.

Leg holds super rack solid.

tightly against the ceiling.
Shelf brackets are constructed by

slotting 12" long 1 by l's and placing
them over the metal brackets. Drill holes

smaller than those of the nails to be used

through both the wood and metal
bracket. A slightly larger hole than those
drilled through the metal bracket allows

Wooden sheif bracket.

the nail to hold tightly to the wood yet
pass freely through the metal bracket.
The nail is then driven through the wood
and metal brackets, cut off and peened
flush with the side of the bracket.
Although I used two nails in each
bracket, one would probably suffice.

to page 138

Smaller hole through both wood and
metal brackets.

Larger hole so that nail passes freely
through metal bracket.

A board across creates a radio shelf

and charging rack.
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FLYING

AND THE

LAW

Part IX

ON BEING LEGAL

AND CURRENT

art of every private pilot's
training is the so-called
"ground school" phase. Here

is where the student pilot will spend
hours in a classroom or in a home study
situation, learning the rules and
regulations, particularly the Federal
Aviation Regulations (known as FARs)
pertaining to piloting a full-scale
airplane. The aim is make certain that
every flight is conducted in a legal
manner and that the pilot is current in
terms of his licensing and qualifications.

For R/C pilots, there is good news and
bad news. The good news is obvious;
we don't have to go through any "ground
school" because there is no licensing
procedure for operating a radio
controlled model, whether plane, boat or
vehicle. Nor, must it be said, is it likely
that there will be licensing though there
have been some thoughtful
recommendations in favor of a licensing
system; those who oppose any form of
licensing for R/C modelers maintain that
to employ licensing is to invite
bureaucracy, unnecessary regulations
and turn the hobby into something other
than a great avocation.
So indeed as of this writing and in the

foreseeable future, there are no "Radio
Control Model Regulations" for the
student to learn and obey in order that
flights be legal, nor is there any licensing
procedure in order to qualify and remain
current as a licensed or certified pilot.
But there is "bad news" and that is that

the absence of regulations and licensing
procedures mean that a dangerous
free-for-all can take place in the skies,
on the waters or on the ground,
whenever one or more R/C modelers

"do theirthing." Anyone who has been in
our sport for any length of time knows
that there are too many instances of
operating an R/C model that is beyond
the qualifications of the modeler to
handle safely and has seen hobbyists
operating their models In such a
reckless manner that you wonder if their
Intent is not to injure someone or

s
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destroy their model, or both. I remember
on one occasion out at our flying field
when a pilot took his plane up into the
sky after having imbibed a goodly
number of beers (and probably some
hard liquor); what a show he put on until
finally one of the club members grabbed
his transmitter and got the plane safely
down before he maimed or even killed

someone with it. It was pretty evident
that about the only person he probably
wouldn't have hit was himself! It flashed

through my mind at that time that I
certainly wish he had followed the pilot
regulation calling for at least 8 hours
"from bottle to throttle."

But there is a further complication by
virtue of the absence of regulations and
a licensing procedure. It involves
insurance and it runs like this: The
insurance you obtain through your
membership in the Academy of Model
Aeronautics (AMA) provides insurance
coverage to its members, a feature that,
perhaps for most AMA members, is the
single most significant benefit of
membership. In earlier parts of this
series, the importance of that insurance
and details on what the insurance does

and does not cover and how it operates
in conjunction with homeowners or
tenants insurance have been covered.

Throughout these articles explaining
AMA insurance, it has been emphasized
that a requirement for qualifying for
payment by the insurance carrier for
property damage and/or injuries done by
the AMA member Is compliance with
the official AMA safety code.

It can be understood in this way: The
law generally allows us to insure
ourselves against our own
negligence where that negligence
causes injury to others by way of
property loss or personal injury or both.

By Arthur J. Sabin
Prof, of Law

The law, reflecting human experience,
accepts the idea that everyone from time
to time fails to behave as a reasonably
careful person and therefore is negligent
(which is defined as the failure to act as a
reasonably careful person would have
acted under the circumstances) and
should be able to insure themselves

against their own negligence. If you think
about it, you will realize that it is in the
best interest of society for everyone
driving automobiles to be able to insure
themselves against their own
negligence so that those who have their
property damaged or lose limb or life can
be compensated so that the damages
are repaired, money is obtained for
bodily injury, or compensation paid to
the heirs of the deceased. Plainly put,
when we have any insurance policy
which insures us with respect to our
negligence, we are paying an insurance
carrier a premium in exchange for their
willingness (within policy limits) to pay
third parties who are injured or sustain
losses because of our negligence. You
can't insure yourself against your
intentional wrongs but you can with
respect to your negligent acts.

Every policy of insurance has certain
conditions that have to be met before the
insurance carrier or company will honor
a claim made by any third party against
the insured. For example, it is a usual
condition that the insured must report
the accident within a reasonable amount

of time, that the insured will cooperate
with the insurance company, supplying
information, showing up at the trial if one
takes place, etc. Now the point is that
one of the conditions of AMA
Insurance is that you have complied
with the official AMA safety code. If you
are an AMA member and have not

to page 130
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BY DICK PHILLIPS!

I doubt there is a club or flying
group In North America that
doesn't have a couple of pretty

capable photographers in its ranks.
They take a lot of pictures in slide form
and they frequently entertain everyone
at a meeting by showing their work.
(How often have you found that the only
souvenir of your fantastic scale whatsit
built two years ago is someone else's
slide?)
The unfortunate part of all this is that

these slides are usually shown once
(maybe twice) at a club meeting and
then go into storage forever.
A couple of years ago, I exchanged a

slide/cassette show with the STARS of
Olean. New York, which gave us both a
good idea about what the other guys
were doing. I showed theirs at a club
meeting and they showed ours, likewise.
It was a good idea and we had a lot of fun
with it. Ribald comment on ol
so-and-so's latest crash was the
highlight of the shows!
My point is this — why not get together

with the expert camera bugs in your club
and put together a show? Ail you need is
a sense of humor, a slide projector
(preferably a Bell and Howell cube
projector as I'll explain in a minute), a
cassette tape recorder, and some time,
coupled with a slide collection.
What you do is select an assortment

of slides that typifies your club and its
activities, outline a commentary for them
and run a slide show, taping the
commentary as you go. It's best to use a
signal to indicate "Go To The Next
Slide" although the sound of the
projector advancing is usually audible
enough to serve this purpose.
The Bell and Howeli cube projector is

best, we've found, since the cubes will
hold about 40 slides each, they are
compact to mail, and you'll find almost
every club in the country has at least one
available in their membership. They are
a good match for a cassette in size too
which helps in the mailing. Two cubes
can be covered on a one hour tape
easily.

I'd be delighted to see .the idea catch
on as we have had a lot of fun with the

ones we've had and I'm sure you'll find
the same to be true for you. Send it to
your neighboring club or to a buddy

elsewhere for their club meeting. If the
idea should catch on, it'll sure take care
of the entertainment chairman's job for
him!

My axe to grind in all this is that If
anyone does one pertaining to the big
models in their area, I'd love to see it.
How about it, ail you Super Sealers out
there? Incidentally, due to the
uncertainties of mailing, make sure you
pack well, and duplicates of the slides
will assure the originals are still around.

★

I mentioned a place in California to get
your plans enlarged professionally and
accurately using a photographic
method. Great for all us guys who live in
the west, but what about all you
thousands of guys on the eastern edge
of the country? Well, be of good cheer as
there Is a source for you too. Handy &
Boesser Inc., 569 Broad St., Newark,
New Jersey 07102, can do the job for
you. They will shoot a neg for you of
material up to 11 x 14 in the original for
$5.00. You can then have the negative
done in your area on mural paper (which
comes in very large sizes indeed ™
check with your local processing plant
for sizes available) or H & B will do it for
you, up to 40 X 60 in size for $25.00.
Resultant plans larger than 40x60
could be done in sections of multiples of
that size. The sample H & B made to
show me their work is a full sized section
of a plan blown up from a magazine
page and it is excellent quality, certainly
adequate for us to build from. If you need
a bigger plan, and can't do it yourself,
they can do it for you.

★

Joe Prebil of Elmhurst, Illinois, has
shared an idea with us which would be of
use to those of us who fly Quadra
engines off dirt strips and worry about
the grit getting into the engine. Those
20" and 22" ciubs can raise a lot of dust
and the way it swirls around the front end
indicates there is some of it being
ingested by the engine.

Joe's air cleaner is made from a
couple of pieces of scrap plywood and
the pastic cap from a spray can of paint.
The sketch is pretty well
self-explanatory and the two screws
which hold the plywood to the carburetor
are the same ones which hold the carb to

the engine. Adding this unit to your
engine wil i probably require
re-adjustment of the needles, I suspect.
Thanks to Joe for sharing his idea with

TOP FROM
SPRAY CAN

AIR CLEANER FOR

QUADRA ENGINE

We have recently had a letter from Ben
Tarnofsky of Tarno Aero Engines in
Montreal. Ben has been running a test
program on the engine and some results
are available to us. Optimum power is
produced at around 6000 rpm so Ben
suggests that a 22/5 or 22/6 prop should
give those turns. Ben tells me that they
have been particularly pleased with the
low vibration levels with the engine
throughout the rpm range. He has been
in touch with Eastcraft and their well
known and proven Electra-Start system
should be available for the Tarno engine
by the time you read this. Ben says that
the design of the crankcase is such that
the gear pulleys, clutch and timing belt
gears can be mounted right to the
engine cutting down the possibility of
errors in the location, creating problems
with adjustment, and it makes a very
compact package. The smooth running
of the engine has been confirmed to me
by another modeler who is now running
one of the Tarno engines.

★

Wendell Hostetler who lives in
Orrville, Ohio, has been building a Sig
Skybolt kit, which is not at all unusual.



What is a bit out of the ordinary Is that
Wendell has actually been building two
Skybolts, one Is from the kit and one is
from scratch. The extra Skybolt is one
and a half times larger than the one out
of the kit box and it is powered with a
Quadra engine. The big Skybolt has
been flown recently and, as might
have been expected, Wendell was
pretty excited by the process. While it is
not a particularly great performer
vertically, according to Wendell, he
found it to be a bit faster than he had

expected and quick to roll either way,
nice solid loops, and no nasty stall
tendencies. CG came out right where it
should be and the weight is 23 pounds
and the iandings, according to Wendeil,
are a reveiatioh. Just couldn't be better.

He fiew it at his locai airport and the
airport manager was so impressed with
it that he cdlled it a masterpiece and
swore he was going to go on diet pills so
he could get down to a size which would
permit him to fly it! Pretty fair
recommendation, I'd say.

Wendell planned to be at Toledo and if
you were there, you likely saw the big
Bolt and had a chance to talk to a new

convert to Big Is Beautiful. He l§
planning to make the full sized plan for
the bird available and, as soon as it's
ready (which should be before you read
this) he'll be shipping them to those
wanting a copy. If you are interested,
you can contact Wendeil Hostetler at
1041 Heathenwood Lane, Orrviile, Ohio
44667. Projected price, when I last
heard from him, was $21.50 for two
42 x 50 inch sheets, plus some
construction, finishing and flying hints.

I can only assume Wendell is really a
devoted big fan now as he never even
mentioned the conventionally sized
copy of the Skybolt! Maybe it hasn't even
been flown yet!

★

A letter in today's mail from Bill
Schultz of OIney, Texas, raised a couple
of very valid points which I have covered
in the past. However, as Clarence Lee
has often discovered, similar questions
pop up again and again over a period of
time and the newcomer to the hobby (or
to reading a particular column) may well
not be familiar with the answer.

Answering Bill's letter will be a bit
repetitious for 'regular readers' but may
be 0l iome help to those of you there in
the back of the class who either haven't

been paying attention or who came in
late. There will be a test later!

Dear Dick:

As I was getting the itch to go Big, I
waited and waited for your column to
give a "rule of thumb" on using spruce
(?) in place of balsa, as to strength, etc. I
finally went to three lumber yards for
some straight grained spruce and
ended up with six different types of
wood. I came to the conclusion that for

the average modeler, it's easiest to get
No. 7 white pine which is used for
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finishing houses. You can get any
length and in 1" x4" through i" x 12".
The next problem was to figure out its
strength in relation to balsa. With a trusty
spring scale and many strips of all sizes
I came to the conclusion it's 40%

stronger than balsa for a given size (114"
X 1/2" X 36") I also learned that a
1/4" X 1/4" open frame fuselage is
stronger than a 3/16" balsa slab-sided
fuselage. The reason I'm writing this is
that I'm sure you've done some
research on it and I would like to see it

printed.
I made a set of dividers to scale up a

proven kit. In this case the kit had a 51"
wing span and I wanted a 80". I used
118" X 1" aluminum to make up
proportional dividers. I also counter
balanced my elevator pushrod to add a
little pull up.

I had a 780® seriifo for the throttle on
the Quadra becaUli I used two servos
for aileron contrbl and I used the
following as an ignition kill. As my
receiver is behind the wing, I
experienced no interference, but it
couid create problems?
At Idle with trim pulled back it also kills

the ignition and I found the 180° servo
works the throttle on a quadra closer to
stick speed than a conventional servo.

Sincerely,
Bill Schultz

Bill is right about the wood. It doesn't
have to be the really fine stuff from the
spruce bin at the hobby shop which we
have used for years for glider wing spars
and the like. Any straight grained, and
preferably close grained wood without
knbts or other biemishes, wili do. Ready
availability is the criterion. White pine,
Pattern pine, poplar, and many other of
the soft woods will do quite well. Any of
the gasoline fueled engines of around 2
(^Ubic inch displacement won't have
much trouble moving well built models
made from these woods. Cedar is great
for leading edges, for example, as it is
light, easily worked, and the pieces are
usually large enough that the relative
weakness of cedar will not be a problem.

Availability of a well maintained saw
(either table or radial arm will do) with a
good sharp blade will produce all the
strip stock you'll be able to use for quite a
while out of a few dollars worth of wood.

Be sure you pick the good stuff, though,
as there is nothing worse than
discovering at about 8:00 PM on a

Sunday night that all you have left has
knots right In a strategic location!

Bill's use of a spring scale to check the
strength of the wood is further than I
have ever gone. The fact that most of the
soft woods are substantially stronger
than balsa, with a moderate increase in
weight, satisfied me that it was what I
wanted.

Construction methods can increase

strength markedly as well. For example,
the use of gussets made of light plywood
at all fuselage framing joints can add
significantly to the overall strength of the
model. As Bill points out, this type of
fuselagte (properly designed) can be
stronger than a balsa slab fuselage by
quite an appreciable margin.
The use of proportional dividers was

pretty well covered in a previous article
(July '78), and it is a bit lengthy to cover
again as a re-cap. It's a good, accurate
method of enlarging plans, at minimum
expense, as long as you are willing to
take the time required and apply the care
you need to get a usable plan. Since that
coliJmn was written, a couple of
conimerc^jal firms have indicated their
availabiiity to enlarge plans for ypu
(previously mentioned in this column).
You can ,do your own plans with the
photo method too, and this was covered
in the September '78 issue. The
pantogr&ph was covefed In the May '78
column and except for the old graph
method (March '78) that's about it for
methods of getting large plans from
existing ones. Be aware that the
commercial use (i.e., selling enlarge
plans) of someone elses design could
violate copyright laws, so check with the
originator before launching your
'business'.

Bill's mention of a spring to apply a
little 'up' to the elevator is simply the
addition of a spring on the pushrod (or
control horn) in the 'up' direction. It gives
your sen/0 a little help in that direction
and wili help hold any 'slop' out of the
control, however, it makes the serVo
work harder in the 'down' direction and
should be used with great discretion, if at
all.

The best solution is to keep the control
linkages as free (but snug) as possible
so any 'slop' is minimal, if it exists at all.
Control 'blow-down' in a large model can
be hazardous to your creation.
The addition of a 'kill' switch is a great

to page 130
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Don Grassi's .40 sized

machine has It all put

together In one package.

At 5 lbs., it's alive and

eating up the sky.

Avatar — "A Variant Phase/A
version of a Continuing Entity."
The design presented here is

exactly that — it didn't start out that way,
however. It started out simply as a
"scaled down" .40 sized version of my
Avantl. (See the May 1974 Issue of R/C
Modeler Magazine.) But being a
compulsive designer, "slight
modifications" to update the design
were Impossible to resist. So ™ the
domlnoe theory took over, resulting In a
bird that doesn't really resemble the
Avantl in outward appearance even
though It Is essentially the same
aerodynamlcal ly, since the force
arrangement, relative areas, and wing
and power loadings are quite similar.

The attitudes that prevailed when I

undertook this project to "scale down"
the Avantl, were that .40 sized pattern
ships are just not smooth and groovy,
lack penetration and act badly In
crosswinds. I sort of refused to accept
what I was hearing and proceeded on
the basis that "all generalizations are
false" and specifically that a good clean
design with sufficient power, having
about 520 square inches of wing area
and weighing about five pounds, would
perform satisfactorily.

For starters, the horizontal tail surface
was lowered and placed on the thrust
line: the rationale being to improve the
appearance of the rolling maneuvers, If
not the actual maneuver itself. Then the
fuselage lateral area was modified and
redistributed for improved knife edge
characteristics. Having made those two
"slight modifications," any resemblance
between this bird and Avantl would not
be purely coincidental.

The Avanti wing planform was
retained and simply "scaled down"
since it worked well and looked just fine.
However, the dihedral was deleted to
improve inverted flight stability. The
progressive airfoil concept used so
successfully on Avantl (17% thick at the
root and 18.5% thick at the tips) was also
retained; however, on Avatar the tip
thickness was changed to 18% (the

• - . • L-...
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racer's edge?). Except for a slight
amount of positive incidence built into
the wing seat (only to preclude the
possibility of an inadvertent negative
angle of incidence) the design features a
zero/zero set-up.

The motor chosen for both versions
was the HP .40 with a Super Semco
expansion muffler, This combination
was more than adequate and, though 1
have not tried a conventional .40 (not
Schneurle ported), I am sure that any
good .40 would do the job quite handily.
The motor was side mounted on a metal
mount fifteen degrees above horizontal.
The side mount was chosen over the
more conventional upright since it gives
a cleaner looking model from above and
from the left side, while tucking in the
muffler closer to the fuselage. The
choice of fifteen degrees above
horizontal was necessary for muffler
clearance with the fuselage without
unwanted extensions, and actually turns
out to be a very neat and compact
installation.

Avantl did not use wing fillets, so the
first version of Avatar was built without
them; however, wing fillets were added
on subsequent versions.

The performance difference was
surprisingly noticeable to say nothing of
the aesthetic improvement, making the
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AVATAR

Designed By : Donald A. Grass!

TYPE AIRCRAFT

Advanced Sport Pattern
WINGSPAN

54'/2 Inches

TOTAL WING AREA

520 Square inches
WING LOCATION

Low Wing
AIRFOIL

Symmetrical
WING PLANFORM

Double Taper
DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP

None

OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH
46 inches

RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA
(L) 114'8" X (W) 2V2" X (H) 2"

STABILIZER SPAN

inches

STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.)
5'/2" (Avg.)

STABILIZER AREA

120 Square inches
STAB AIRFOIL SECTION

Fiat

STABILIZER LOCATION

Mid-Fuseiage
VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT

7% inches

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (Incl. rud.)
7" (Avg.)

REC. ENGINE SIZE

-40-,46

FUEL TANK SIZE

8 Ounces

LANDING GEAR

Tricycle
REC. NO. OF CHANNELS

4

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Rud. Eiev., Throt.. All.

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION
Fuselage Balsa, Ply & Hardwood
Wing Balsa & Ply
Empennage Balsa
Wt. Ready-To-Fly 80 Ounces
Wing Loading 22 Oz./Sq. Ft.

effort well worth the little extra building
time required. Along the same vein, the
fin was smoothly faired into the fuselage
to clean up that turbulence generator.
The resultant design is a groovy .40

sized machine that eagerly goes
wherever it is pointed and sort of slips
through the air effortlessly with a
responsiveness and silky smoothness
that is truly reminiscent of a .60 sized
pattern ship. All of this, while still
retaining the excellent low speed stall
characteristics of the Avanti — it really
leaves very little to be desired.

CONSTRUCTION

My versions of Avatar weigh five

pounds (80 ounces) resulting in a wing
loading of 22 oz./sq. ft., consequently
they are extremely lively and flair out
beautifully on landings. I am sure the
design can support a little higher wing
loading, but I would recommend you
keep it light by carefully selecting your
balsa. Use soft balsa blocks and planks,
and soft/medium sheets. The use of
hard balsa should be restricted primarily
to structural members such as wing
spars, wing leading edges, and to those
places as noted on the plans. Where
there are two or more of any piece
required, cut them at the same time and

text to page 60
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FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE — SEE PAGE 187
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sand them stacked to ensure that they
are identical. This holds especially true
for the wing ribs and fuselage side
panels. Since hand cutting is not as
precise as die stamping, it generally
pays to temporarily assemble things and
check for good fits before gluing.
WING:

A "true" tapered wing can be best
achieved by the use of a jig that permits
the building of the wing in one piece.
However, for the benefit of those who do
not use a jig, the folowing procedure in
conjunction with a flat work surface will
produce very satisfactory results.

In essence, each wing panel is built
separately, upside down or "bottoms
up," then joined by the use of short
pieces of dowel keys at the center ribs.
Cut out all ribs and stack and tape

both R1's together and jig drill
(preferably with a drill press) two 1/4"
diameter holes, as shown, through both
of them. Identify each rib "top" to take
care of any non-symmetry realized in the
drilling.
Make one each of the trailing edge jig

blocks from 1/4" thick balsa, as shown
on ribs R2,5,8, and 10, and pin these to
the plan, at their respective locations.
Since the trailing edge has a constant
cross-section, it can be cut out on a table
saw. Pin the trailing edge to the wing jig
blocks after lining^e interface with wax
paper. With the dse of a straight edge
and square, make sure that the trailing
edge is straight and directly over its
position on the plan. '
As discussed earlier, fit all parts

before gluing. Pin all the ribs to the plan
and to the trailing edge. Since the wing is
being built upside down, pin ribs R2, R3,
and R4 to the plan with the landing gear
support notches up. Next make the wing
spar assemblies as shown and test one
of them in the rib notches. It should lay in
there straight and flush with the rib top
surfaces. Place the leading edge in
position. It should be straight and in
contact with each rib notch. Make any
corrections as required before
proceeding. Before gluing anything,
check all ribs for location and
squareness to the work surface. When
you're stisfied with everything, glue
away.

Assemble the landing gear rib
reinforcements to their respective
location and insert the hardwood landing
gear support into the notches. The
landing gear support should protrude
3/32" above the ribs to allow for
sheeting. When all is "go," apply epoxy
liberally, clamp everything together and
hang out to dry. The torsion block
(undrilled) should be installed next.

After sanding away any surface
projections, add the 3/32" bottom
sheeting and cap strips. It usually helps
to wet the exterior surface of the leading
edge sheeting to help form it to shape.
Let this assembly dry thoroughly while
still pinned down. Remove the wing

panel from the work surface (save the
wing dihedral jigs for the opposite wing
panel) and install the upper wing spar
assembly.

Build the other wing panel in the same
manner.

JOINING THE WING

PANELS AND AILERONS:

When both panels are at the above
stage of completion, they should be
joined together sort of like the way
procupines make love — very carefully.
This is one operation that can make the
difference between a bird that "flies right
off the board" and "instant kindling
vyood." Check R1 for squareness with
the top surface of each wing panel by
placing the panel "bottoms up" the way
you built it onto the work surface. If it is
not square, sand R1 perpendicular to
the work surface using a square sanding
block. Put the two panels together and
insert a piece of 1/4" diameter dowel
about 1/4" long through each of the
keying holes in ribs R1. The surfaces
and all edges of both panels should be
flush and even. When satisfied, glue the
two panels together with the dowels in
place.

Install the center section gusset
between the upper and lower spars.
Install the 1/4" thick plywood leading
edge gusset and fill in with micro-balloon
loaded epoxy between the wing leading
edge and the gusset.
Make the sen/o compartment to suit

your servo; the one shown is for a Kraft
KPS-10. After sanding away any
projections, add the top sheeting and
cap strips. Cut out the wing tips slightly
oversize and glue the left one on
permanently. Tack glue the right one
only for removal and hollowing out after
shaping to the proper contour.
Add the aileron control horn assembly

to the wing panels by epoxying the outer
tube only to the trailing edge centered on
the hinge line. Cut out the ailerons
slightly thicker than shown to allow for
final sanding and assemble them to the
wing with hinges but without glue. Glue
the hard balsa center section trailing
edge block between the ailerons
checking for freedom of motion with the
ailerons and the control horns. Lock the
ailerons in "neutral" with tape and sand
the complete assembly to final shape.
Remove the right wing tip and hollow it
out, then glue it on permanently. In
sanding the leading edge radius, a
smaller radius at the center section, that
progressively becomes larger towards
the tips, will improve the tip stalling
characteristics of your wing.
TAIL GROUP:

Only a few words are required since
this assembly is rather straightforward.
When locating the center stabilizer ribs,
make certain they are square with the
trailing edge and spaced apart for a snug
fit with the fin. After top and bottom
sheeting is complete, add the tips and
then cut out the top sheeting only

between the two center stab ribs to
accept the fin extension. Glue up the two
elevator halves and, while still pinned to
the work surface, connect them with the
3/32" diameter music wire using epoxy.

Prior to contour sanding the
fin/rudder, and stab/elevator, cut all the
hinge slots and assemble them without
glue. Then sand to shape as shown. Do
not contour sand the portion of the fin
extention that protrudes below the fuse
top planking. Glue the fin into the stab
checking for squareness and
perpendicularity.
FUSELAGE:

The typical pattern ship box fuselage
consisting of two slab sides, separated
by bulkheads, closed up with top and
bottom planking and contour sanded to
shape, is employed on Avatar.

Glue up a pair of fuselage slab side
assemblies (one right, one left) including
all doublers, longerons and triangular
stock as shown on the plan. After these
have dried thoroughly, tape them
together accurately paying particular
attention to the wing seat and aft
fuselage portion. Sand the outer edges
so that they are identical. In cutting out
the bulkheads, note that F2,3, and 4 are
exactly the same width and, at this point,
drill all the required holes in them. Install
the blind nuts to the aft face of bulkhead
F2 for the motor mount and the landing
gear mounting block. Note that the lower
two holes in the landing gear mounting
block are not used since they are too
close to the edge of F2. Re-drill them as
shown, and install it now.
Add all the required cross pieces and

doublers to the bulkheads as shown. In
some cases, these are of triangular
stock and, in others, rectangular stock.

If you don't have a fuselage building
jig, the following method will produce
very satisfactory results. Pin one of the
sides down to the work surface and,
without glue, fit F2, F3, and F4 in their
respective locations; then put the other
side on and check for fits, squareness,
and alignment. When all is okay, liberally
apply slow-curing epoxy to all interfaces,
reassemble, realign, and add a flat
wieght to the upper fuselage side from
fonward of F2 to aft of F4, Jig F2, F3, and
F4 so that they remain perpendicular to
the work surface during the curing cycle. -
When the assembly is fully cured, plan
and install all control rod outer tubing.
Sand away any projections and add the
lower nose block and all required filler
blocks and triangular stock to the engine
compartment. Glue the 1/2" thick balsa
plank to the underside of the fuselage at
F2 and F3. Add the 3/16" sheet top deck
and, when dry, trim it flush. Using the
plan view as a template, pin the fuselage
assembly "bottoms up" (always
"bottoms up" — must be a message in
there somewhere) to the plan directly
over F2 through F4 and weight it down
so that it can't move. Glue the aft end of

to page 118
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Last August I mentioned that I
receive a lot of letters asking
my opinion of various brands of

R/C equipment. I suggested that we
conduct a poll of actual users and
determine how they rate their equipment
with regards to performance, reliability,
maintainability and cost to own. I'd like to
thank all who gave us their inputs and, in
particular, Mr. Iver Husum and the
Vingtor RC Club located in Oslo,
Norway. This club made a real project of
this suggestion and I think their results
are significant and al l R/C
manufacturers should take note.

R/C Equipment Poll Results
First I'd like to say that because of the

ratio of responses to the number of R/C
systems in use, I don't believe the
results have a great statistical
probability of being the final word.
However, they do represent opinions of
quite a few modelers of various interests
and years of experience. Therefore,
they have to be better than my opinion
inasmuch as I have never used most of

the brands of equipment on the market.
Because they are opinions of a small
minority I will not attempt to rank the
systems in precise order and, in fact,
may not mention some at all, where
there were just too few inputs. What I will
do is try to pass along comments about
what people like and don't like about
their equipment. This may get the
attention of the manufacturers and also

make all of us think a little harder about
what we want in our next R/C system.
The most surprising thing was that

most of the inputs were very positive
with most people happy with their
equipment. I would have expected more
complaints as that is what I usually get.
Maybe those are written in a state of
frustration, or passion to kill someone or
something. Maybe when one sits down
and thinks about it, he realizes that his
equipment isn't so bad. On the other
hand, there may be some cover up, as
no one likes to admit he bought the
wrong system.

Most of the inputs were from Kraft and
Futaba owners. Not too surprising
because there probably are more
people flying these systems than all the
rest combined. Both of these systems
rated right up there at the top. Again not
too surprising because if they weren't
very good, the word would spread and

they wouldn't be selling very many. I'm
sure advertising has a lot to do with
sales, but the communications in the
R/C fraternity is such that a lousy
product can't make it on advertising
alone. ProLine also came out near the

top of the charts. I'm sure the reason
ProLine isn't up there with Kraft and
Futaba in number of sales, is due to a
higher price. So don't fall into the trap
that you decide on a particular brand just
because it is the biggest seller and
therefore must be best. There are some

people who think that one Cadillac is
worth two Chevys. Yet a lot more
Chevys are sold. It depends what you
are trying to do. You don't need a
$500.00 radio for sport flying, but you
probably won't be very competitive with
a $200.00 system.

Behind the three systems mentioned
above, the owners of EK, RS and the
more recent Ace equipment with the
NE544 servo amps seemed relatively
satisfied. The least satisfied were

owners of Heathkit and early Ace
equipment. This could very well be due
to the fact that these are kits and the

individual doesn't have the resources to

construct a system that measures up to
the standards of a factory built system
where a number of specialists and
special test equipment is available. We
got very few inputs on World Engines
and Royal, even though these are fairly
popular systems, but I would say they
rate some place in the middle.

Iver Husum - Vingtor RC Club, Oslo,
Norway.

What 1 would like to do now is take you
through the report we got from the
Vingtor RC Club in Norway. Some of it

will be Mr. Husum's words and some will
be my attempt to condense some of his
effort. It represents a "hell of a job" to
quote Iver who did the translating.

First a little about the club: Vingtor RC
Club is one of the biggest and most
active in Norway, and is located in Oslo,
the capital in the country. The main
interest of the members Is sport,
aerobatics (pattern) and scale; gliders,
FF and UC are nonexistent in Vingtor.
There are 70 members. About 7 of them

have competed in international contests
(pattern).

They prepared a form with the same
questions I had with the exception of
those on maintainability and cost. They
also asked questions about frequency of
crashes due to pilot error and equipment
defects.

The purpose of the investigation was
twofold:

(1) To get some statistical data so it
would be possible to know a little more
exactly how often different groups of
pilots crash because of pilot error, radio
trouble and technical defects (flutter,
etc.). in this way, it will be possible to
know to some degree what we have to
demand of the radios reliability, and if
today's equipment meets these
demands.

In all we have some 4000 flights (4300
to be exact) to do our statistics on, so I
think the conclusions aren't too far off.
(2) To give you, /Wr. Oddino, some of

the data you requested in the August
issue of RCfvt, on different brands of
radios. We think your idea of getting the
users of radios to tell what they think of
the manufacturer's products, is very
good indeed. However, i believe that
most people are lazy, and therefore
don't want to write a long story about
their equipment; I presume you would
get more answers if the pilots could just
fill in their marks (numbers from 0 to 10)
in the right places.

I'm sure you're right on that one, Iver. I
also think your conclusions are pretty
accurate.

Conclusions

(1) Almost everyone seems to be
satisfied with the performance of their
equipment. That is the case of every
group, both sport flyer and competition
pilot, pattern and scale. We observe
that some pilots want features like dual
rate, reversal, etc., which are becoming



more and more popular these days. We
also see that some of the competition
pilots want "crossed trims" and wheel
trims.

But as a conclusion, performance got
very high scores from everybody.
Numbers are from 5 (average, okay,
satisfied) to 9 (can't be better, fulfill all
my wishes) with 6, 7 and 8 being most
frequent.
(2) fvlost people (about 80%) also

seems to be satisfied with the reliability
of their radio, but the picture is a little
more mixed. Dividing the number of
flights into the number of crashes, we
find that there is one crash (caused by
the radio, on an average) for each 340
flights. Near miss (caused by the radio,
still average) is one for each 300 flights.
This will say that a radio will fail once for
each 160 flights, causing a crash or a
near miss.

There are very few crashes because
of technical failures like flutter, etc.,
compared with those caused by radio
trouble and pilot error.
(3) I think it is very interesting to know

whether or not one serious radio trouble
for each 160 flights (average) is "okay,"
or too much. That depends on what sort
of pilot you are. The sport pilots have a
crash (still average) for each 150 flights
caused by pilot error, and that means
loss of models is most frequently
caused by pilot error and not by radio
trouble.

We then must conclude that for most
sport pilots the reliability of their radios
is "more than good enough."
Remembering the marks of
performance, we can understand why
most sport pilots (about 80%) are
satisfied with their equipment.
(4) This picture changes quite a bit,

when we turn to the competition pilots. If
we take the 10 best pattern pilots in our
club (from last years Nats in Norway),
we find that they, on an average, make a
pilot error so severe that it causes a
crash, for each 480 flights. This means
that radio trouble causing crashes is far
more frequent than pilot error, for this
group of pilots. If we go further, and
have a look at the 6 best pattern pilots
(those flying the international FAI
program) they, last year, had almost
1500 flights without even one crash
caused by pilot error.
We then conclude that for this group

of pilots (competitionlpattern and good
sport pilots) todays radios just are not
reliable enough. To a good competition
pilot, the reliability of the radio must be
much better than today, if he is going to
be satisfied. a matter of fact, his
equipment must be able to last for about
1000 flights, before it causes a crash. I
believe the radio manufacturers have a
problem solving that one.
(5) Many pilots did not know what

failed when they crashed because of
the radio. Therefore It Is rather difficult to
make a conclusion to the following

question: Which parts of the radio
causes most trouble - (crash or near
miss). From the answers it seems
though, that the servos (servomotors,
potentiometers and connectors) are the
most unreliable components of our
systems. However, it looks like every
part of our equipment can shoot you
down. (As though we didn't know.)
(6) We had expected radio trouble to

be less frequent to the
competition/pattern pilots than to sport
pilots, due to the greater radio
knowledge of the former. Much to our
surprise the figures told us that the sport
pilots had a little fewer crashes because
of the radios. Perhaps the reason for this
Is that the environment in a typical 0.60
pattern model is rather bad for the
receiver system, with vibration levels
being very high much of the flight time.
(7) If we try to look into the future, we

probably will get systems with even
better performance, without increases
in price. (I don't know what marks the
pilots will give then for performance, we
perhaps have to add 11 or 12 to the
scale.) Considering the new encoders
(NE5044) and decoders (NE5045,
5046) and all the other new things in
electronics, we perhaps will see dual
rate, exponential, reversal, etc., on
ordinary "Sport series" equipment.
That's good, really good; but, the weak
link of todays radios Is not the
performance, but reliability as shown
above. Of course it is all right that the
manufacturers make radios with all
those fine features mentioned above,
but what many of us really need is
equipment with much better reliability.
We want better and more reliable
connectors, servomotors, pots, etc.,
and it is in this area the manufacturers

should put some engineering hours.
A few additional comments at this

point. I reviewed the individual
questionaires with the following
observations: If you look at the more
experienced flyers they are not all that
happy with the performance compared
to the newcomers. They rated deadband
on gimbals, stiffness of sticks and trim
placement rather low. Servos were also
criticized more by the experts.

Most of the Norwegian flyers also fly
Kraft and Futaba. Mr. Husum and his
brother fly both and offered some
comparisons.

Their two Kraft systems glitched all
the time until they switched modules
from 27 MHz to 72 MHz. That solved that
problem. They also had trouble with the
Kraft KPS-15 servos, primarily in the
pots which caused buzzing. Rather than
clean pots every thirty flights, they
switched to Futaba servos. Now both
Kraft systems are satisfactory. By the
way, these were KP-7C systems, one a
1976 and the other a 1977.

They also own two Futaba Contest
FM 7 ch. systems, some of the first
produced. They have had significant

trim change problems during all flights
which they believe is in the transmitter.
They also miss the plug-in modules on
this system and dislike the pig-tail
connectors on the receiver very much.
They do like the ability to adjust the rates
from outside with a screwdriver. Here
are more of Iver's comments:

One thing I want to mention, is that I
would like better trim positions on
transmitters. Using Mode //, we would
tike elevator and aileron trims on the left
side (crossed trims). We also think it
would be better with less sensitivity on
the trims. Best will be "wheel" trims with
clicks or a ratchet. This of course,
applies to both the Kraft and the Futaba.
As a competition flier, I feel this to be a
rather important point. Many of the other
competition pilots in the club have the
same point of view.
He finally gave Futaba a slight edge

because the dual rates were standard
and he felt the servos were more

reliable. He assumes that the trim drift
problem has been solved because
others don't complain about It. This is a
trap that seems to surface in many of the
letters I received. Many people
recommended equipment different than
what they owned because the other
guys didn't seem to have any problems.
The grass Is always greener... he didn't
say which system he competes with.

Well, we hope you will find at least
some of the material presented
interesting. We in Vingtor RC Club
would appreciate very much that you
commented on some of our conclusions
and point of views.

Sincerely,
Iver Husum

Well, I found the material very
interesting and will continue to look over
the questionaires. Thanks again to the
whole Vingtor RC Club and all the others
who wrote in. This might be a good
project for other clubs or groups that
specialize in other events in R/C. If the
guys who pay the money, tell, the
manufacturers what they want, they will
get it, and usually at a bargain price.

Canadian R/C System
On a recent trip back east I had the

good fortune of spending an evening
with Paolo DiMario, President of
Isotronic Electronics Ltd., of Canada.
This is one firm dedicated to quality and
to providing the modeling public what It
wants, For the sport flyer there is the
custom series and for the competition
pilot there is a professional set. The Pro
transmitter has metal open gimbals and
all the latest rate switches, reversing
switches, crossed trims, roll buttons,
etc., that the competition pilot is looking
for. The board that controls all the
adjustable functions can be unplugged
and stored with the airplane to which it
was calibrated. The present receiver
has pig-tail connectors but Paolo is
working on a new one that eliminates
those. I was particularly interested in his
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servos. They are the linear push-pull
rack type with the pot driven off an
Isolated gear. It uses a sealed pot that is
adjustable externally. The final output
gear Is metal and 1 couldn't feel any
backlash in the racks. It uses the NE544

for electronics. The custom series had a

most interesting transmitter for one who
likes to look inside. Almost al l

interconnections were accomplished by
the printed circuit board. Only two
cables from the gimbal mounted pots
could be seen. The encoder also uses

the NE544 integrated circuit.
I hope to get some samples of the

servos and do a little more Indepth
evaluation. Could be just what many of
us have been looking for. In any case, I
think you'll be hearing more about this
equipment in the future, because Mr.
DIMario is obviously listening to the
modelers. It is not by accident that the
Isotronic system has many features that
were requested by our friends from
Norway.
PCM System

Mr. Dennis Knowlton of the University
of Wyoming sent us a paper on his pulse
code modulation system as promised.
I'm hoping that ROM will publish it in its
entirety but if not we will try to cover it in
this column. As a preview let me throw
you a few highlights.
The system is a true digital system in

that information is coded in digital words
just like a digital computer. The
advantage of digital machines is their
repeatability. There is no temperature or
voltage drift and no change with time. A
digital word made up of one's and zero's
always means the same thing whether it
is neutral or five degrees of up elevator.
This all depends of course on a
transducer to convert from stick position
to a digital word. This takes a device
called a shaft encoder and right now
these are too big and expensive for
model airplane equipment. Mr.
Knowlton suggests using our existing
pots and analog to digital converters as
an interim solution but we will eventually
want to eliminate these items. So, If you
want to get rich in this hobby, come up
with a small inexpensive shaft encoder,
preferably optical with no contact
problems, that you can seli for less than
five dollars. You'll have it made.

Another unique feature of the system
is that the information is put on a phase
modulated sub-carrier. This would then

be transmitted by either an AM or FM
carrier similar to our present equipment.
The system is much more efficient

than our pulse position modulation
systems as far as bandwidth is
concerned and theoretically will allow
more than one user simultaneously on
the same RC channel. Mr. DiMario of

Isotronic also had a scheme for

operating more than one system on a
single RC frequency and we discussed
this at length. The RC industry needs to
get together and decide how to best use
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the spectrum given to us. If we allow
inefficient use, we will never be able to
change It when more sophisticated
techniques become available. We need
to establish standards similar to TV and

stereo broadcasting, and do it right. If
any of you have seen European TV you
probably noticed the better resolution.
Yet we will never have it in the U.S.

because we set our standards and built

jillions of TV sets. If NBC wanted to
improve their picture quality with a new
picture format they would be stopped by
the FCC and public.

Anyway, back to the PCM system.
The receiver is somewhat complex and
will no doubt require micro processor
technology to make it feasible for model
use, but that is coming fast. A phase lock
loop locks onto the subcarrier and a
scheme called correlation detection is

used. This virtually eliminates all signals
and noise that are of a random nature

and are not correlated. If any of you are
audio buffs you probably have read

about the great promise digital tape
recorders have for the music world. The

whole world is going digital and I believe
future RC systems will too.
More On Giezendanner Wipers
The letters continue to come in with

glowing reports that the Giezendanner
wipers solve the servo pot problems.
The following Is from famous Mode I
proponent Stu Richmond.
Hi Jim:

... on Giezendanner wipers ... A
better mousetrap!

I'm a very active flyer and have two
sons who are deep into Formula I...
the most grueling atmosphere for a
radio system.

I maintain only servos, all else goes to
Kraft and ProUne for factory service.
The boys, Bruce and Brian had to

have servos cleaned and iubed every
25 flights (average flight is only 2Vz-3
minutes) or less for reliability/safety in
Formula I. With installation of the G-D

to page 112
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XEROGRAPHIC
TRANSFERS

By Edward M. Van Wagner Photos By Walter Sanborn

A technique for transferring
part drawings from construction

plans to building materials
by using xerographic process.

A time consuming, tedious and
aggravating job that all scratch
builders eventually encounter

Is that of transferring the outline of a
piece part, such as a wing rib or
bulkhead, from the construction plans to
the building material. This article
describes a process that not only
speeds that job up, but also is simple
and easy to do and produces an exact
replica of the part in full detail on a
variety of materials. It can be used
across the spectrum of hobbies from
scale to "peanuts" and airplanes to
boats with equal success, and its
application is limited only to the
ingenuity of the hobbyist.
Up to now conventional techniques

used to trace a part on building materials
have been (1) by cutting the part from
the plans and cementing it to the wood
as a cutting outline. This process leaves
your plans looking like a war censored
letter to home, not to mention the
additional removal and cleanup of the
paper from the wood, or (2) by tracing
the part outline using carbon paper, or
(3) by making a perforated outline using
a pin to punch holes through the plan
and Into the wood, or (4) by rubbing the
back of the plan with a soft lead pencil
and transferring the lead by tracing the
outline, or (5) by actually redrawing the
part on the wood as i have many times.
In any event, all of these methods, and
others, can be put behind us now with
the advent of a transfer technique that
antiquates all previous ones and may
well revolutionize the modeling hobby.
The nasty part is taken out of scratch
building, and transfers are now elevated
to fun.

I have discovered that the images of
ordinary xerographic copies made on
plain bond paper can be transferred
directly to most construction materials
Including balsa, plywood, or cardboard
by application of heat and pressure.
That's right, simply make a xerographic
copy of the part you wish to fabricate,
take the copy back to the shop, and
transfer it to balsa or other materials at
your convenience with a hot iron,

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Edward M. Van Wagner resides In Webster,
New York. He Is a member of the Rochester

Aeromodeling Society, Inc., and has served as
their President, Newsletter Editor, and Field
Coordinator. He has been a modeler for 6 years,
and Ed graduated from the Rochester Institute
of Technology and University of Rochester with
a degree in Electrical Engineering. He has been
employed by the Xerox Corporation for 24 years,
as Senior Engineer on design and development
of copiers and duplicators. His early work
experience centered around application of
xerography to the graphic arts.

A brief description of how the process
works is necessary to develop an
understanding and appreciation. First,
don't be frightened by the heat and
pressure bit. This is very simply
achieved, as mentioned, by use of a
sealing iron, the same type used to apply
those modern heat bondable plastic
coverings to airplane frames. Most
airplane modelers have one, but for boat
builders who are not Into that sort of
thing, an ordinary household pressing
iron will do fine. The iron Is the only
workshop tool needed in the transfer
process.

Back to the process. The images of
xerographic copies are composed of
finely divided plastic powders called
toners that are developed out and
transferred to paper by electrostatic
means. They are then permanently
bonded to paper with the application of
heat. This is possible because the
toners are, by design, thermoplastic,
and the temperature range in which they
soften and melt is compatible with that of
household irons or sealing irons. If heat
is reapplied to them, they will re-soften
and re-melt. This fact is the one that
allows them to be used to make
transfers. The xerographic Image

softens with heat and when pressed
against the wood, part of the plastic
Image flows Into the fibers. Upon
removal of heat, the image solidifies
rapidly and bonds to the wood. When the
copy is lifted, a portion of the original
image splits away and remains with the
wood to provide a replica of the part.
The fun part comes in actually

transferring the copy image to the
building material. Simply center the
xerographic image face down over the
material, press the backside of the copy
with a hot iron, and lift the copy away.
Presto! Printed on the material is a high
quality image having exceptional
sharpness and with sufficient detail to
fabrlcte the most intricate part. To be
expected, the image is somewhat lighter
in density than that of the original copy
because, as mentioned, the process of
transferring is a sharing process. The
quality of the transferred image can be
somewhat improved by preparing the
surface with a light sanding: the
smoother the wood, the better the
transfer. Be sure to remove all loose
sanding dust before you make the
transfer.

Also, for good continuity of transfer, it
is Important that the iron makes contact
with the back of the paper over the entire
image area. If the iron misses a portion
of the image, a vacancy will result. Heat
alone will not do it. You must press the
plastic image into the fibers.

Iron temperature is important but not
critical. I find that a temperature below
the scorch point of the paper is sufficient.
On my sealing iron the pointer is set at
half scale, but a few tests will rapidly
idlcate if the iron is hot enough or not. If
you don't get a transfer the first time, turn
the heat up a little. The transfer is best
made using long slow ironing strokes,
providing sufficient time for the image to
reach the melting point and flow into the
fibers.

Here is a tip to utilize those odd scrap
pieces of balsa that are piled in a box
beneath the work bench: Find a piece of
balsa just big enough to put, for example
a bulkhead on. The size is checked by
placing the wood over the image on the
copy, If no parts of the image stick out
beyond the wood edges, carefully tape
the wood In place with drafting tape. This
prevents the wood from shifting out of
registration when the copy paper is
turned over for ironing. Of course, wood
grain direction must be considered
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Copying a section of the plans. The plans, copy of the parts, a sealing iron, tape and wood.

Center the wood over the copy, tape in place, and ... Turn over for ironing.

Separating the copy from the wood leaves an image on the
wood.

Comparing the bulkhead copy with the image transferred
to balsa.

before positioning the piece over the
image.
A word of caution. It might not be

pratical to transfer exceptionally large
parts such as fuselage sides. There are
several objections to this with the most
practical being that most office copiers
will only make copies up to 8.5" x 11"
and, therefore, large pieces cannot be

copied on one sheet of paper. Sure, it's
possible to copy sections of a fuselage
and transfer the copies to wood in
sections, but it's obvious what a
cumbersome task that could be. A

second objection is that most office
copiers are adjusted to produce copies
with images slightly larger than the
original image. Xerox copiers usually

magnify their images by about 1%. For
small parts this is inconsequential as we
are discussing an increase of only .010"
per inch of part size. For instance, a wing
rib with a 6" chord would reproduce with
an increase of about 1/16". Knowing
this, the finished part should be checked
against the plans, a good practice in any

to page 144
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ROME WASN'T BUILT IN A DAY
... but then, they didn't have "Hot Stuff

Cyanoacrylate! A word difficult to pronounce, but generally meaning an adhesive composition which produces rapid bonding with superior strength. First
developed for the aerospace Industry, natural progression of demand has resu/(ed in many different formulas, varying widely in use and quality.

Satellite City's Hot Stuff has virtually replaced the term cyanoacrylate in the/tobby and craft industry w/t/i a product and name that has come to be used as a
description and a method. As an example, the words "xerox/f" means to reproduceprinted matter to most of us. "Hot Stuff if "has come to mean "Consfruct-
Build -Repair -Fix It-Now!", because of Its formula quality, high strength bonding capabilities, and adaptability for construction of hobby and craft projects
as well as the repair of sports equipment and household items plus many industrial manufacturing uses.

Quotes about Hot Stuff from the hobby press such as "A revolution In construction technique" and "the numerouno cyanoacrylate adhesive" are frequent.
Extensive and numerous editorial comments have been exfremeiy favorabie.
Because of this world-wide acceptance, Sateiiite City, the manufacturers of Hot Stuff, has had much Input from modelers everywhere with regard to special

applications of the product. Enthusiastic Input such as this, coupled with Satellite City's own constant experimentation. Is ever expanding the scope of Hot
Stuff use. Some of these special applications described as Hot Stuff Tips have been included here and, although a use for a specific Interest may not be shown,
we are confident that our readers will find many of the tips overlap into other hobby areas.
Hot Stuff, developed by and for modelers, is packaged In containers with see through bottoms-the visible thin consistency indicates freshnessata glance.
Normal shelf life at room temperatures is six months. To extend shelf life, store unopened containers In a freezer until ready for use. Once opened, keep

containers at room temperature.
Hot Stuff Applicator Tubing Is Teflon and was devised to obtain the smallest inside diameter possible, so the correct smai/drop applications can be used.

Experiments have included larger I.D. tubing which was found to cause 'Hooding" of the bond area, resulting In slower, weaker bonds and a gross waste of
material. Conciusion; Small drops are best!

Tubing Tips: Use about IVa" of tubing and push beveled
end 1/4" into hole in center of bottle insert. This is a necessary
tight fit. Clogging sometimes occurs at the end of the tubing,
due to the nature of the adhesive. End clogs are easily
removed with the fingernails (hold upright). Deep internal
clogs are removed by cutting off the end of the tubing until
clear. Once inserted, do not remove the tubing except to
replace and never put wire, pins, etc., into the tubing. This will
cause deep clogging due to trace moisture. If the bottle is
tapped down sharply on the work bench when construction is
finished, the excess liquid in the tube will go back into the
bottle.

Extra tubing is available at your hobby shop — 18" for 500
— Cat. #T-500.

APPROX. V/2"

NEVER PUT

PINS, WIRE.
ETC., INTO

TUBING AS

THIS CAUSES

DEEP CLOGS

DUE TO TRACE

MOISTURE ON

THESE ITEMS

PREPARING FOR USE — UNSCREW CAP, INSERT TEFLON APPLICATOR
TUBE 1/4" INTO THE CENTER OFTHE FLAT SPOUT. IF HOLE SEEMS TOO
TIGHT, USE A PAPER CLIP TO OPEN IT SLIGHTLY. THE FIT SHOULD BE
SNUG TO PREVENT LEAKAGE. DO NOT TRY TO APPLY HOT STUFF

WITHOUT THE APPLICATOR TUBING

(TOO MUCH ADHESIVE IS WASTED).
STORE BOTTLE UPRIGHT WITH
TUBING IN PLACE. HOT STUFF DOES
NOT EVAPORATE AND RE-CAPPING

CAUSES THE HOLE IN THE SPOUT TO

BECOME CLOGGED. KEEP OUT OF
REACH OF CHILDREN.

■OTSTU"

REMOVE END CLOGS THAT OCCUR
PERIODICALLY WITH FINGERNAIL
WHILE HOLDING TUBING ABOVE
BOTTLE. DO ONLY WITH BOTTLE
UPRIGHT.

HOT STUFF TIPS
SPECIAL SITUATIONS

Failure to Bond: Usually occurs where certain oils are
present on the surface to be bonded, such as some (few)
plastics, balsa wood which has had long exposure to oils from
the air, and pitchy woods such as spruce or pine.

Solution: A light dusting with common baking soda will
increase the alkalinity of the surface to be bonded. Application
of Hot Stuff in the normal manner will then result in the fast,
high strength bond desired.

Gaps or Uneven Breaks: These can be filled with baking
soda prior to bonding. Baking soda is extremely fine — sands
easily and paints over beautifully.

An Excellent Applicator for baking soda is a 3 oz. ear
syringe available at drug stores. Cut off tip so hole is about
3/16" in diameter. Fill by suction and apply by tapping gently
on work.

Tot sTUf

SPRINKLE BAKING SODA INTO SHALLOW GAPS, WIPE OFF EXCESS
APPLY HOT STUFF. DEEP GAPS (HOLES) SHOULD BE FILLED IN STAGES
(SODA & HOT STUFF — MORE SODA & HOT STUFF), THEN SAND.

Bonding New or Broken Parts: Fit parts firmly together
first. Drop Hot Stuff onto joint. Hot Stuff penetrates the tiniest
crack and bonds in seconds.

Drilling Engine Mount Holes (Metal Mounts): Use a bare
crankcase as a jig. Clean the lugs and engine mounts, position
as desired and place a drop of Hot Stuff on each side. Drilling is
now easy, using lug holes as a guide. Strike each lug sharply
with a small hammer to remove.

To "Hot Stuff" Blind Areas (Planking Over Internal
Structure): Place planking over internal structure such as
wing, fuselage, hull, etc. Lay flexible steel rule on planking in
line with structural members (ribs, spars, bulkheads). Use a T'
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pin to pierce a hole through the planking along the steel rule
every 3/8". When complete, spot Hot Stuff through a couple of
holes, refliove steel rule and, while holding firmly, put a drop of
Hot Stuff in each hole, for instant permanent bond.

HOT STUFF IS APPLIED

THROUGH T PIN HOLES

FLEXIBLE RULER

WAX PAPER

WING PLAN

EXTENSION LINE

FOR RIBS AND SPAR

BOAT HULLS, AS WELL, A SNAP USING THIS METHOD. "HOT STUFFING-
THROUGH T PIN HOLE HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS SIMILAR TO "BLIND

RIVETING" AND IN MOST CASES, ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR CLAMPS
AND OTHER HOLDING DEVICES. AS SOON AS ITS HOT STUFFED, ITS

DONE.

Wax Paper and Hot Stuff: Hot Stuff doesn't stick to a good
quality wax paper. We recommend Cut Rite brand and advise
Its use over the plans on which the construction will be done.
Wax paper in a pad provides an excellent barrier between
fingers and bond area when bonding small pieces such as
those found in many field repairs.

WAX PAPER OVER PLANS

KEEPS HOT STUFF FROM

ADHERING STRUCTURE TO SAME.

D
WAX PAPER KEEPS FINGERS

FROM STICKING TO THE WORK

DURING FIELD REPAIRS.

Dihedral Wing Panels: To make duplicate dihedral angles,
place the root end of the wing panel at the very edge of the
work surface. Block up the tip to desired height. Put a drop of
Hot Stuff between the work surface (if wood) and leading and
trailing edge. Sand root ends using the vertical work surface
edge as a guide. Remove by sliding sharp blade between
surface and structure.

BLOCK FOR CORRECT HEIGHT

END VIEW

L

SPOT HOT STUFF L.E. AND T.E.

SAND DIHEDRAL ANGLE USING

EDGE OF WORK BENCH AS A GUIDE,

SPOT HOT STUFF

SANDING BLOCK WING

90°
WORK BENCH

BLOCK TO

CORRECT HEIGHT

Hot Stuff Holder For Bench and Field Box: Spray can cap
holds bottle upright and stores extra tubing. "Hot Stuff" the cap
in the corner of the field box.

SPRAY CAN CAPS MAKE IDEAL HOLDERS FOR HOT STUFF ON THE
BENCH. FOR TOOL BOX, USE HOT STUFF TO BOND CAP IN AN OUT OF
THE WAV CORNER.

HOT STUFFED IN

PLACE FOR QUICK
FIELD REPAIRS

SPRAY CAN CAP

Unnecessary Nose Weight: Hot Stuff helps keep the lead
out! It adds virtually no weight to structure and aids in arriving
at the proper C.G. Note: Every extra ounce in the tail of a
conventional aircraft requires approximately 3 to 4 ounces in
the nose as ballast.

"Hot Stuff" a Screw to the Screwdriver: To reach hard to
get places — great for emergency use on the field!

FOR HARD TO GET AT PLACES, SPOT HOT STUFF SCREWS OR NUTS TO
THEIR RESPECTIVE DRIVERS. THIS SAME METHOD CAN BE USED FOR
HOLDING GASKETS, SEALS ETC. IN PLACE WHILE PARTS ARE
ASSEMBLED.

Doubler Construction Made Easy: Drill small holes in
doublers before assembly (about every 1 /2"). Fit the doubler in
place and apply Hot Stuff in each hole and, finally, around the
edge. If the doubler is huge and no sanding will come into it
(from a fuselage curve for instance), the holes could be very
large and lighten structure at the same time.

BALSA DOUBLERS MAY HAVE DRILLED HOLES FOR LIGHTENING OR IF
SOFT WOOD IS USED, T PIN HOLE WILL SUFFICE FOR HOT STUFF
APPLICATION. HOT STUFF BLUE LINE IS HANDY HERE AS ITS
APPLICATIONS ARE VISIBLE. THE POSSIBILITY OF MISSING SOME OF
THE HOLE OR DUPLICATION OF APPLICATION IS GREATLY REDUCED.

FUSELAGE SIDE

i

BALSA DOUBLER

PLYWOOD DOUBLERS CAN BE LIGHTENED WHILE RETAINING THE
LARGEST PART OF THEIR STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY. IMPORTANT:
THOUGHT MUST BE GIVEN TO PLACEMENT OF CUT OUT AREAS AND
CORNERS SHOULD HAVE LARGEST POSSIBLE RADIUS.

LARGE PLYWOOD DOUBLER
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Soldering: Hot Stuff Is extremely useful as a soldering aid.
When parts are ready for assembly, clean them with alcohol,
dry, and tack In place with Hot Stuff. Check alignments, bind
with copper or steel wire as desired. Start soldering with a
'touch' joint as far from the bond as possible. When all joints
are complete in this fashion, re-check alignment and finish
soldering.

SOLDERING: TYPICAL METHOD (WING STRUT SHOWN)

ASSEMBLE FORMED PARTS ON A FLAT SURFACE OVER WAX PAPER.
SPOT HOT STUFF EACH JOINT. IF PARTS FIT UNEVENLY, USE SMALL
AMOUNTS OF BAKING SODA TO FILL GAPS. SEE ILLUSTRATION. HOT
STUFF WILL HOLD ASSEMBLY TOGETHER WHILE ILLUSTRATED STEPS
ARE FOLLOWED.

#1 — SPOT HOT STUFF

EACH JOINT AND

CHECK ALIGNMENT.
#2 — BIND WITH

COPPER WIRE

#3 — SPOT SOLDER

ALL JOINTS THEN

CHECK ALIGNMENT

#4 —FINAL SOLDERING

Plastic Parts (Kits, Etc.): Mate parts first. When parts are
lined up, fit them closely together and apply a drop of Hot Stuff
to the joint. Hold firmly a few seconds and proceed to the next
construction step. No gooey mess or distorted parts ™ just a
clear, solid, permanent paintable bond in seconds. One more
tip — a drop of Hot Stuff on a wing leading edge (two halves)
joint goes along way if the section is angled and the drop is put
on the high end.

PLASTIC PARTS SUCH AS WING OR HULL HALVES ARE MATED FIRST.
HOT STUFF WILL TRAVEL ALONG THE TIGHTEST FITTING JOINT AND
SHOULD BE APPLIED IN VERY SMALL AMOUNTS AT THE UPPER MOST
LOCATION OF THE JOINT.

Visible Joints With Hot Stuff Blue Line: A special
advantage — visible Blue bond line — that is perfect when
used for bonding areas that will later be sanded to compound
curves, or In laminating large areas with speed and accuracy.
Eliminates duplication of bond and waste of material. The first
and only blue cyanoacrylate product marketed for extensive
use in industry, hobbies, home, sports, etc.

HOT STUFF BLUE LINE AIDS IN FORMING COMPOUND CURVES FROM
LAMINATIONS. EACH LAMINATION GIVES THE BUILDER A REFERENCE
AS TO THE SYMMETRY OF THE WORK.

EACH BLUE

LINE LAMINATION
IS VISIBLE.

VISIBLE BLUE LINES

FOR CONTOURING. LINES
ARE INVISIBLE UNDER PAINT.

We Love "Big" Models, Too! Special Tips
For Ultra-Large Aircraft

Balsa or Ply Gussets: Note grain direction. Hot Stuff bonds
are far stronger than the material being bonded and bond
weight is almost nil. To achieve the greatest structural integrity
with a minimum of weight, consider internal balsa or ply
gussets rather than gobs of epoxy, etc., that do little more than
add unnecessary weight. Gussets may be cut quickly and
accurately with a miter block. Much spruce and ply is used in
big model construction, so keep in mind the use of baking
soda as outlined under "Special Situations." A light dusting of
bond area with baking soda will allow the fast, high strength
bond desired.

GUSSETS ARE MADE FROM STRIPS OFSHEET WOOD (WIDTH DICTATES
SIZE OF GUSSET. LENGTH DETERMINES AMOUNT) CUT THE END OFF
THE STRIP AT 45" AND DISCARD. NEXT CUTS THAT FOLLOW ARE ALL
MADE AT 90° TO THE PREVIOUS CUT. IF MANY GUSSETS ARE NEEDED
CUT SEVERAL STRIPS OF IDENTICAL SIZE AND SPRAY LIGHTLY WITH
3M 77 SPRAY CONTACT ADHESIVE. LET DRY A MINUTE AND STACK ON
TOP OF ANOTHER. A BAND SAW OR JIG SAW CAN BE USED TO CUT
SEVERAL GUSSETS AT A TIME. PULL GUSSETS APART CAREFULLY
LATER.

DISCARD

END PIECE

GUSSETS ARE: FAR STRONGER;
EASIER TO SAND: LIGHTER (ASSUMING
HOT STUFF IS USED): AND MUCH BETTER
LOOKING THAN GLUE GOB FILLETS.

GUSSETS CAN BE FORMED EASILY AFTER
HOT STUFFING IN PLACE. USE A ROUND
DOWEL WITH A LIGHT GRADE SANDPAPER.
(SEE CABIN AREA ON FUSELAGE
IN THIS ILLUSTRATION.)

NOTE: GRAIN DIRECTION SHOULD
ALWAYS BE AS CLOSE TO 45"
TO THE PARTS BEING JOINED.

Easy Cutting Guide: To cut a constant depth in soft materials,
"Hot Stuff" a piece of scrap wood to the side(s) of a clean razor
blade. This method works extremely well for trimming
MonoKote to a constant overlap.

/ SCRAP WOOD GUIDE
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Nylon Pushrod Installatlon: An easy and quick method for
installing pushrod (nylon type) in your aircraft or boat.

BALSA BLOCK

ONCE POSITIONED CORRECTLY, APPLY ONE OR TWO
DROPS OF HOT STUFF. ALLOW 15 SECONDS FOR
CURE. CAUTION — TAKE CARE NOT TO GET HOT

STUFF BETWEEN PUSHROD & HOUSING.

VVVw*

j

HOT STUFF IS GREAT FOR NYLON PUSHROD, ONE OR

TWO DROPS WILL DO IF FIT IS SNUG. BAKING SODA

SHOULD BE USED IF HOLE IS OVER SIZE OR A FILLET

IS NEEDED IN A HIGH STRESS AREA.

Fairing To A Feather Edge (Without Adding Fillets):
Step #1: Trace lightly around object to be faired with a pencil.

Step #2: Apply Hot Stuff over pencil line and wipe quickly with
the edge of a piece of spruce to smooth before curing
takes place. Wofe; /ns/cfe and outside of trace line should
be coafed as far as necessary — usually 112".

Step #3: Hot Stuff the object to be faired in position with trace
lines. Now sanding can be done to fair the one Into the
other while Hot Stuff protects bottom piece against
gouging. Caution: A heavy hand will gouge anything.

For A Better Grip On Things (Tools, Etc.); Cut a piece or
pieces of light sandpaper to fit a hard-to-hold object, and "Hot
Stuff" corners of the paper to the object. Use wax paper to hold
corners down tight. When cured, apply Hot Stuff around all
edges and over surface to seal. Or, If grip area is a compound
curve, use strips of rubber. "Hot Stuff" one end, stretch to
shape, and "Hot Stuff" the rest while holding in place. No need
to apply Hot Stuff to outside surface of the rubber.

Working With Hard-To-Hold Projects; When the project is
hard to hold, put a "handle" on It. Cowls, wheel pants, and
smaller items, such as metal pieces to be ground or cut, can all
be easier to work on if they can be held onto. "Hot Stuff" a
block of balsa to an unaffected part of the work, then remove
by cutting later.

GRINDING

WHEEL

COWL

BALSA BLOCK HANDLE

HOT STUFFED TO INSIDE

Super Strength In Minutes With Hot Stuff and
Fiberglass Cloth: Dust the area to be bonded lightly with
baking soda. Cut the cloth to fit, place over the area making
sure to leave an overlap at each end. Apply Hot Stuff to the
front or rear and pull firmly at both ends, Hold for a few
seconds. When the first application cures, release tension at
that end and apply at other end pulling while second bond
cures. Apply Hot Stuff on center between two previous bonds
to cover an area 1 /2" by 2", using wax paper as a barrier, press
this area against the wood with your fingers. Repeat until the
entire center is bonded. Remaining cloth may now be "Hot
Stuffed" In the same manner as the center. When complete,
sanding can be done immediately.

PULL FIRMLY WHILE

HOT STUFF CURES

Cowls, wheel pants and center sections, are light, strong
and easy to cover with fiberglass cloth and Hot Stuff. You may
wish to add a "handle" to the work. See "For A Better Grip On
Things."
Step #1; Cut to fit and gore where necessary, as with normal

glassing. Position and smooth (or stretch if necessary)
one area at a time and "Hot Stuff" perimeter of that area.
Hold a few seconds and release. Repeat until all areas
are bonded.

Step #2: Polyester resin may now be applied as in normal
glassing, without the worry of the corners coming up while
the resin is curing.

To Finish It Fast: Eliminate Step #2. Saturate cloth with
Hot Stuff. If a bubble appears, slice with a sharp razor, "Hot
Stuff" and press down with wax paper. Sprinkle lightly with
micro-balloons or baking soda to hasten cure and fill cloth,
When cured, sand with aluminum oxide paper #120 grit.
Sanding is very easy and can be completed in minutes instead
of hours. Super Poxy primer may be used to finish before
painting.

Extraordinary Circumstances: In the unlikely event that a
large area of skin may become bonded to another, there are
certain solvents which can reduce and eliminate the bond but
these should be used only with extreme care as they are
flammable and can cause Injury to eyes and other tender
body parts. If doubt exists, one should consult a physician.

Acetone Is a very slow solvent. Nitro methane (in its 97%
pure form) Is effective. Fabrics which have been bonded can
be restored by dipping the bonded area for a few minutes in
N.M. The bond will finally soften and can work free.

Again — Caution, test also for color fastness.
For your information: Hot Stuff is non-toxic. The fumes,

while curing are mild irritants to the eyes and lungs, such as
that from cigarette smoke. As with any chemical, one should
always use proper ventilation and those who have respiratory
problems should naturally pay special heed to the ventilation
warnings on all chemicals, as respiratory problems are
aggravated easily by anything other than pure air. □
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Pit Stop GENE HUSTING

1979 FLORIDA WINTERNATIONALS
OR

TO DIFF OR NOT TO DIFF

This year's Annual
Winternationals race in
Orlando, Florida, promised to

be better than ever, with 25 Foreign
racers participating. Racers from
England, Monaco, France and
Venezuela were eager to race in
America. To add a little extra spice to the
race, Ted Longshaw, from England,
called me the day before he left for
Florida. Ted is the President of EFRA,
the European equivalent to ROAR, and
one of the nicest guys you'll ever want to
meet. At the end of our phone
conversation Ted said, "Gene, we're
coming over there to beatyou!!" I replied
"I figured that's why you're coming, but
it's not going to be easy!" From our poor
showing in Monaco, and the fact that PB
won most of the races in Europe last
year, with the help of their new
differential, it was easy to see that they
would figure that now was the best time
to beat the Americans in America. When
I told Ted it wasn't going to be easy, I
wasn't thinking so much of our own
Associated team, but of that one man
Delta team, Arturo Carboneli. Arturo is
truly an amazing R/C car driver and I
figured that he would be the man to beat
to win this race.

The Central Florida R/C Auto Racers
Club of Orlando, had made some
changes to the race format and race
track due to suggestions received at the
last year's Winternationals race. I think
the club deserves a great deal of thanks
for these changes. They doubled the
practice time, which greatly helped the
racers from out of the area. They also
changed the shape of the track, so that
there was hardly any cars damaged
from the track layout. Both of these
things really helped everyone.

Most of the visiting racers arrived on
Saturday with open practice scheduled
for Sunday. We arrived at midnight on
Saturday and immediately headed for
Daytona Raceway. The 24 Hour
Daytona Race was underway and it was
really exciting to watch Danny Ongais
and his Porsche 935 and the other
Porsche's and Ferrari's racing on
Daytona's road course in the night! We
stayed till 4:30 a.m. and headed back to

m

The Central Florida RIC Auto Racers Club

sponsored the race on the 700 ft. long
course.

Only part of the 139 cars are shown which participated in the Florida 1979 Annual
Winternationals race.

the hotel.

By the time we got up on Sunday, the
Orlando club had the track set up and a
few guys from the New York area were
running. They thought is was nice and
warm out, even though it was only 50°. i
guess that probably was a lot warmer
than New York. We went out, did some
shopping for tables and chairs, came
back to the track, and in 5 minutes
Jianas was on the track running.
Monday morning we got a little practice
in and then it rained at noon. Tuesday
was practice all day. Wednesday
morning it rained again, so Jianas and I
went looking for methanol for the
Monaco team so they could mix their
own fuel, as did the English team.
Thursday was a perfect day, as were

the next 3 race days. This was the last
day of practice, and ail 139 entries
looked very good as the bite started to
come up on the track. The whole English
team was running very well with their
differentials. And Arturo appeared with a
tuned pipe on his K & B and literally flew
around the track. But the guy that was
leading the pack was Jianas with Rick
Davis turning some practice times close
to Bill's. Rick, myself and my son, Curtis,
ran differentials the first few days, and as
long as we could stay ahead of Jianas,
who was running a solid axle, we left the
diffs on. But by Wednesday night we
couldn't stay with Jianas, so we took the
diffs off. Mike Rowland and Roger Curtis
also took their diffs off to try the solid

Virtually the same English team that came
fo the World's Championships in Pomona,
also came to Florida. Starting 2nd from left
in the back row, Dave Preston, Mrs. Phil
Booth, Ted i.ongshaiv, Keith Piested, Phil
Greeno, Phil Booth and Debbie Preston.
Wally Bailey from Jim Davis Models and
Ian Agnew from AMPS, the differential
people, were also here.
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The Monaco feam with Patrick Gabbiani

standing on the left, Richard Lajoux in the
back center, Jean Louis Bevacqua waving
and Patrick Rigot from France on the right.

Joe Zimmerman got in the spirit of the race
with his Racing Circuits Concours Trophy
winning entry. Joe's electric powered
Dodge Daytona towed the Elfin bodied
race car to the judging area.

axles, but they ended up putting their
diffs back on.

We were ready for the first round of
qualifying on Friday. Most of the experts
were paired in the first 3 heats. Roger
Curtis, with the diff on his RC300 car,
won the first heat with 31.3 laps in 10
minutes. Phil Greeno won the next heat

with 30.7 laps and the fastest woman
driver in the world, Debbie Preston, from
England, was right behind Phil with 30.5.
The 3rd heat had all the fast guys in it.
Jianas went out after 7 laps with a blown
engine. Rick Davis, from Detroit, then
turned in one of his usual smooth fast

runs to turn 31.8 which was good for top

When you're Top Qualifier you'll have a
smile like Bill Jianas. BUI led the Ma/n until
his front tire came off.

Even with Daytona Speed Week racing at
the same time as our Winternationals, we
had 3 nights of TV coverage for our racing!

fVlain Event drivers from all around the

world. From the left, Mike Rowland, Roger
Curtis and Gene Husting - all from So.
Calif., Arturo Carbonell ~ Florida, Jack
Jacobs and Rick Davis -Detroit, Bill Jianas
-So. Calif., Keith Plested, Phil Booth and
Phil Greeno - England.

time of the day. Phil Booth was just a half
lap back with 31.4. The rest of the day
was left for practice and it was
interesting to see the feverish activity

Mike Rowland drove one of his best races
with the help of a differential and tuned
pipe to a well deserved 2nd place finish.

RACE RESULTS

WINTERNATIONALS

MAIN

Car

RC300

RC300

RC300

Country
USA

USA

USA

P ace Name

Rick Davis

Mike Rowland

Gene Husting
Phil Greeno

Bili Jianas

Roger Curtis
Arturo Cartxinell

Phil Booth

Keith Plested

Jack Jacobs

Greeno-PB England
USA

USA

USA

England
England
USA

RC300

RC300

Delta

PB

PB

RC300

"B" MAIN

Rod Galloway
Alejandro Manrique
Steve Sanders
Wally Bailey
Dana Smeltzer

Dave Preston

Curtis Husting
Debbie Preston

Doug McNeely
Richard Ballentine

"C" MAIN

Will Petty
Joe Zimmerman
Oswaldo de la Rosa

Louis Przybyla
Ted Longshaw
Danny Dondy
Patrick G^iani
Georgia Campbell
Felix Galavis

Joe Tassllo

Rick Davis, Main Event winner - Rick's 3
qualifying heats were also the best 3
combined heats of the race, using his
Associated RC300 prototype car.

going on in preparation for the final 2
rounds of qualifying the next day. The
bite on the track was such that I think it

was probably just as well equally suited
for a diff car as a solid axle car. But there

would be 2 more days racing and the bite
would be Increasing each day.
The whole English team was using

OPS engines with dust bin silencers —
we call them can mufflers. The American
Experts were using K & B engines with a
variety of exhaust systems. Arturo and
Mike Rowland had tuned pipes. Rick
Davis and Jack Jacobs had McCoys old
magnesium mufflers and the rest of us

to page 98

A relatively crash free race allowed Gene
Husting to take 3rd place.
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THE R/C
FLUE By Jack Headley

STREAK
Looking for a quickie model for

the weekend, or something
novel for the flight line, then try

the R/C Flite Streak. If you're not familiar
with the Flite Streak maybe I should
point out that it's a U-Control model,
kitted by Top Flite, with a wing
area of 390 square inches, suitable for
engines between .19 and .35 cubic
inches. Conversion from U-Control to
R/C is quite simple, and almost any
modern 3 channel radio will easily fit
inside the wings. Engine size is reduced
from that required by the U-Control
version, as we don't need to drag all
those steel cables round and round in
circles.

Although the article following is
devoted to the Flite Streak, similar
models, such as the Midwest "35" series
of WWII profile ukies, and Carl
Goldberg's profile stunters, are also
suitable for conversion to R/C, and the
same approach is suggested for .these
models.

Rather than providing a set of
conversion drawings for my particular
example, I've Illustrated the changes
required by a series of photos, which
show the typical revisions needed. For
your own model (assuming that you
decide to try this approach), some small
changes, due to the particular kit and/or
radio being used, may be necessary.

Briefly the changes made to the Flite

Streak kit are as follows;

The wings have a revised center
section to make room for all the radio
gear, and also to provide a mounting
surface for the main landing gear.
The fuselage needs only some slight

revision in the engine mount region, to
suit the particular engine being used.
The tail unit may need some

reinforcing. The wood in my particular kit
was rather soft, and so I increased the
thickness by 1/16".
The controls used are the standard

elevator as supplied In the kit, the engine
throttle control, and a coupled rudder
and elevator. The rudder is made from
item R3, and the ailerons from the
pieces called the "pre-cut stationary
flaps" as supplied.
The landing gear is changed to a three

wheel system. There are a few more
smaller items to be considered and we'll
discuss these as we go along, so let's
start by looking at Photo #1.

This photo, and the one following
(#2), show the revised center section.
The inner ribs are replaced by hollow
1/4" sheet riblets forward of the spar,
this allows the battery pack to be
installed in the leading edge region. Aft
of the main spar the two innermost ribs
are removed, and a full length 1/8"
plywood floor is installed. This floor
serves as a mounting plate for the
servos, which are attached with servo

a

tape.
At the ends of the radio compartment,

two 3/16" ribs serve to locate and
reinforce the ply floor. A 1/8" sheet full
depth spar closes off the radio box. Note
that this spar, and the 3/16" ribs, are
recessed 1/16" below the wing surface.
Adding the 1/16" center section
sheeting builds up this area back to the
original rib profile.
The undercarriage is bent up from

3/32" piano wire to the shape shown in
Photo #2, and held in place by small
wood screws and nylon clamps.
Engine Installation: The engine

position is really fixed by the tank size. I
used a 4 oz. tank, and butted this up to
the leading edge of the wing; the tank, as
you can see, is then held in place by
rubber bands stretched between "J"
hooks. The engine is placed as close to
the tank as possible, leaving a little
space for the fuel lines.
Photo #3 also shows the throttle

control, this being a single length of
1/16" piano wire. The "Z" bend in this
wire is intentional, and lets you adjust
the idle speed without unhooking the
pushrod. Open up or close this Z as
required to make final adjustments to the
throttle.

The kit includes pieces for the tail
assembly cut from 1/8" sheet and since
in my particular kit the wood was rather
soft, I increased the thickness to 3/16"

y
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by cementing duplicate pieces of 1/16"
sheet to each of the pieces provided.
This gives a little more rigidity to the tail
unit. While adding the 1/16" sheet
doubler, slip the control hinges
in-between the laminations, and the
assemblies are quickly made.
Use items R1 and R2 for the fin, and

item R3 for the rudder, and hinge
together with some fairly thin hinges.
Cement the tailplane to the fuselage,
then reinforce with 3/8" triangular stock,
as shown in Photo #4. Install the fin and

rudder without the offset shown on the
plans, and reinforce the fin/fuselage joint
with some 1/8" triangular stock.
Control Hook-ups: The three control

channels are engine, which we've
already seen on Photo #3; elevator,
which is a single pushrod from the servo
to the elevator horn, and can be seen in
Photos #5 and #6.
The last control function is the coupled

ailerons and rudder, and this requires a
little more detailed discussion. The
servo drives the rudder directly, with a
pushrod, soldered to the rudder control
operating the right aileron. The soldered
joint should be close to the servo, to
allow the flexibility for correct aileron
operation. The left aileron is driven from
the right aileron with a couple of
pushrods, and a reversing lever {which,
incidentally, can be made from the
bellcrank supplied in the kit).
Photo #6 shows the arrangement of

these pushrods and the reverser, I
deliberately left all this external on my

model, so that I could make adjustments
to the aileron deflections, but if you have
smaller servos than the ones I used, the
aileron mechanism could be installed
internally, and still be accessible for
control adjusting.
Now that we've made a large hole in

the wing for the servos and other
airborne bits, some sort of cover plates
are required to preserve all this delicate
machinery from the elements. I used
1/16" plywood for these, and provided
small 1/8" plywood gussets in the radio
cavities, so that the cover plates could
be screwed down. The ply gussets are
recessed about 1/16" into the wing so
that the cover plates lie flush with the
upper surface. Photo #7 shows these
gussets, and also shows the servos and
receiver in place. Photo #8 illustrates
the radio covers in place.
The nose wheel leg is made from a

piece of 3/32" piano wire, which initially
is bent into a | ' shape. Drill two
vertical holes throughout the nose and
engine bearers, with only the front hole
going completely through the body.
Push the wire through these holes, and
epoxy securely into place. A small
groove cut in the top of the body allows
the top arm of this wire to be recessed
into the fuselage, and then covered over
with epoxy during the gluing process.
Photo #9 shows the final

configuration of the nose leg; the lower
bends, to center the wheel and provide
an axle, are made after the epoxy has
set-up.

Finish: Finishing the model is really a
matter of personal choice. I used the
silkspan supplied in the kit to cover the
wings, and finished off the body with
balsa filler, followed by a couple of coats
of clear dope. The whole model was
then sprayed with silver dope, after
which the canopy was painted black.
Decals from a Sig Kougar kit finished off
the model. Photo #10 shows my
completed prototype.

Flying: I was lucky to have the
services of Ace flier, Kevin Flynn, to do
the test flying on the prototype R/C Flile
Streak, and he did his usual masterful
job of wringing out the model. No
problems were encountered during the
flight trials, except for a little too much
elevator sensitivity (which was easily
remedied by a change of control horn
setting), and having to fly with the throttle
hooked up backwards. (My first goof this
year!) In flight, the model is fast and
agile, and the engine could probably be
reduced to . 10 size without any worries.
The only flight problem I observed is not
really a model problem, but one of
visibility. The model is so skinny that, at
a distance, it's difficult to tell which
direction it's heading. Moral: fly close to
home base.

In summary, I can just say the
U-Control kit is easily converted to radio
control, with a spectacular flight
performance. It makes an easy project
for a rainy weekend or two and, in
addition, doesn't make too big of a hole
in one's modeling budget. □

^KEEP THAT LEADING EDGE STRAIGHT By Vincent Bobrosky"*^
When shaping the leading edge of a wing, I have found it difficult to keep the edge straight, that is, without low spots
along the edge. To solve this problem I simply draw a black line about 1/8" wide along the leading edge
strip as in Figure A. During the shaping process the line can be observed as to not remove too much wood.
I leave a small portion of the line showing down the center of the
leading edge as in Figure B. This is removed during the final
sanding of the wing. This idea could also be used
for the trailing edge if necessary.

V

BLACK LINE ON
LEADING EDGE OF
WING ABOUT 1/8" WIDE

SMALL POHTION OF
LINE TO BE REMOVED
WITH FINAL SANDING
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By Eloy Marez

id you ever get your cord
caught in a whirling prop? Your
electric starter power cord, we

mean! Or maybe you are the type who
trips over it and drops the transmitter.
These are probably extreme cases,
though the possibility exists and we're
probably safe to assume that they've
happened more than once in our hobby.
Any way you look at it, the long dangling
starter cord can be dangerous or, at
best, is something of an aggravation. It's
in the way when you are getting ready to
crank up, you can't store it easily or
rapidly in your flight box, etc., etc.
The solution is simple: replace it with a

colly cord, actually called retractile
cords, of the type now found on most
telephone handsets. A very short length
of coiled cord will extend to an adequate
length during the starting procedure, but
will immediately spring back and out of
the way when the pull on it is released. It
is short enough not to need tucking out
of the way when carrying or otherwise
using your field box.

Unfortunately, our starters don't come
so equipped. And such a cord is not
available within the hobby market, or
even down at the local electrical supply
house. In fact, they are rather hard to
find. We have just learned of a source of
a reasonably priced cord of this type,
available in usable lengths for our
purpose. We've tried one, and found it to
be of good quality and the answer to
many of our prayers.
This cord can be ordered from

Brookstone, 127 Vose Farm Rd.,
Peterborough, NH 03458, who
publishes a very nice tool catalog which
is yours for the asking and which you
should not be without. The Retractile

Power Cord, two conductor, is Stock No.
N-2512, and is priced at $9.95, plus
$1.55 for shipping,

Don't let that $9.95 scare you off
completely. The cord is 2' long in the
retracted position, and stretches to 12'.
Thus you can share both the price and
the length with a friend, each of which
will wind up with an easy to handle T
length, capable of a 6' stretch.

It is a simple procedure to remove and
replace the original cord. The exact
procedure will depend on your particular
starter, and if you care to take it apart
enough to get to the basic connections
within the motor and the switch. The

easiest way is simply to clip the existing
wires right at the starter body, and splice
in the new ones. Keep the black to black
for negative polarity, and the red or
white, whichever is present for positive.
This is not important, except that those
are the standard color codes; if you wind
up with a reverse running starter, simply
switch the battery connections.
Our starter being old, and somewhat

field worn, we decided to replace the

A RETRACTILE POWER CORD

FOR YOUR ELECTRIC STARTER

wiring right to their internal connections.
At the same time, we cleaned, greased,
and checked; you might consider the
same if yours is also on the ancient side.

Whatever your personal requirements
are, you'll have to make a splice or two.
We recommend using solderless crimp
on connectors. They are available in
many types, both for splicing and for
terminal and plug ends.

It takes a special tool to apply them
properly, but they come in handy for so
many car and home repairs that you
should have one anyway. And they are
not that expensive; the tool is Radio
Shack priced at only $2.99, and is called
a 3-Way Crimping Tool, Stock No.
64-405. There is a more expensive
model that also strips wire, and cuts
bolts, at $7.99.
The splicing devices are called Butt

Connectors, Stock No. 64-3037 for a
pack of assorted sizes, at 89?. To use,
simply strip the wire, insert it in the end of
the connector, and squeeze it with the
crimping tool.

At any point where a splice is made,
we recommend that you also apply a
short piece of shrink tubing of the proper
diameter. If possible, run both wires

together and put the tubing over both of
them. Your Top Flite heat gun will do an
excellent job of getting the shrink tubing
down to size.

You may stick to the alligator clips
down on the battery end if you like. But
for a semi-permanent, no slip
installation, we like to use the quick
disconnects made especially for mating
with the spade tongue terminals found
on most of the gelled electrolyte
batteries. Radio Shack also has those in

an 89? assortment, Stock No. 64-3039.
To ease the strain on the cord, we

recommend securing it to the starter
body with a nylon cable tie, of the type
available from Ace R/C as "Wrap 'N
Ties." You'll need the larger size, Stock
No. 50L423; six for $1.19. On the battery
end, a simple tubing clamp can be used
to hold the wire onto the flight box, to
relieve strain on the battery terminal
connections.

The splices and connections are
incidental and subject to your particular
requirements. The retractile power cord
is the main attraction, which we
recommend as highly useful, and safer
to use than the cord originally furnished
with your starter. □
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RCM Product Report

FORMIMTOR
By Mack Moffat

AFormicator is not a dirty word
(it's not a four ietterword); it is a
low cost (now that's a dirty

word) kit vacuum former. It is
manufactured by Idea Development,
Inc., P.O. Box 7399, Newark, Delaware
19711, and retails for $39.00 including
an assortment pack of AOS plastic. The
Formicator kit requires no cutting, or
purchase of other materials to complete
it. The only items required to build the
Formicator is a good quality white glue
(we used Titebond), and common hand
tools. The platen or frame and vacuum
chamber are kiln dried wood, to prevent

A little glue, two evenings and you're ready to start using your Formicator.

warpage or distortion during use. The
perforated bed is made of aluminum and
zinc plated hardware is used throughout
the kit.

Building time of the Formicator is two
evenings (one if you try harder) following

the well written instructions. The
instructions for the Formicator in this kit
are excellent; they tell you how to build it,
how to make the molds, and how to use
the Formicator to form (or pull) the parts.

to page 94

ja

The spinner moid on the base ready to make a part. Formed part -note that It is a good 5" high with a 4" base.

Formed part ready for trim

Two halves of the formed cowl. Finished parts and their molds.
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HOW-TO

FLIGHT

TRIM
Jim Kirkland was one of the pioneers

in the development of RIC aerobatic
pattern competition. This article on flight
trimming a pattern aircraft was
published in Model Airplane News in
1971, and in K Factor, the newsletterof
the National Society of Radio Controlled
Aerobatics (Betty and Suzi Stream,
Editors) in 1979.

The information contained herein is

basic and is still valid. Payment for this
article has been made to the NSRCA to

be applied to the 1979 U.S. Pattern
Team World Championships Fund in
memory of the late Jim Kirkland.

Flight Trim
This can be a rather frustrating

experience for the novice, and is a
necessary chore if any flyer is to realize
the full potential of any model design.
Probably more erroneous conclusions
have been reached about a particular
model because of inconsistent and
improper flight trimming than for any
other reason. Until a flyer can properly
flight trim a model for competition flying it
would have to be considered an

impossibility for that person to properly
analyze the performance characteristics
of any given model or design.
To begin with, the model must be

constructed as accurately as possible.
Any deviations from such basics as
thrust and decalage settings during
construction will have to be corrected

during the flight trimming process.
Results from such practices are usually
at least unsightly, or else require
considerable effort to camouflage. So
initial efforts to get these basics correct
will be most beneficial during the flight
trimming process.
Do not dismay. While all of the above

has a direct bearing on trimming a model
for flight, not many models have ever
been built to such standards. In fact, not
very many have ever been trimmed out
to perfection, not even by the experts! A
combination of model design, flight trim,
flying skill and equipment reliability and
accuracy, all combine with a bit of lady
luck to produce a winner. So proper flight
trim is only part of the expert's bag of
tricks, and this can be mastered to the
degree necessary to materially increase
the enjoyment of flying by any RC'er.
Only experience can lead to a
satisfactory degree of perfection, but

The late Jim Kirkland, a highly
respected pioneer champion,
with his trend setting
Beachcomber. Photo taken at

the 1967 4Af?A Nationals by Dick
Tichenor.

.'•'m

experience can best be gained while
working with a pattern of basic
techniques. I have found the following
step by step procedure to work well with
any type of model, using every step in
trimming a model such as the Intruder,
and only those applicable for the less
complicated models.
(1)Trim for hands-off, upright level

flight while using full engine power.
Normally, only elevator and aileron trim
is required.
(2) Trim for inverted straight flying,

using only down elevator to maintain
altitude. If the model has a persistent
turning tendency in a given direction,
trim rudder in the same direction to the

turn until no turning tendency is present
while flying inverted. If rudder trim was
required, re-trim ailerons for hands-off,
upright level flight. Repeat inverted
straight flight trim, etc., until model flys
straight, level and true both upright and
inverted. (Hands-off upright and only a
slight down elevator required when
inverted.) If a lot of down elevator is
required to maintain altitude when
inverted, check Center of Gravity
location, decalage, and thrust settings.
Correct if necessary, and repeat Steps
One and Two.

(3) Trim for glide conditions. Fly by
upright and level with full power. Cut
power to full idle. Model should continue
on a straight line, with no tendency to
suddenly balloon or dive. As speed
decreases, the nose should gradually
drop, but only a light amount of up
elevator should be required to maintain
a constant speed and rate of descent in
the glide. If ballooning or diving occurs
when power is abruptly cut to idle, then a
vertical (up or down) thrust angle
change is required. If a lot of up elevator
is required to maintain the glide, then
Center of Gravity, or incidence settings
should be checked and corrected. If
changes are needed, re-trim as outlined
in Steps One and Two.

These three steps constitute the basic
flight trim and must be achieved before
proceeding further. Most major changes
have now been completed with respect
to Center of Gravity, decalage, and
vertical thrust settings. If any changes
are made to these three basics in latter

trimming processes, then Steps One,
Two and Three should be repeated and
verified as remaining correct.

If the model is to be used in

competition, or if the flyer has any
interest in aerobatics, the flight trimming
process must be continued if ful l
potential is to be reached. So the next
requirement in the flight trimming
process is to set the deflection angles for
the elevator, ailerons and rudder. Two
factors are used to govern our efforts in
setting up these deflection angles.

First is the need to achieve maximum

benefit of the human reflex system,
wherein the reflex action requirements
are as even as-possible on all axis of
control. I choose to cal l this a
"balanced-feel" of control where model

response is the same in either direction
about a given axis. In other words, no
control has a more sensitive response in
one direction than the other. This
"balanced-feel" should also apply to the
response sensitivity between controls
for all three axis, particularly between
elevator and ailerons. In other words, we

do not want a soft feel on the elevator

and supersensitive ailerons, or vice
versa.

The second factor in determining
deflection angle limits is maneuvering
requirements about each axis of control.
This is determined by either individual
preference for the sport flyer, or the
current rule book for competition flyers.
Each control must have sufficient

deflection available to perform the most
demanding maneuver which uses that
particular control as the primary means
of achieving the desired flight reaction.
The Elevator: The requirements of
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the spin maneuvers are the primary
factor In setting up the elevator
deflection limits. The elevator must be
able to put the model Into a stalled
condition and hold It In a stalled
condition for the duration of a spin. This
Is true for both upright and inverted
spins, and reversals, If such maneuvers
are required. Incidentally, you do not
release the elevator command in a
reverse spin maneuver until the spinning
action has been completed in both
directions!

The elevator deflection angle for most
designs is approximately fifteen
degrees, but may be as little as ten
degrees, or as much as twenty degrees.
Since limited elevator sensitivity is
Important for smooth execution of most
all maneuvers, the deflection angles
should be set as low as possible, but
with an equal amount to either side of
neutral,

When split type elevators, such as on
the A-6 Intruder, are used It is most
important that the trailing edges of the
two elevator halves be in perfect
alignment. Any attempts to flight trim a
competition RC model by misaligning
t.he elevator halves could best be
compared to trying to correct an
automobile's steering discrepancy by
misaligning the rear wheels! The results
would probably be similar also!
The Rudder: Any rudder deflection

beyond about 35 degrees does not do
much more than apply air brakes! If the
rudder will not do what It is supposed to
do with 35 degrees of deflection, it needs
more area! The amount of deflection is
determind by how much is needed to do
a dead straight hammerhead stall, to
either right or left, with no wind present.
Any more than this will turn the spin into
a real tail twister.!

The Ailerons: Both the double
immelman and the three rolls are used

to determine the amount of aileron

deflection. For me, this works out be be
about four seconds required for the
three rolls. At this point I try to achieve a
"balanced-feel" between the ailerons
and the elevator by either slightly
Increasing or slightly decreasing.

it Is now necessary to adjust for proper
aileron differential. I have found It

easiest to determine if the differential is
correct by doing a Split 8 from a long,
straightaway climb-out. If, following a left
180 degree roll, the heading has veered
to the left, there was too much
differential. If the veer was to the right,
there was not enough.
Loop Tracking: This Is probably the

biggest bugaboo of all! No wind and
stable air are both a must if experience is
lacking, and a definite help in any case.
Inexperience could also use a helper to
verify what happens and jot down this
information for analysis during the
relaxing periods between flights!
To trim for loop tracking requires that

both inside and outside loops be flown
with the model heading straight away
from the pilot. Try inside loops first and
use no command other than elevator to

complete one loop on any given pass.
Note which direction the model turned,
right or left, and if a turn did occur, which
wing went toward the outer perimeter of
the loop. Now do an outside loop, using
only elevator command, and note turn
direction and wing deflection. At this
point, you are interested only in whether
a wing did deflect in both Inside and
outside loops, and if it did, was it the
same wing panel in both type loops. If
the same wing panel moved outward in
both inside and outside loops, then that
panel is heavier, and weight must be
added to the lighter panel's tip.

If the same heading change occurs at
the beginning of both Insides and
outsides, the rudder should be trimmed

to correct this heading swerve. If a
change in rudder trim Is necessary, the
ailerons will probably need re-trimming
also. If the same heading change occurs
primarily as you approach the top of the
insides and outsides, the prolDlem is
more likely engine thrust setting than
rudder trim. In this case, right or left
thrust must be added by shimming the
engine mount.

If, after following the above steps, the
model will track while doing Insides but
will not track as well while doing
outsides, raise both ailerons two turns at
the control clevis. Depending on the
degree of improvement, or aggravation,
of the outside tracking tendency, either
raise the ailerons more, or less, or
change to lowered ailerons, as the
results dictate. Continue this process
until the model will track properly during
only one inside loop and only one
outside loop. If it will track through one
loop, it will track through three, unless
the flyer, the slipstream from the
preceding loop, or wind conditions
cause the model to veer. For these

reasons, it is only rarely that three
perfect loops can be done using only
elevator commands.

Trying to analyze those first loops may
be frustrating! Just remember to first
learn to recognize a heavy wing and
correct for this. Then recognize turning
tendencies, whether caused by rudder
or thrust, and correct the causing factor.
Finally, after correcting the wing balance
and the turning tendencies as much as
possible, play around with raising and
lowering the ailerons to find the best
setting for loop-tracking. Only
experience will teach you to rocognize
the primary culprit early in the trimming
process. I still find an advantage in
having someone around to help if a
model turns out to be particularly difficult
to trim. □

r

By Gene Hopkins

A HANDY MODIFICATION
TO YDOR DISD DENDER

This modification involves the addition of a handle on the Biso tube bender by Harry
Higley. Per the sketch shown, drill and tap two 4-40 holes in the brass bender and drill
two clearance holes In the 1/8" x 1" x 6" length of aluminum. Bolt the two parts
together and now, using the aluminum as a handle, you can now bend 1/8" brass fuel
tubing 360° without the problems of clamping the Biso bender in a vise.
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MUFFLER ADAPTER FOR

THE K & B .40

By Michael Garze

This muffler adapter has been arranged to mate a

Semco Muffler and a K & B .40 engine without

removing the exhaust baffle. By leaving in the baffle, it

will give you that low idle you are looking for. The
adapter consists of two (2) brass plates with 1/16"
diameter holes top and bottom plus two (2)1/16" bent

wires. One plate is fastened to muffler while the other is

fastened to the muffler strap with a small nut and bolt.

nCK\T lA/IDC r»rNMMe^x/^DO Kill ICCl CD.

MUFFLER ADAPTER

WITH BUILT IN

SUPPORT BRACKET

NUT & BOLT

BRACKET FOR

WIRE CONNECTORS

& MUFFLER STRAP
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FRONT VIEW OF ENGINE
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^BUD NOSEN MODELS
INCORPORATED

BOX 105, TWO HARBORS, MINNESOTA 55616
All kits feature all wood construction, fast assembly, huge rolled plans, assem
bly instructions, machine and die cut parts, all necessary hardware and much,
much more. Designed for .60 engines on up. Write for our illustrated catalog—50$.

Standoff Scale

Formed ABS

cowl Kit -

$119.95

3 or 4 Channels

Flys like a
trainer Kit -

$99.95

9' AERONCA "CHAMP' 102" BUD NOSEN TRAINER

1 /4 size Standoff

scale 3 or 4

Channels Kit -

$99.95
3 or 4 Channels

No foam or

plastic Kit -

$79.95

8' CURTISS JN-4D JENNY

Vi

Standoff scale

4 Channels

required Kit-

$129.95
1/3 size Standoff

scale 4 Channels

required Kit -

$129,951

8' 1933 GERE SPORT

40

1 /4 size Standoff

scale 3 or 4

Channels Kit -

$139.95
1/4 size Standoff

scale Molded

cowls Kit -

$169.95
AUSTRALIA

EK Logictrol Australia
44 Macquarie Road

Earlwood 2206
Sydney, Australia CH-8800 Thalwil Switzerland

SWITZERLAND

Blue Max

Modellflug-Technik AG
Alte Landstrasse 122

OVERSEAS

DISTRIBUTORS

— SOUTH AFRICA

Radio Control World

202/4 Oceana House

Lower Burg St.
Capetown 8001 So. Africa

CANADA

John Klassen Hobby Central
400 Cuyler Street

Thunder Bay, Ontario
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/for WHAT IT'S WORTH V
If you're a model boater, have you

ever had your rudder bend and stay bent
after a violent maneuver? Does it break
off after hitting U.F.O's (unseen floating
objects) in the water?

Well, then try the cure which has
worked for Frank Wohlrab of Paramus,
New Jersey. Frank makes his rudders
from low priced Chef Knife Blades,
which are purchased in supermarkets.
They are made of stainless steel and
tempered to spring back to shape when
bent.

Cutting the knife blade to the shape of
the rudder is difficult, at least with the
tools at his disposal — Hacksaw and
Dremel tool with grinding wheels. But
the finished rudder will not bend out of
shape, or break in two easily, and so it is
worth the extra effort. See sketch.

TYPICAL SHAPE OF KNIFE

RUDDER CUT
FROM THIS AREA

TIP

MAKES
DURABLE
TURN
FIN

During a midnight rebuilding session,
E.E. Wolfe of Scottsdale, Arizona,
discovered a wonderful tool for applying
micro-balloons at hard to reach
locations. Simply cut a plastic soda
straw off at an angle as per the sketch.
The straw will hold a little or a lot and will
deliver the, precise amount simply by
tapping the straw. Spilling of the
micro-balloons (or baking soda) is
practically nil.

CUT ON
angle
INDICATED

PLASTIC
STRAW

Ever follow the instructions that come

with heat shrink tubing? Usually they
state to shrink the tubing with a match or
a cigarette lighter. This shrinks tubing
unevenly at best, melts wire insulation,
and plugs the body at the same time.
Shrinking with a soldering iron results in
a slow process and a messy one. It
never fails that the iron will usually touch
the tubing, which melts the tubing along^
with putting a mess on your iron. Why
not try the method shown in the
accompanying sketch sent to us by
Walter A. Legan of Lakeland, Florida.

o

Walter uses a heat gun which shrinks
the tubing quickly and evenly. Nothing
else is melted. A beautiful job in five
seconds.

Larry W. Hoffman of Tokyo, Japan, is
using the Super Cycle "discharger
recharger" for two. different radio
systems. As such, he has four male
plugs connected to the receiver and
transmitter output wires, i.e., one pair to
each wire.

This leaves a gaggle of electrically
"hot" male connectors loose on the work

table when the Super Cycle is plugged
in, howeverl
To prevent shorts, Larry cut small

blocks of scrap styrofoam, slit them as
shown in the diagram, and wrapped the
open end with a rubberband for tension.
Two of these are slipped over the

unused connectors while the other pair
are connected to the batteries during
discharge/charge operation. Simple,
fast to make, cheap and easy to use!
The accompanying sketch shows the
details.

DEANS OR
SIMILAR
SERVO
PLUG

•WIRE HEAT SHRINK
TUBING (CLEAR
OR BLACK) SIMILAR
TO ACE R/C #50L321

In using a low voltage alarm with a
LED diode, most everyone finds it very
difficult to see in bright sunlight.
Stanislav Weber of Kdyne,
Czechoslovakia, solved the problem by
installing a dark tube over the LED. The
accompanying sketches show the
various methods of installation.

CONNECTOR
FITS INTO
OPEN END

RUBBER-
BAND

DOWN
ABOUT

TOTAL
DISTANCE

WAYFARER

SUPER KAOS

STYROFOAM,
SIZE ABOUT
1-9/16" WIDE X
1-3/16" HIGH X
19/32" THICK

GLUED

SILICON
RUBBER

TUBE WITH
BLACK INNER •
SURFACE (ROLLED
PAPER OR SIMILAR)

m



/FOR WHAT IT'S WORTHV

O

David E. Auxier of Dawson,
Nebraska, submitted the following
suggestion. When joining wing halves
and dowel joints that do not fit properly,
try mixing fiberglass insulation with
epoxy glue. This combination makes a
much stronger joint and will fill some of
the imperfections. There is most likely
many more uses where this mixture
could be applied also.

From fvlichaej Auger of Bramacea,
Ontario, Canada, is a quick and easy
method of aligning your aircraft. Most
trainer type models have their wings
held on by rubber bands. This method is
fine but most novice pilots fail to put
reference marks on the wing and
fuselage so they can tell if the wing is
actually on straight or not.
An easy way to check approximate

accuracy at the field is to use your
transmitter antenna as shown in the

accompanying sketches. The antenna

makes a handy measuring tool by just
extending or collapsing it to the correct
distance to be measured and compare it
to the other side of the aircraft. You could

use this source of measuring device at
the field where one doesn't usually have
a 48" ruler handy.

Clifford E. Kell of Cincinnati, Ohio, lost
a boat after hitting a floating board.
Determined not to have this happen
again, Clifford came up with a splendid
idea to eliminate the problem. The glass
hull can be easily made unsinkable by
purchasing a Froth Pack Kit at
refrigeration supply stores. The kit is
manufactured by Insta-Foam Products,
Joliet, III. 60435. The kit contains two
cans, two hoses and a nozzle which
mixes the chemicals into foam which

sets up immediately. It's very simple to
block off the engine or radio area of a
boat and simply fill the hull area with the
foam. The additional weight is nearly
immeasurable. Also, water cannot

o

TIP FOR THRUST
CHECK 1

EQUAL
SIDE TO
SIDE

r  \

TIP-TO-TAIL
SHOULD BE
THE SAME

fOOESTHE

SADDLE NEED
SHIMS OR IS
THE LANDING
GEAR BENT?

o

collect in the hull during running. The
foam displaces water.

It is not necessary to throw away the
canopy for your American R.C.
Helicopter Revolution I when the
moulded-in lugs, used to rubber band
the canopy down, break off. George A.
Hume of Torrance, California, came up
with this quick and easy method of
repair. First go to your local discount
hardware store and pick up a package of
"Universal Thunderhooks,"
manufactured by Handi-Man Industries
Inc., Newark, N.J. — Part #TH/459.
These are picture hooks designed to

be used with expansion bolts, and are
drilled to accept a 6-32 size screw.
First make yourself two

reinforcements from heavy acetate or
thin plywood, as shown on the sketch.
Epoxy one on each side of the broken
corner. Position the Thunderhook as

shown and drill through the canopy with
a #27 drill. Epoxy and bolt the hook in
place with a #6 size screw. Epoxy over
the nut to lock it in place, and your
canopy is serviceable again. This repair
may be applicable to the Heli-Baby also.

AMERICAN
REVOLUTION I
CANOPY

NO, 8
MACHNE

SCREW

BROKEN
UNIVERSAL

■THUNDERHOOK"
EPOXY WELL

'ACETATE OR
PLYWOOD
REINFORCEMENT
BOTH SIDES

While building a sailplane recently,
Christopher Greiner of Grosse Pointe
Park, Michigan, had to run his finger
down many seams of glue to make sure
the joint was properly filled. Many times,
Chris found himself with just a few
minutes of time to devote to his building,
but afterwards had the task of cleaning
the glue from his fingers. The thinner
came first, then wash the thinner from
his hands. He finally solved the problem
by taking an old pair of surgical gloves
and cutting off one finger. The surgical
glove finger is used on the finger that
spreads the glue. When finished, just
wipe the glue from the glove finger.
Make sure the glue you're using does
not attack the glove. So far, Chris has
had one glove finger last three weeks.
He still has nine more to go from one pair
of gloves. □
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All items appearing in Showcase 79 are
press releases supplied by the
manufacturer of the product and lor their
advertising agency unless otherwise
specified. Note: The review or
discussion of any product by Radio
Control Modeler Magazine does not
consititute an endorsement of that

product nor any assurance as to its
safety or performance by ROM.
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OREMEL ROUTER BITS

The extensive line of accessories for
the Dremel Moto-Tools has just grown
significantly by the addition of Dremel's
#603 Three Piece Router Bit Set. The
set is packaged in a convenient pouch to
help protect the bits and maintain the
cutting edges, and consists of a 3/32"
beading bit, a 3/16" cove bit, and a 1 /8"
rabbet bit that can also be used for
routing, inlaying, and mortising. All three
bits are made of high quality steel for
maximum durability and long life, their
precision ground cutting edges also
make for uniformity and high quality
cutting. The #603 Router Bit Set is
priced at $13.00, and available
everywhere Dremel tools are sold, or
write to Dremel, Division of Emerson
Electric Co., 4915 21st St., Racine Wl
53406, (414) 554-1390.

1930 STINSON TRIMOTOR

An interesting scale kit has just been
announced by Mohave Industries of
Arizona) Not just another pretty twin, or a
four engine bomber, but an in-between,

wcase

a three engine 1930 Stinson Trimotor, in
80" wingspan. It builds into a 9.5 lb.
beauty, requiring a four or five channel
radio, and having 850 square inches of
wing area. The result is realistic and safe
flight, even if one or more engines quit.
Power required is one .35-.40, and two
.15's. The kit features laminated tail and

wing tips, spun aluminum cowlings,
pre-cut wood parts, and full size, rolled
plans. Currently available, and priced at
$166.50, the Stinson Trimotor can be
purchased only from the manufacturer,
Mohave Industries Inc., 2365 Northern
Ave., Kingman, AZ 86401, (602)
757-2480.

TATONE fWUFFLER AND MOUNT

From a name synonymous with high
quality model accessories, Tatone
Products, we bring you news of a new
muffler especially designed for the ever
popular K & B .40 R/C engine.
Designated as Catalog #306, this
muffler is claimed to reduce the noise

level 10 to 12 decibels with little or no

power loss. It is cast in aluminum for
rapid heat dissipation, polished to a
bright finish and comes complete with
mounting strap and screws. The design
is such that it wili cover the two holes in

the side of the exhaust stack left by the
removal of the baffle. No additional

plugs, fittings or adapters are required.
The K&B muffler is priced at $12.95;
and can be special ordered for the

Supertigre, OS Max, and Enya .29 to .40
engines for $1.00 additional. A newly
designed engine mount for the above
model engines is also available now, in
both long and short beam types. These
mounts are cast aluminum, with
machined 90 degree beams, polished,
and most important, drilled and tapped
for the specified engine. Short beam
models are $6.00, long beams are
$7.00. Available at most hobby shops, or
direct from Tatone Products Corp., 1209
Geneva Ave., San Francisco, CA
94112. Direct sales should include

$1.00 for postage and handling, and
sales tax when applicable.

f V

DUCTED FAN UNIT

AND POD

Jet Hangar Hobbies, 12554 Centralia
Rd., Lakewood, CA 90715 announced
the recent aquisition and initial
production of the TURBAX I Ducted
Fan, formerly manufactured by J.J.
Scozzi Inc., in Washington, DC. The
TURBAX I has been refined from the

original design for use with the K&B
9100 (7.5cc) Ducted Fan Engine. The
other specifications of interest are:
Length 9"; Shroud Diameter SVz"; Fan
Diameter 4%"; and Thrust to 7Vz
pounds. It is constructed of precision
engineering thermoplastics, and
machined aluminum and is designed for
aircraft weighing 18 pounds. Latest
features include a new lightweight
turbine body designed specifically for
the new front rotor K&B engine.
Installation has been reduced to a

simple lightweight rail mounting
technique similar to conventional
engines, and there is a significant weight
reduction over earlier models. Throttling
has been brought within conventional
means through use of a front rotor
engine with Perry pump and carburetor.
The TURBAX I requires a minimum of
mechanical assembly and flight speeds



in excess of 100 mph are easily
obtainable with proper internal
engineering. Some of the kits now
available for the TURBAX I are Jet

Hangar Hobbies Mirage III and F9F
Cougar, and Violett Models' A4
Skyhawk and F-86 Sabrejet. In view of
the fact that this Is a new phase of our
hobby, the user is cautioned to use
maximum care In construction,
installation and operation of a ducted fan
airplane. High engine power and prop
suction require that all modelers take
safety precautions beyond those
normally used. A detailed procedural
safety list is included with each TURBO
unit. Available at your local hobby shop,
or direct at $69.95.

Jet Hangar Hobbles also has
available a scale-like epoxyglass jet
engine covering suitable for external
pod or integral wing mounted nacelle
mounting, such as seen on the Cessna
Citation, Boeing 737, and Gloster
Metoer. it is also suitable for use with the

Midwest HE-162 kit. It is designed for the
Jet Hangar Hobbies (Formerly Scozzi)
Turbax I Fan Unit, and is furnished
without any engine mount or any internal
fittings. The front opening is AVa" in
diameter with a 4" diameter tail opening
and a 6" maximum diameter. The length
is 27V4", at a weight of 7 ounces. Priced
at only $24.95, this certainly looks like a
perfect solution to an otherwise
complicated construction problem.

meWRIGHT
L_yi Vv /

Heirs qTPrometheus
Ktluri) tA KukirU I*

WRIGHT BROTHERS

The serious aviation fan will be highly
interested In a newly released book
about the Wright Brothers, their
accomplishments, and its effect on
aviation and on world history In general.
Entitled "The Wright Brothers; Heirs of
Prometheus," this 224 page book, which
includes 80 black and white illustrations,
was edited by Richard P. Hallion,
Curator of Science and Technology at
the National Air and Space Museum.

Included is material by the Wrights
themselves, as well as essays by a large
number of well known and highly
qualified aviation historians. Details of
the first three flyers, considered as the
most significant of their many flying
machines, and of the 1903 engine that
they developed are Included. The
i l lustrations are excellent, even
considering the state of the art of
photography at that time. In all, this is an
excellent book about both the technical

as well as the historical facts about the

Wrights and their experiments,
Available in paperback at $5.95, and
cloth bound hard cover at $15.00; from
Smithsonian Institution Press Books.
P.O. Box 1641, Washington DC 20013.

SPACE SQUIRT

& TRj.PACER

Recommended as the next step for
those beginners that tried its Puddle
Jumper, Sterling Models, Inc., has just
introduced a new and interesting land
vehicle for two channel R/C systems, the
LV1 Space Squirt. As easy to build as
the Puddle Jumper, the Space Squirt
features accurately cut balsa and
plywood as well as vacuum formed
parts. All hardware. Including wheels. Is
included, as is a detailed plan and
instructions. Any of the Cox .049 or .051
engines are recommended. The LV1
Space Squirt is priced at $24.95.
Another Interesting 1/2A project Is
Sterling's new Piper TrI-Pacer, designed
for 2 to 4 channel R/C. Not intended as a
replacement for Its big 58%" Tri-Pacer,
Sterling recommends the wee one as an
intermediate step after a basic trainer
such as the Mini-Fledgling before going
to a higher performance flyer such as the
Corsair. The kit includes die-cut balsa

and plywood pieces, precisely
vacuum-formed parts, and full plans and
instructions; only $29.95. Available now
at your dealer, or inquire from Sterling

Models, Inc., 3620 "G" St., Philadelphia,
PA 19134.

DUMAS BOATS

Three new boat kits, which should
include a type or class for everyone,
have just been announced by The Boat
People, Dumas Products Inc. There is a
new Quickie 40, a 30" long, lOVz" wide
competition outrigger for 3.5 to 7.5
marine engines. Two hardware kits are
available, to fit the above mentioned
engine sizes. The Quickie 40 is $40.00;
the hardware kit is $46.00. A smaller
outrigger, the Li'l Rascal 10, with 221/2"
length and 13" width for .10 engines is
also available. A hardware kit for this

one is $22.50; the boat kit is $25.00. And
last but not least, there is a Dumas Short
Stuff Deep Vee 10 In fiberglass, with all
the performance characteristics of the
wood Short Stuff for those boaters who
prefer fiberglass. It is priced at $22.50.
Hardware kits, for .049 to various .10
engines, are $16.00. All these new
designs feature the high quality
materials, parts, plans and instructions
for which Dumas boats are well known.
Check your local shop first, or inquire
from Dumas Products Inc., 909 E. 17th
St., Tucson, AZ 85719.

1/64" PLYWOOD

Hi Johnson, who is well known by
many old time modelers for his many
excellent products through the years is
now doing his thing as Super Wings,
11015 Glenoaks Blvd., Pacoima, CA
91331. His main products are glider
wings, fuselages, and accessories,
though many of the items being
manufactured by him are also of interest
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to modelers in all phases of the hobby.
For example, some of the latest
offerings from Super Wings: 1/64"
plywood, in various sizes, for foam wing
covering. A 12"x48" piece, #161, is
priced at $4.95. 24" x 48" pieces are
#162 at $9.89, and 48" x48" #163 are
$17.95.1" X 48", #160 such as required
for trailing edge strips for foam cores,
are $2.95 each. All Super Wing products
are available at better hobby shops; or
check direct with Hi Johnson at the
above address.

NEW WEBRA .61
AND RADIO BOX

Model Rectifier Corporation (MRC)
has informed us that the famous Webra
.61 Speed Engine, used by many of the
top European and American pattern
flyers is now available in an improved
version. Designated as the Model 1024
R/G, this new .61 Speed Schneurle uses
a new version of the famous Dynamix
slide valve carburetor and also a
beefed-up crankshaft with a wider intake
port. The results are an RPM increase
when used with the tuned pipe, and a
better mid range response. The
Dynamix carburetor requires the use of
pressure, either muffler or a pump, and
the use of the tuned pipe, #1100/7 is
strongly recommended. The latter is
now priced lower than before, yet still
comes complete with silicon tubing and
manifold.

Countach Competition Special, #1208.
Both contain such interesting features
as a choice of direct drive for faster
speeds, or differential gears for better
handling on curves. Prototypical
handling Is a reality with such standard
features as proportional speed controls
in both forward and reverse, aluminum
alloy chassis, sandwich type front tires,
and ball bearing supported front ends.
Completely equipped, highly detailed
kits with full building and operating
instructions are 384.98 each.

For model boaters, MRC's latest
offering is a water proof radio box,
complete with clear plastic top, top
seals, and both pushrod and switch rod
seals. The complete box kit is priced at
$19.95; a kit for the seals alone is $1.95.
Look for these new goodies at your local
dealer, or contact Model Rectifier Corp.,
2500 Woodbridge Ave., Edison, NJ
08817.

MRC has also announced two new
electric R/C car kits, by Tamiya, both
using the powerful Mabuchi RS-540
motor. They are the Toyota Celica
#RA1209 and the LamborghinI

KNIFE AND TWEEZER KIT
A subject near and dear to all of us is

tools, big and little. One source of the
latter isTheAptex Corp., Box 59, Bethel,
CT 06801, who has available a catalog
showing its line of work holders,
magnifiers, tweezers, and knives. Some
are sold individually, and some, like the
#400 Knife and Tweezer Kit, are
available as sets. It contains a popular

size knife with 15 assorted blades, and 3
tweezers; a 4V2" self locking, a 4y2" with
slide locking mechanism, and a 4y2" fine
point tweezer. The locking tweezers are
recommended for holding and clamping
small parts while soldering or gluing, and
the fine point type is excellent for
delicate work of all types. Prices and of
course the catalog are available directly
from The Aptex Corp.

OILS AND CLEANERS

Chester W. Smith, P.O. Box 337,
Wasco, OR 97065, is offering three
surplus Air Corps products that many of
us have become familiar with in one
manner or another. They include Aircraft
Instrument Oil, a very light viscosity oil
that will not dry or gum up, and Is not
affected by sub-zero temperatures. It is
available in one ounce containers, at
$1.50 postpaid. Another oil available is
Instrument Lubricating Oil, a heavier,
clear clinging oil recommended for open
gears and heavy loads. Also priced at
$1.50, postpaid, for a one ounce
container. And last but not least, is a
Cleaning Compound Solvent, a
combination cleaner, solvent and
preservative for cleaning model engines
inside and out. It is an excellent
preservative for after running or long
time storage. The one ounce container
is $2.00, also postpaid.

PHOENIX 8

A new competition pattern aircraft,
Don Lowe's beautiful Phoenix 8, is now
being offered by Aero Composites, 411
Townsend PL, Dayton, OH 45431.
Don's latest comes in both a Standard
and Deluxe kit, both featuring an epoxy
resin fuselage recontoured to provide
the maximum possible strength to
weight (19 oz.) ratio. The fuselage
contains molded canopy detail, stab
fillets and pushrod guides, and wing bolt
recesses are molded right into the belly
pan. The wing foam blocks are faced to
provide accurate building alignment jigs,



with the proper dihedral angles pre-cut.
Provisions are made for an optional
flying stab Installation. Other design
updates include wing and stab
repositioned to virtually eliminate roll
coupling with rudder, and an increase in
wing area to carry today's
engine/pump/pipe combinations. Full
size plans and construction instructions
are included. Vital statistics for the

Phoenix 8 are: Span 64"; Wing area
730": Length 56.75"; Weight 8.5 lbs.;
Engine .60; and at least a four channel
R/C system is required. The Standard
Kit is priced at $79.95; the Delux version,
which includes a complete wood
package, motor mount, and control
surface hardware, is $119.95. Through
your favorite dealer, or direct from Aero
Composites.

FLIGHT BOX

Happiness for an R/C flyer has to be
finally having all the equipment and
accessories necessary, and having
something to carry them in. The latter
chore is the reason for the existence of

the "Flight Box" by Custom Woodcraft.
The "Flight Box" is designed to hold not
only your airplane but all the tools and
equipment necessary to operate and
maintain at the field. It is equipped with
four folding legs that lock up and down
by the use of a machined gib. The
fuselage holders raise up and lock into a
slot using a strong spring for force, They ■
are adjustable from IVa" to 5V4" so the
fuselage can be locked in white making
repairs or installing the wing. The
fold-out wing holders are located on the
back of the box. Both fuselage and wing
holders are lined with neoprene rubber
and will not mar the finest finish. The

power module slides out of the "Flight
Box" and has a carrying handle to take it
to the flight line. It holds a 12 volt battery
and starter and miscellaneous small

items such as plug wrench, screwdriver,
etc. A DA Enterprises power panel is

available, installed, at extra cost. There
is space below the panel for props, etc.,
and two drawers on top for other items.
Space is provided for a one gallon fuel
can, and transmitter. The "Flight Box" Is
21 Vz" long, by 9V2" deep, and 16" high
overall. It Is constructed of birch plywood
and maple hardwoods, and finished In
medium pecan with a durable urethane
finish. It is priced at $79.95, plus
shipping and tax. B of A, Mastercharge,
check or money orders are accepted.
Order from Custom Woodcraft, Star
Route, Day Road, McArthur, OA 96056,
(916) 336-6378

PARTS CONTAINERS

Are you one of those persons who
always claims, "One of these days we're
going to get organized?" If so, the time
has come, and Delta Parts Containers
are just the thing to speed you on your
way to efficiency and order. They come
in three sizes, all of which feature lock on
caps attached to the base to prevent
their loss. The write-on tops can be used
to identify the contents. The three sizes
are 3/4"xiy2" (PC-790-S), 1"x2"
(PC-790-M) and iy2"xiy2"
{PC-790-M). The cost is only $3.00 per
dozen, in any size, or assorted. Check
your local hobby dealer first, or order
direct from Delta Manufacturing, 27
Race Car Court, Lorimer, lA 50149. A
complete catalog of all Delta's race car
products is available for $1.00 in US, or
$3.00 foreign, sent via Air Mail.

ALPHA 15 AND LCD CLOCK

The Alpha 15, a larger version of its
popular 1/2A Alpha, is now available
from Ace R/C Inc. This Tom Runge
design is a sturdy, easy to build trainer
and sport plane for three or four channel
R/C and a .15 to .25 engine. Even with
the smaller engines, enough power is
available for take-off from grass fields.

and for loops and rolls. The Alpha 15
doesn't have any bad snap or stall
tendencies and has excellent slow flight
characteristics. The kit features a

plywood fuselage, and built up wing for
maximum sturdiness and durability.
Included is a complete hardware kit, and
steerable nose gear, formed main gear,
and all control linkages. The span is 50",
area is 425 squares. Designated as
#50L213, the Ace Alpha 15 is $39.95.

Another totally unique product has
just been announced by Ace R/C, an
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) clock
measuring only 1/4" x 1" x 2". This
makes it small enough to fit anywhere,
even attached to your transmitter to
monitor flight time. Even being this-
small, it has programmable features, it
can be set to read hours and minutes
normally, or to alternate between
hours/minutes and month/day every two
seconds. It is powered by two readily
available watch batteries which run it for
over iy2 years. To be called the "Mity
Time" LCD Clock, it comes with your
choice of two bases, one in black with a
P-51D Mustang screened in white, and
the other in plain chrome suitable for
custom engraving. Recommended for
gifts, trophies, or as a practical treat to
yourself, the "Mity Time" Clock is priced
at $30.00. For further info, write Ace R/C
Inc., Box 511, Higginsville, MO 64037.

FtHAL FILTER

FUEL FILTER

If you aren't using a fuel filter, you
should be. One of the latest to appear is
"The Final Filter," by DuBro Products.
This In-line filter Is claimed to have twice

as much fuel filtering capacity as most
filters now available. It is made with

extremely fine 130 micron polyester
screens that takes out even the smallest

particles, yet does not restrict fuel flow. It
is made of durable and lightweight

to page 88



/^ANNOUNCING
• RC Helicopter books
• RC Helicopter accessories
• 'Bell222'fuselage for Hell-Boy
• 'Hughes 500' fuselage for

Hell-Baby
• Exclusive field representatives

In your area
• Helicopter I radio / engine package

deals

• Tuned pipes and manifolds
• New 'System 80' Helicopters

- Bolkow 105 - 4 bladed rotor

• Demonstrations & seminars

for RC clubs - ask for details

HELI-CENTER

A new concept In the promotion
and support of RC Helicopter flying.

We want you to flyman RC Helicopter... not just buy one
FLASH — The new improved Hell-Boy

is in stock now! Also update kits
for your present Heli-Boy.

Send $2.00 for catalog and details of Schluter's exciting new

1979 helicopter range and accessories.

FEATURING THE FAMOUS

SCHLUTER 'HEU-BOY'

BBGclatee

AND OTHER SCHLUTER PRODUCTS

MODEL PRODUCTS DIVISION
2393B CRAFTSMAN ROAD

CAIABASAS, CALIF. 91302
PHONE (213) 992-0I9S

Quality ̂ 'Decals
• Water Slide-Off

• Non-Crazing

• Authentic Colors

• Exact Scale

• Superior to Mylar

• Easy to Place

Price $5.95

From your dealer

or direct

JEMCO
1305 Foothill Drive

Vista, CA 92083
(714) 724-3242

BROWN COUNTY MIDWEST PYLON

CHAMPIONSHIPS AUG. 18 & 19

BROWN COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS

MT. STERLING, IL. - CAMPING FAC.

FORMULA 1 -QUARTER MIDGET

AMA SANCTIONED

$500 CASH + TROPHIES + PRIZES

SPONSERED BYiQUINCY R/C MODEL

AIRPLANE CLUB INC.

CO-SPONSERED BY: CHICAGO

PYLON CLUB-WRITE:R.W.GERLING

P.O. BOX 123 QUINCY, IL. 62301

SHOWCASE 79

from page 87/84

aluminum, only IV4" long. Cleaning can
be done by simple back flushing when
ever necessary, The Final Filter Is
recommended for use between the tank

and engine and/or in your fuel can line.
Only $1.75, from DuBro Products, Inc.,
480 Bonner Rd., Wauconda, IL 60084.

^ TOP FLITE

HOT STRIPE
TOP FLITE MODELS, INC.

HOT STRIPE

A new concept In striping tapes, an
Iron-on type, called "Hot Stripe" has
been Introduced by Top Flite Models.
Claimed to be thinner than other similar

tapes, Hot Stripe Is flexible enough to
apply on Intricate curves and circular
designs, yet requires only low heat for
permament application. It can be
applied over foam, paint, plastic,
fiberglass, and all types of covering
materials. Hot Stripe Is simple to apply,
yet permanent and fuel proof. It Is
available in blue, yellow, red, gold, black
and white, ail in 40 foot rolls. Widths and
prices are: 1/16 at $1.98; 3/32 at $2.69;
1/8 at $2.69; and 1/4 at $3.69. For more
information on easily and efficiently
finishing your models, and a 12 page
catalog, send 50? to Top Flite Models,
Inc., 1901 N. Narragansett Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60639.

SUPER FLOATS

Our November 1978 issue contained

an article entitled "Dick Hansen's Super
Floats," by a gentleman of that name,
describing how to build and use what
most Northwest US R.O.W. flyers
consider the best float design ever. The
article is complete, including everything
from cutting foam float cores using

to page 98
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Start out or step up
wtth OBc/Sanwa.

8022

Get value and versatility in our 8020.
That's what many new R/C modelers

want most in a first radio. And that's why
Cox/Sanwa's 8020 is the nation's best sell
ing system.

It's one of the least expensive radios
you can buy. Yet the 8020 comes loaded
with features for precise, reliable control:
• Newly improved Cox/Sanwa micro servos with

unique vibration Isolators and spllned output
shaft.

• Rugged, compact transmitter.
• Lightweight components.
• Compatibility with all Cox/Sanwa servos and

airborne rechargeable battery packs.
• Perfect control for any two channel plane, car.

or boat.

That includes our own ready to fly
Cessna Centurion. The Cox Sportavia sail
plane. fuel-powered or electric. Our Trade-
winds sailboat. And the BMW or Ferrari
electric racing cars. All as ideal for begin
ners as the 8020 itself.

Learn single stick with our 8022.
Set on flying? Then consider Cox/

Sanwa's 8022 system to start out. You get
simultaneous two channel operation on a
single stick, the same mode used in most
higher level radios. So you're already pre
paring for more advanced flying.

In fact, the 8022's ball bearing stick
gimbal with racheted trim levers is identical
to the assembly found in our four and five
channel sport radios. It's a key four channel
feature, combined with more special extras,
all for an outstanding two channel price.You
get:
• True R. F. power output meter,

rechargeable transmitter batteries.

O
• Two improved micro servos.
• Switch harness and battery box.
• Compatibility with all Cox/Sanwa servos and

battery packs.

The 8022 offers superbly smooth,
responsive performance. As well as value
and convenience. It's ail the radio you need
for basic sailplanes or powered aircraft.

Go full throttle with the 8031.
Here you get every feature of the

8022, plus a whole new dimension in con
trol: a third channel for throttle operation or
spoiler actuation in sailplanes.

A throttle is the logical—and excit
ing—step-up move for two channel pilots.
Combine the 8031 with a spirited plane like
our new Cox Arrow III. You can taxi, make
real take-offs, touch and go, and master
inverted flight.

Learning a new aircraft is easier, too,
when you can throttle down the engine.

The 803Ts receiver design also gives
you important features found in our four to
six channel radios. Yet the system remains
an excellent value—a major consideration
when you're moving up.

Cox/Sanwa's 8020,8022, and 8031
systems are available on all seven 72-75
MHz frequencies. And they come complete
with transmitter, receiver, servos, and full
accessory pack including servo trays.

Starting out or stepping up in R/C? Do
two things. First, see your hobby dealer for
expert advice. And second, choose Cox/
Sanwa for your radio. R/C systems simply
don't come any better.

#1 in Power Modeling.
cox HOBBIES INC., a subsidiary of
Leisure Dynamics. Inc..1505 East
Warner Ave.. Santa Ana. CA 92702.

Check the yellow pages for your nearest hobby store.

8031

(8020 not shown)
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Royal Products

NO. AMERICAN B-25
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Written Instructions

Quality ol Hardwood

Quality ol Flbarglass

Other Materials

DIe-CutlIng

Parts Match to Plans

Overall Parts Fit

Ease ol Asiemlily

Fidelity 10 Scale

Fllghl Performance

Overall Appeal
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Over the last couple of years, twins have increased
considerably in popularity in both sport and scale
flying. Perhaps overlooked in the introduction of new

twin kits Is Royal's B-25 which has been on the scene for a
number of years.
Our initial Impression of high quality was maintained

throughout construction. The kit consists of high quality balsa
and plywood. The die-cutting of plywood and pre-shaping of
balsa parts is superb. The parts match to plans is also
excellent and no engineering problems were encountered in
construction.

Much of the worry associated with engine alignment Is
eliminated by the plywood jig which frames the engine mounts.
At the same time this jig serves as a wing dihedral brace and
crutch for the engine nacelles. Even so, the major part of
construction is the wing and nacelle assembly. Care must be
exercised if warps are to be avoided and the wings evenly
matched. Construction pleasure would be enhanced if the
instruction manual and plans provided much more detail. As
presently written — the average builder is likely to face many
opportunities to ruin his project unless help is available from an
experienced builder.
The B-25 comes complete with aluminum cowls which

match the firewall perfectly. For added realism they can be
notched to simulate cowl flaps. Pre-formed landing gear is
furnished, however, retracts can be fitted with a little extra
work. We used Rhom-AIrs after reversing the main gear
cylinders to provide wheel clearance. Other accessories
Included were bellcranks, control horns and wing bolts.
Although Royal provides an excellent "green house" for the
bombardier, our version was converted to a B-25J with a solid
nose, This version was flown by the 345th bomb squadron In
the Pacific.

Now about flying — this Is a big model but don't overpower
It. Two .35's or .40's will provide more than enough power for
superb flying. With two K & B .40's on a grass runway expect
lift-off in about 100-125 feet. Once in the air and with gear up,
you can throttle back to about 2/3 power and enjoy that
"special sound" that only twins provide. Landing is no problem
if you just remember one rule — don't try a go-around on one
engine. If one should quit, then take what you can get without
jamming the throttle forward. That's a pretty good rule for any
twin.

All in all, the Royal B-25 appears to be a very reasonably
priced model considering the engineering involved In its
development and the quality of materials provided. It Is an
excellent kit for an experienced builder. With more detailed
plans and Instruction booklet, It would be a good twin project
for any good flyer. □

SPECIFICATIONS

Name No. American B-25
Aircraft Type AMA or Sport Scale
Manufactured By Royal Products

790 W. Tennessee Ave.
Denver, Colorado 80223

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price $99.95
Available From Mfg. & Retail Outlets
Mfg. Recommended Usage Sport or Stand-Off Scale
Wing Span 71 Indies
Wing Ctiord 11 Inches
Total Wing Area 750 Square Inches
Fuselage Length 54 Inches
Radio Compartment Dimensions (L) 13" x (W) 3" x (H) 2V2"
Wing Location Mld-WIng
Airfoil Semi-Symmetrical
Wing Planform Double Taper
Dihedral (each tip) Gull Wing
Stabilizer Span ZSVz Inches
Stabilizer Chord (incl. elev.) 7V2" (Avg.)
Total Stab Area 191 Square Inches
Stab Airfoil Section Flat
Stabilizer Location Top of Fuselage.
Twin Vertical Fin Height gVz Inches
Vertical Fin Width (Incl. rud.) 6" (Avg.)
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range 40-.60 Cu. In.
Recommended Fuel Tank Size 8 Oz.
Landing Gear Tricycle
Recommended No. of Channels 4-6
Recommended Control Functions Rud., Elev., Throt., AIL, Ret.
Basic Materials Used In Construction;

Fuselage Balsa
Wing Balsa
Tall Surfaces Balsa

Hardware Incl. In Kit See Text
Plan Size 38" x 59" (2 sheets)
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets Yes
Instruction Manual Yes (4 pages)
Construction Photos No
Kit Includes Die-Cut Parts
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight 144 Oz.
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt 27.65 Oz./Sq. R.

RCM PROTOTYPE

Weight, Ready To Fly 152 Ounces
Wing Loading 29.17 Oz./Sq. Ft.
Covering & finishing materials used See Text
Engine Make & DIsp. (2) K & B .4Q's
Muffler Used No
Radio Used Kraft Series 78
Tank Size Used 8 Oz.
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M & P

QUAKER 54

The Quaker 54 is a scaled down RC version of the old
time free-flight Flying Quaker originally kitted by
Megow Models of Philadelphia. This resurrection of

the famous model was designed by Dick Mathis and is kitted
by M & P, Box 338, Lone Oak, Texas, 75453.
The Quaker 54 with its 54" wingspan is about 2/3 the size of

the original but still retains the same outline, and stick and
stringer type of construction, beefed up, as required, for radio
control and the moderate overstress generated by the
additional weight of the radio gear.
The fuselage is constructed of 3/16" square balsa

longerons and cross braces from the cabin area rearward,
surrounding a 3/16" balsa side piece from the nose to the
cabin area rear brace. This method of construction gives the
strength of full length longerons while still giving additional
structural rigidity in the critical nose area. To provide stiii more
beef, the bottom of the fuselage from the nose to the rear of the
cabin is sheeted with 1/8" sheet balsa. Fuselage shape is
obtained through two plywood and two balsa formers. One of
the plywood formers is used as a firewall while the other is
slanted to the rear to provide a solid base for the landing gear.
As in many old time free-flights, the landing gear legs are
angled forward, which not only provides some propeller
protection, but also adds to the character of the model.
The wing is constructed completely of balsa and is built in

three pieces — the center section and two outer panels,
epoxied together with adequate bracing to withstand
moderate stresses. If the model is to be used for aerobatics or

high stress maneuvers, we suggest the use of hardwood
spars, spar webs and plywood dihedral braces. As designed,

to page 92
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SPECIFICATIONS

Name QUAKER 54
Aircraft Type Sport Old Timer
Manufactured By M & P

P.O. Box 338

Lone Oak, Texas 75453

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price $29.95
Available From Both Mfg. & Retail Outlets
Mfg. Recommended Usage
Wing Span
Wing Chord
Total Wing Area
Fuselage Length
Radio Compartment Dimensions
Wing Location
Airioll

Basic Powered Trainer
54 Inches
7Va Inches

390 Square Inches
39 Inches

, (L) 8%" X (W) 2%" X (H) 4%"
High Wing

Flat Bottom

Wing Planform Constant Chord
Dihedral {each tip) Vh"
Stabilizer Span 18 Inches
Stabilizer Chord (Incl. elev.) 6V2" (Avg.)
Total Stab Area 117 Square Inches
Stab Airfoil Section Flat

Stabilizer Location Top of Fuselage
Vertical Fin Height 8 Inches
Vertical Fin Width (Incl. rud.) 6" (Avg.)
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range .09*.15 cu. in.
Recommended Fuel Tank Size 2-4 Ounce
Landing Gear Conventional
Recommended No. Of Channels 2-3
Recommended Control Functions Rud., Elev., Throt.
Basic Materials Used In Construction:

Fuselage Balsa & Ply
Wing Balsa
Tail Surfaces Balsa

Hardware Included In Kit See text
Plan Size 30%" x 56" (1 sheet)
Building Instructions on Plan Sheets No
Instruction Manual Yes (4 pages)
Construction Photos No
Kit Includes Shaped Parts
Mfg. Rec. Flying Weight 35 Oz.
Wing loading based on rec. flying wt 12.9 Oz./Sq. Ft.

RCM PROTOTYPE

Weight, Ready To Fly 37 Ounces
Wing Loading 13.5 Oz./Sq. Ft.
Covering & finishing materials used See Text
Engine Make & Disp Enya .15
Muffler Used Tatone
Radio Used Ace Digital Commander
Tank Size Used 4 Oz.



HOBBIES ETC.
16661 REDMOND WAY REDMOND WA. 98052 (206)883-2811 HWy405 EXIT18 EAST

mag-aero K-21reg 169.95^ ^ ^ ,00

QUAKER 54
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'• > IV, HP -6,200 RPM
18" <Jio./6" pitch

We Ship Prepaid
add $19^ handling charge
Washington residents add 5.4% sales tax

0»uOi« BlUntKI Ctar.

FREE
"SUPER Monthly SPECEALS"

NEWSLETTER

RUSH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
AND SEND IT TO US NOW AND WE'LL START
YOU ON OUR MONTHLY NEWSLETTER

UP TO 40% OFF ON OUR SPECIALS

DUNHAM'S R & R
P.O. Box 34002

1100 N. Lake Havasu Ave., Suite I
Lake Havasu City, Arizona 86403

DUNHAM'S EZ ^
CHECK BAHERY CASE

An electrical check is not sufficient,
batteries should be inspected
visually also. Specially designed
case for quick, easy, Inspection of
your nicad battery. Catch corroded
cells, weak or broken connections
and pinched wires before they
cause a crash. Easy to install. Not
necessary to remove wires or
connectors from your present
cells. Available in sq. or flat type for
500 ma cells, flat type for 450 ma
cells.

Guaranteed, even for crash
damage. PRICE: $1.95.

oea.el ^SS'^ HORNER'S SALES
300 DIXIE HWY., BEECHER, IL 60401 — (312) 946-2515

Specializing In Miniat;ure Aircraft Engines
I'll help you get power for your big "job" — Gene Homer.

THE NEW (SMOOTH) 1.9 C.I.D.
BIG ROPER ENGINE S0

It won't sttake your model apart, and at a price ttiat all of
us 1/4-1/3 scale modelers can afford. The recoil starter

makes it great lor R/C boats, too. ^ ■
1.90C.I.D. —2H.P.(ri 10,000 rpm Spark Rug & Mag. M
Ign. 16-1 gas oil mix, SV." high-4" wide Made in USA. Jr
All parts available all over USA. Factory warranty.

Take advantage of my special purchase... ShIbBB^E
while these engines last

shipping per engine

Radial Mount - $10.00
Alum. Prop Hub-$12.00 ^
6 Bolt Hub - $14.00 M JX
Large Props Available

Direct factory dist. for these engines. Send check or
money order or we ship UPS C.O.D. Foreign countries '^"4^-
add 15% of total order for postage. Will refund
overpayment. Prices subject to change without notice. THE BIG SUPER ROPER 3.7 C.I.D.
Dealers Inquire. THE ULTIMATE IN R/C POWER
Send ISc stamp for catalog. List Price S169.00 — Inlroduclry Price $13

THE BIG SUPER ROPER 3.7 C.I.D.

THE ULTIMATE IN R/C POWER

List Price $169.00 — Inlroduclry Price $139.00

the wing has adequate strength for
normal prototype flying and its four spar
design with braced wing tips give It
adequate rigidity and warp resistance.
The tail surfaces are built entirely of

balsa strip with sufficient diagonal
bracing for a good stiff structure.
Hardware included was minimal,

consisting of two sets of control horns,
plastic for the cabin windows, and a
formed wire landing gear. We did not
find this a hardship since we had the
required hinges, clevises and wheel
collars on hand.

Our test model was covered in

transparent MonoKote, red on the
fuselage and vertical tail and yellow on
the wing and horizontal tail. It was
powered by an Enya .15 with a Tatone
muffler with about 3 degrees of
downthrust added to reduce looping
tendencies on take-off. Control is

through an Ace Digital Commander with
Bantam servos and a 450 ma battery
pack. A Sullivan 884 tank was used
which gave more than adequate
duration for the Enya .15, particularly
since this model needs a lot less than full

throttle for flight.
The best way to describe the flight

characteristics of this bird is one word —

gentle. Although not a sailplane, it has a
remarkable glide, inherited, probably,
from its ancestors in the days of
free-flight. It is slow and stately and
gives the pilot time to relax and enjoy the
flight, As built, we have done loops and
slow rudder rolls but. since we did not
beef up the wings for aerobatics, we
limited ourselves to these two

maneuvers. Even then we played the
throttle to reduce overstress due to high
speed or excessive G forces. Take-offs
are a breeze. As soon as the throttle is

opened the wheels start to roll, the tail
rises, and rudder control is attained.

With the .15 engine in our test model,
about 3/4 throttle gave a good smart
climb-out after a short take-off run. Once

in the air we reduced to about 2/3 throttle
for climb and flew level at 1/3 to 1/2

throttle. After the powered portion of the
flight, it seemed as if she would glide
forever. Once trimmed for the glide, only
rudder was necessary to make it land
where you wanted it. Wheel landings
(reminiscent of the old free-flight days)
didn't even require elevator control.
Three point landings usually result in a
nose high float across the field before a
gentle squat on the Trexler's.

For the old timer, or for the short timer
who wants "to relive the days of
yesteryear," we highly recommend the
Quaker 54. □
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razor-sharp,pressure sensitive letters and numbers

that will not orack,chip or peel!

They're not mylar or transfer decals. They're

better!

Graphics are made of glass-smooth yet micro-thin

cast vinyl. Tough enough to meet military specifi

cations. Unlike mylar and transfer decals they will

not crack, peel or chip. What's more, they are so

pliable they'll conform to any surface angle or

curve. Just press them on and they stick.

Special pressure-sensitive adhesive

that's goof-proof!

It takes about 24 hours for Graphics

to attain maximum adhesion.

During the first hour, the adhesion is /

light enough to permit

lifting and re-positioning.

This feature plus

a simple

alignment A
system,

makes it easy _

to produce perfect

results everytime. Graphics B8MSSi§7.
add a professional touch to

every model, including older ones that could/4^C
use a little dressing up. ^1

A simple alignment system.

1) For trouble-free alignment, first put Graphics

on wax paper. Lift and re-position til perfect. A
2) Place wax paper and Graphics over M
actual surface to see how it looks. 3) Place p
masking tape across center of Graphics.

Lift masking tape and Graphics from wax •

paper. 4) Position on actual surface. '

PressGraphics in place. Remove masking

tape. Voila! A professional job in minutes. jSr ■

3" size — under 20rf per number I
2" size — under 1W per number I
1" size — under 5(i per number

f\j ly

JL

They come in 3 colors ... or sky-blue-pink!

Graphics are available in red, white or black.

High-gloss. But if you want them in any other

color, they're paintable. Best way is to spray the

entire sheet, then remove Graphics after the paint

is dry. As for sizes, Graphics come in 1", 2" and 3"
heights. Each package contains 2 complete sets of

numbers (0 through 9) plus AM A letters and enough
blank space to custom cut letters of your own

choice.

When we say fuel-proof,

we mean totally.

We know how annoying

it is to have fuel creep under a

^  decal, causing the edges to curl up,

eventually

I  the decal

4  Graphics don't

^  do that.
We dipped

Graphics in raw fuel,

then let them sit dripping wet for 3 days. The

adhesive still had its usual tackiness, and when

pressed down, exhibited normal characteristics.

3 months later,the same fuel-soaked Graphics were

still holding fast. No overcoating is ever required.

Graphics stick on anything.

Naturally they stick to Coverite (Permagloss, Super
and Silkspun). They also stick to all other iron-ons,

most paints, wood and plastics. Since they're
water and weather resistant, they're great on boats

(hulls, deck & sails — big ones & little ones), auto

mobiles, signs, doors, windows, walls, etc.

Try new Graphics, like all Coverite products,

"the difference is obvious."

COVERITE
420 Babylon Rd., Horsham, Pa. 19044

MODEL BY JERRY COWAN OF J/C R/C, WILLOW GROVE, PA.
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HP ENGINES
HIRTENBERGER — AUSTRIA

HP120 GOLD CUP POWERTWIN

End those big engine vibration problems with the smooth running HP120 power-
twin. The perfect engine for 1 /4 scale airplanes or a tournament of champions scale
aerobafic design, fwtarine version ideal for the new giant scale unlimited hydros or
maximum performance racing boats.

The powertwin uses the widely acclaimed gold cup 61 major components (schneurle
porting, chromed sleeve, dykes ring). Engine is of an alternate firing type with a
single HP automix throttle. Crankcases can be reversed so that the exhaust loca
tions can be fixed for proper exhaust manifold locations. Gear reduction units,
special exhaust manifolds, tuned pipe, motor mount, will be available soon.

SPECIFICATIONS

Displacement
Weight
Length
RPM Range
Horsepower

19.8 ccm(1.20cu.in.)
970 grams (34'/j02.)
6-3/8 in.
1800 to 14000
3.13

Suggested list price $350
$ut>jeci >0 cTi^ngo without hotice Glow oluOS not Included)

Available at your favorite dealer

MIDWEST MODEL

SUPPLY CO.
13S4 Naperville Dr. • Romeovllle, IL 60441 • (312) 759-1955

Iro^for YOU can build & FLY

this TRAININf] MACIIIN'K from our kit and instruct

ions. There is nothing caster to fly.
For additional tnfo.fi our Catalogue send

St.00 to LOU I'HOCTOR.P.O. Box 9641. San Diego,
Calif. 92109.

Kit mfgd, by Proctor Corp. 6821 Convoy Ct. S. 0, Ca.

Your

SCALE

IMiil Ckc^LHeadquarters

• Most all scale ftqtessories in stock

• Specialist in faiwt^echnology

• Free consultatfl^i^ your so
finishing and detaH^^roblems

• Write or phone LarrV^^ijfe
at

Jet Hangar Hobbies
12554 Centrailia Road

Lakewood, CA 90715
Phone (213) 860-7612

WHEN WRITING TO AN

ADVERTISER, BE SURE TO LET

THEM KNOW YOU SAW THEIR

AD IN ROM!

FORMICATOR

from page 76

Read and follow the instructions and

you will have quality formed parts. After
you have built the Formlcator you will
need a good vacuum source (shop or
household vacuum) and the kitchen
oven — not a microwave oven!

Follow the instructions and build a

mold of the part or parts you want to
form. Remember, vacuum forming is
intended to make multiple or spare
duplicate parts, and It Is a waste of
building time to make a mold for only one
piece (except when fabricating a
custom part, such as a canopy or cowl,
where a moid must be made). Also, as in
my case, it was easier to make a mold of
the spinner on the lathe and pull the part
than to have carved one. The cowl was

formed because the fuselage was made
of plastic. On small item, make several
molds (as many as practical) to be pulled
from the 8V2" x 17" sheet.

When making a mold for a canopy do
not fill and polish the moid. If the moid is
too smooth or filled too much, moisture
will be trapped under the heated plastic
and blushing will occur. The molds need
not be ultra sophisticated, just smooth.
The molding operation is quite simple

— follow the instructions, they will tell
you the right way to do It.

in conclusion, the Formicator is a low
cost vacuum former (retail $39.00) that a
hobbyist can afford and utilize. Follow
the Instructions, they do an excellent job
of covering all aspects of the Formlcator.
Wear your pot-holder mittens and have
fun. Q

VPECIALOT

'STILL THE BESTr

cMILLCOTT
MILLCOII COKPOKAIION

RADIO C ON I ROI SYSTI MS
177-1 RIVI RSIDI AVINIH

NFWPOR I Bi.AC H. C A 9266:1
(711) 67:1-5144
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I> "MATCHED FINISH SYSTEM"
is a complete correlated finish system providing all the ingredients

required to cover, repair, seal, prime and paint your model plane, car, or boat.

SUPER POXY
'MiWtD PMIM SrSTCir

1

K&B FIBERGLASS —for covering
The highest quality, toughest weave fiberglass
available. Excellent contouring qualities make It
ideal for applying to compound curves. Created
specifically for use with polyester or epoxy resin.
Available In 3 weights - 38" wide - LIGHT % OZ.
CLOTH. For all wood airplanes - cover 100%.
MEDIUM 2 OZ, CLOTH. For Increasing structural strength
around fillets, nose, or Interior of plane.
HEAVY 6 OZ. CLOTH. For joining wings or molding your
own parts.

K&B SUPER POXY RESIN —

for sealing and applying glass cloth.
Used with K&B Fiberglass, as part of the "MFS" it Is easily
workable and requires a minimum of sanding. Little, if any
clogging of sandpaper, Curing time adjusted by the
amount of catalyst. Durable, does not become brittle.
1 OT. CAN (Including catalyst)

K&B MEASURING CUPS

Twenty-four one ounce, unbreakable plastic cups
with unlimited uses. Epoxy resin and most model

and craft cements will not adhere. Ideal
,..^for mixing or measuring small amounts

of Paint, Filler, Resin, Primer, etc.
Each cup accurately graduated with

millillters and fluid ounces.
if 24 TO CARTON

SUPER POXY

primeK

K&B Micro-Balloons FILLER-

Ideal for use on car bodies or boat hulls.
Perfect for fillets, filling In dings or dents, or
repairing damage. Mixed with K&B "MFS"
Resin, it sands to a beautiful, smooth, strong
hard finish.

2.45 OZ. CARTON

K&B PRIMER

K&B PRIMER CATALYST

The last step before painting.
K&B Primer may be brushed on or
sprayed. Fills every crack, sands
extremely extremely easily to a
smooth, smooth finish.
Vi PINTS only

paint

AND IT GIVES

SPRAY or BRUSH/SATIN
For that final step In the K&B "MATCHED FINISH SYSTEM" Super
Poxy Paint is unequalled in quality, Its super high gloss LASTS
LONGER and is LEAST AFFECTED by ultra-violet rays or manufac
tured fuels. A development of the space age, it is formulated
exclusively for models... MIX and USE. NO WAITING TIME! NO
FTAND RUBBING! Easy to apply and most durable, it Is the utill-
mate in model paint.

1  Only the K & B "Matched Finish ■ .
System" offers correlated top
quality products and ease of H

application each step of the way,
And beautiful results...

you can see them!

YOU A CHOICE

or GLOSS in 33 COLORS
11 BASIC COLORS

Red • Blue • Yellow • Orange • White • Black • Aluminum •
Metallic Green • Metallic Blue • Metallic Red • K&B furple • Clear

All above packed in Va Ft. or V2 Pt. cans

plus 22 ADDITIONAL COLORS by mixing— see color chart at ̂ our dealer
CATALYSTS • THINNER

• SPRAYING — Satin or Gloss — Va Pt. or Vz Pt. For use with K&B SUPER

♦ BRUSHING —Satin or Gloss—V4Pt. or VaPt. POXY—Pints or Quarts

K&B MANUFACTURING

12152 WOODRUFF AVE., DOWNEY, CA. 90241


